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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation emphasizes the importance ·of studying the 

cost aspect of e~emell:tary education together with the progress 
' of universaJ.izing it. _Though it is not concentrated upon the 

inter-state ~ inter-regional variations w1 th regard to this 

level of education, this study initiates and develops a kind 

of analysis that may be of crucial impor~aroe at a later stage. 

Universalization of elementary education in India, 

discussed in Chapter one is viewed separately in terms of 

quantitative expansion and qualitative improvements. Though 

these two are not watertight compartments, the former is 

explained with the help of three stages of universalization of 

education at this level, and the latter is explained in terms 

of some of the quantifiable indicators of quality. The main 

objective of this chapter is to assess the progress at this 

level and to link it with the cost aspect of it. It would also 

help us to analyse the extent of resources needed in order to 

reach the goal in a reasonably short period. 

There is a marked improvement in the enrolment of boys at 

both levels of elementary education; but the rates of retention 

or efficiency indices for boys are not indicative of our 

success. More so, in the case of girls and weaker sections of 

our society. Rega1~ing quality, considerable improvement has 
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taken place because of a perceptible upgrading of the socio

economic artl educational status of teachers. l3ut persistent 

increase in wastage and high density of class rooms which are 

also ill-equipped happen to arrest this improvement. 

The second chapter is concerned with the ex.:pen:li ture on 

· elementary education during the planning period. Though this 

chapter puts greater emphasis more on cost per pupil, it also 

analyses the position of educational expenditure in the GNP 

and budget expenditure, aa well as the position of expenditure 
. -

on elementary edteation in .the educational expenditure •. As 

the study reveals, the rates of growth of unit-cost of 

elementary edooation, at current and constant prices, were 

subjected to wide fluctuations. Besides, a larger share of the 

unit -cost accounted for teacher cost, . while the share of non

teacher cost has declined sharply during the period. High 

, Percentages of dropouts and repeaters put the actual. cost of 

producing a literate at; a higher level. Indirect public cost 

of education was also too low aDd it occupied a very 

insignificant share in the total public cost. 

The third chapter, wmch is mainly a field survey, traces 

the extent of student/family-borne direct costs of education 

and the opportunity cost of the child's education. This 

chapter reveal$ some hitherto unnoticed.facts concerning the 

problem. In spite of the legal ban on the employment of 
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children below 14 years, ~orgone ~arnings of the school-going 

children are found to be quite a large percentage of the 

family inc orne. This may be due to the poverty of the masses. 

These costs are higher in respect of those pupils whose 

parents are less educated ani also belong to occupations like 

cultivation and agricultural labour. Thus, these relatively 

high private costs together with poverty make the parents to 

call their children back from schools. Therefore, this study 

throws light on the importance of reducing these costs through 

· appropriate measures. 

The fourth chapt;er integrates the public as well as 

private cost of elementary education to arrive at the total . 
cost of education. It clearly points out the high percentage 

of private costs in general and forgone earnings in particular. 

It also points out the inegalitarian ethos of the edwational 

system of the country. It finallY emphasizes the need for 
• 

differential treatment in education so ·as to give equal 

educational opportunities to all. 



INTRODUCTION 

1. ltiucation and Schooling 

'Education • ·is a many--valued term and therefore one which is 

not immune to being misunderstood. In fact, it can be easily 

mistaken for its own opposite whidl Gunnar Ivtyrdal has 

designated in The Asian Drama as 'miseducation'. This is a 

very important point to emphasize and, in a way, the problem 

may well be insolvable. In the circumstances, the least we can 

do is to be aware of the fact that there ll such a problem as 

this. Given this recognition, we will be in a better position 

to avoid serious errors. In this connection, we mey- refer to the 
. . 1 

distinction, suggested by Professor Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, 

between what he calls 'arithmomorphic' and 'dialectical' 

concepts. An arithmomorphic concept is one which has the fonn of 

an arithmetical number. It is discrete ani distinct and as such 

cannot be mistaken for anything other than itself. That is to 

say, two or more arithmomorphic concepts do not overlap. As 

against such concepts, there are dialectical concepts represented 

by the same word serving as a symbol. In Professor Georgescu

Roegen•s words, such concepts do not have any arithmomorphic 

boundaries. Rather, they are surrounded by a penumbra within 

which they overlap with their opposites. To illustrate his point, 

1. Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, An tical Economics: Issues and 
Problems, Harvard University Press Cambridge, 19 7 • 
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one mq say that '3' aDd '4' are discrete concepts and can 

never be confused with eaeh other. BQ.t on the other hand, 

'yoUDg • and • old • are concepts which do not h •e 81J'1' absolute 

boundary between them. 

Jtr submission is that • education• does not have 8DY 

arithmomorphic boundaries, and instead is a dialectical concept 

in this sense. If one were to use Professor Georgescu-Roegen•s 

terminology, one could sq that education is surrounded by a 

penumbra within which it overlaps with miseducation. As students 

of education, we are under an ob~igation to minimize this · 

overlap and therefore the misun<lerstaming that it may cause. 

For good academic reasons, it is much better to be aware of them. 

As far as education is concernai, it is extremEly easy for anyone 

to confuse it with wlat is mere schooling. :&lucation, as Paulo 

Freire, for exanple, insists is basic to the very process by 

which a human infant VDuld become a human adult. In fact, he 

designates it as man's ontological vocation. Unfortunately a 

precise and very satisfactory defjnition of education in this 
' 

broad sense does not seem to be easy. But this lack of definition 

and of definitiveness need not bother us unnecessarily. There 

is the case,' for example, of 'life' which has not been precisely 

defined so far am perhaps cannot be. But we can distillgUiSh a 

man from a statue and a piece of timber from a tree. In other 

wozds, we know life when we see it. We can recognize it. 



Similarl3' it may not be possible for us, or anyone, to 

define education in a precise manner, but we know education 

When we •see• it. Of course, education does not float about 

in thin air am can manifest itself only through specific 

individuaJ.s. That is why we can see education only when we see 

a man who is educated. A most important point to make in this 

connection is that, ~man who is educated in the proper sense 

of the term is not necessarily one who has merely accumulated 

a large number of certificates or degrees. Nor does it mean, 

however, that a person who carries a generous measure of fozmal 

qualifications, or one who has been •schooled•, is and on this 

count alone devoid of education. He ma.v be; and he may not be. 

Schooling, therefore, would be a productive activity only in 

so far as it would pave the way for the construction of an 

educated society. There are definite circumstances in which this 

may not be the case. One such is a state of social inegality in 

which schooling can only promote the interests of relatively 

small. minorities and thus frustrate the realization of an 

educated society. Assuming then, and this can well be a gratuitous 

assumption, that we have a society which is able to keep the 

counter-productivity of schooling within limits, it would be a 

desirable activity. It is on this assumption that I propose 

taking up the unit-cost of elementary education in this country. 
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2. Problems of National Educational Policy in India 

Having pointed out the distinction between 'education' and 

•schooling', one may still look pedantic if one were to try to 

use them with meticulous care. Therefore, in spite of their 

differences, these two words will be used below with a greater 

degree of freedom than the foregoing mey- allow. But care will 

be taken that the broad context in which each is used makes the 

intended meaning clear. 

The need for and importance of education, in any less 

developed country, could be seen in tezms of the perspective of 

development of its econ~ and society and the place that 

education was given in national priorities. In this regard, the 

overall ed u::ationaJ. develo!IDent policy of the country concerne:l 

involves the fo2Lowing four first order questions : (a)-Why 

education at all? (b) What levels and types of 'education•? 

(c) How much of education? and (d) For how long-this education 

is to be given? Resolv~ these questions with respect to one 

level or type of education will have repercussions on or 

implications for others. 

The first and foremost question - Why education at all? -

has to be answered while setting priorities in the economy and 

society as a whole. It depends main]¥ upon the future idea of 
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the society a:ai the role of education in the society and economy .. 

The role of education. has undergone significant changes over 

time. Traditionally, edu::ation was expected to satisfy limited 

and inherently conservative needs. It just acted as an agent 

to pass on the culture and traditional skills from one genera

tion to the other. But education in modern times is expected to 

transmit the dominant value system of the society; to serve as 

an agency of social improvement to build a new social order; and 

last, but not least, to encourage innovations in the material 

and technological sphere. Thus the functions of the modern 

educational system hS!1e become wide in range and more complex 

in nature. Such a wide and complex scope of education in the 

transformation of traditional societies made most of the 

countries give high priority to education. 

But few countries can afford to develop all levels and 

types of education at the same time. Most specifically, poor 

countries have to make a choice, for the s:imple reason that 

resou.rces at their disposal for wbich there is pressing demand 

from other sectors of their economies also are rather scarce. 

Therefore, our seco:ai question - 1 What' level and type of 

education is to be imparted? - has to be asked at this stage. 

If any country is aiming at •raising the educational. level of 

the average ci tizen• , thereby ltzy"ing firm foundation for an 

egaJ.i tar ian society, that particular country should aim at 

giving universal minimum education to all children and adult 
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illiterates. This minimum educatio·n again depends upon the 

country's needs and aspirations and also on its resource--· 

capability. If, for example, the country is more interested 

in rapid economic expansion becoming a self-supporting process, 

it would tend towards technical and professional higher 
. ' 

education whose products maJ be used in its production process. 

In our country, the Constitution directs the States to give 

priority to elementary education. 

Then, the third question involVing the • quantum' of 

education, refers to the total number of years of schooling 

over which the level and type of education is to be Si.ven. Many 

countries have started aiming at from five years of good 

education at t.ne one extreme to seven to eight years of such 

education at the other. This, of course, depends main.lT upon 

the total number of children who are to be educated at that 

level, future addi tiona to this number, and also the financial 

capability of that particular country and the people. In India, 

having decided to give first level of education to all children, 

we are taking steps to provide a minimum of eight years of 

schooling. 

The final question refers to 'how• the minimum education 

thus accepted should be achieved. This question involves the 

decision concerniD& target year or duration. Since the other 

levels and types of edmation cannot be overlooked totally in 
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a growing economy, the universal minimum education mey take 

long period. Besides this, deciding the target also depends 

upon the socio~conomic situation of the country in general, 

and people of that country in particular. This is because less 

developed countries, with inadequate resources and exploding 

poverty, cannot be expected to give good education in· a 

relative:cy short period. Also in these countries people, thanks 

to their ignorance and innocence, do not always like their 

children to go to school. Therefore, while deciding upon the 

date by which the target of giving minimum education is .to .be 

realized, one has to keep in view the socio-economic and cultural 

levels of the countr,r. 

The section that follows, makes a comparative study of 

the problem of financing the first level of education and higher 

levels and types of education. This would also emphasize the 

importance of and need for rechannelling at least part of the 

resources from non-priority areas to priority areas. The final 

section gives a brief analysis of the succeeding chapters. 

II 

J. Social Need for Larger Allocations 
to Elementary !ducation ' 

The problem of allocating resources among different levels and 

types of e~ucation necessarilY calls for an examination of their 
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relative costs am benefits. While doing so, one must keep in 

mind the social. need for literacy and also the expensive wastage 

of resources devoted to higher education whose recipients may / 

_not get any or at least proper jobs and may only cause social. 

unrest. In other words, the concept of minimum education should 

be seen in terms of its social need and also of the extent of 

wastage of higher education due to excessive production. The 

table given below shows the unit-cost of elementary education . 
as well as higher education during the planning period. Further 

it allows us to compare unit-cost of elementary education with 

that of higher education. The gap between resources devoted to 

elementar.y education and those to higher education, though 

reduced in the period~~ observed, is very striking. 

S.No. 

1. 

2. 

3· 
4· 

5. 
,,6. 
7. 

Table -1 

A comparison of unit-cost of Elementar.v 
ltiuc at ion with uni t-eost of HiBher 
Education, 1950:S1 - 1975-76 

ItEID 1950-51 1965=66 1970-71 

Unit-cost (in rupees) 
Elementary ltlucation 21.79 39.49 66.16 
Higher Secondary 
Education 73.00 111.10 168.40 
Arts and Science 231 .oo 346.00 421.60 
EngineeriDg and 
Technology 779.00 1061.60 1487.00 
The Ratio of 
Bow 1 to Row 2 3-35 2.81 2.55 
Row 1 to Row 3 10.60 8.76 6.37 
Row 1 to Row 4 35.75 26.88 22.48 

1975-76 

"111 .85 

257-30 
572.50 

1842.70 

2.30 
5.12 

16.48 
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·In 1950-51, the unit-cost of higher secondary ed roation 

was 3.35 times higher than the unit-cost of elementary education. 

ThiS means that for ever.y rupee spent on elementary school 

pupil, our country was spending Rs.).)5 o·n every pupil in 

highEr secondary educatio~. This ratio was reduced in the 

later years and by 1975-76, the unit-cost of higher secorxlary 

education was about 2.)0 times higher than that of elementary 

education. Still, the economy is devoting a large share of 

educational resources to students of Arts am Science as well 

as Engineering and Technology. To put it in other wa;y, we could 

have educated more pupils at the first level, by diiverting 

those resources devoted to additional students in higher 

education. For example, instead of spending money on an additional 

engineering and technology student, we could have given education 

to near~ 16 elementa.r.v school pupils. There is considerable 

justification for this rechannelling of resources from higher 

education - which restricts the opportunity to a few - to 

elementary education, where uneducated masses may be given a 

chance to become literates. Also rechazmelling of resources to 

elementar,y education would help break many socio-political and 

cUltural hurdles that are· blocking the country • s progress 

towards the goal of an egalitarian society. 

This _misallocatien of resources to higher education could 

further be highl.ighted in terms of growing unemployment of the 
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educated youth with different levels of education. The Table 

below shows the unemployment of the educated youth by level of 

education. But these data understate the real situation since 

they exclu4e those educated youth who did not register 

themselves with employment exc.nanges. Even then, unemployment · 

of the educated people is phenomenal]Jr high and inareasiDg. 

Matriculates 

Uu:lergraduates 

Graduates and above 

Table - 2 

1961 

464 

70 

56 

1966 

619 

204 

94 

1976 

2829 

1255 

1020 

Source : Statistical outline of India ( 1978), Tata 
Services Limited, Department of Economics 
and Statistics, (Bombay, 1978), p.126. 

In the fifteen-year period from 1961, the unemployment 

of undergraduates has increased from 70 thousSJld to 1255 

thousand, while that of graduates and above has increased from 

56 thousaxd to 1020 thousani. The rate of ~owth of unemployment 

among undergraduates and above is far greater than that among 

matriculates. This means that large proportion of resources 
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devoted to higher education is being utilized for·producing 

unemp~oyment. This has particularly been so in the recent 

period. In spite of such an unwanted state of affairs, a less 

developed country like ours, cazmot afford to aJ.locate 

c cmparatively large resources to higher education in the midst 

of illiteracy. But this ought not to be misunderstood as a 

plea for abandoning higher education programmes. Ollly the pace 

of development at this level needs to be slowed down keeping 

the devel.opmentaJ. perspectives of the economy in view. 

Thus observing all t.llese factors, there could be little 

dispute about the need to make a large allocation of total. 

educational expenditure in favour of elementary education. 

There is every need to increase the share of other inputs of 
. . 

education - giving due weight to the salaries of teache-s - in 

order to give good education to all Children in a reasonablY 

short period. Therefore, increasing proportion of educational 

expenditure may have to be allocated to e1ementar,y education, 

by reducing the subsidies and/or increasing the private cost 

of higher education. This rechannelling of resources from higher 

education to elementaey· education is of great importance in 

view of the various factors ·that are coming in the """ of 

financing elenentary education. This needs to be done to reduce 

higher costs of unemployed educated youth to the society; and 

this can further be justi:fied keeping in view the scarce 
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resources of the economy that are to be used optima.:uy. 

III 

4· A Preview 

This study comprises five chapters inciuding the conclusions. 

The first chapter outlines the progress with regard to the 

universalization of elementa.I7 education. The second chapter 

deaJ.s with the public costs of elementary education at current 

and constant prices. An attempt is also made, in this chapter, 

to compute the actual cost of producing an elementary school 

pupil. The third chapter discusses the magnitude of private 

costs in different income groups and occupations, which was 

·based on a field survey conducted in 1978-79. The fourth chapter, 

while computing total u~t-cost of elementar,y education, it 

also discusses the social efficiency and equity of education 

specifically and elementar,y education in general. The final 

chapter presents the findings of this study. A brief analysis 

o~ each chapter is also presented below. 

Universalization of elementary education, discussed in 

Chapter I, is viewed separately in tezms of quantitative expansion 

and qualitative improvements. Though these two are not watertight 

compartments, the former is explained with the help of three 

stages of universalization of elementary education, aDd the 
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latter is explained in terms of some of· the quantifiable 

indicators of quality. The main objective of this chapter iS 

to assess the progress of education at this level and to link 

it with the cost aspect of it. It would aJ.so help us to analyse 

the extent of resources needed in order to reach the goal in a 

reasonably short period. 

As far as quantitative expansion is concerned, the 

universal provision of primary schools has been more or less 

completed, but the provision of middle schools has to be 

extended further. The maximum distance between residence and 

. ~chool needs to be reduced to, at the most, 2 km. Not only 

this, hereafter, the location of elEmentary schools should be 

properl,y planned so as to cover all needy areas. 

The enrolment of boys at primary level is worth noting. 

But that of girls and weaker sections of the society has not 

even reached satis:factory levelS. As the available information 

iiJiicates, hereafter efforts would have to be diverted towards 

girls and weaker sections of the eountry. Apart from this, 

necessary efforts may have to be made to reduce the percentage 

of pupils outside the age group of 6-14 years. This being the 

case with primary school enrolment, the enrolment of the middle 

school. level. has to go a long wq to ful.fil the consti tutionaJ. 

directive. 
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· The third stage of universalization of elementary 

education - universal retention - shows the gloomy performance 

which mq be mainly due to increasing wastage of education 

over the period. Universal elementary education iS said to be 

realised onlJ if each pupil enrolled in class I progresses 

year by year and reaches the final year of the prescribed course. 

In terms of our efficiency indices, •cohort out-turn of 

curricula' must be broadly equal to •cohort population• of the 

final year of the curricula. In other words, pupils in the final 

year of the elementary education (Class VIII) must be equal to 

the relevant age-group population (14 years of age). To reach 

this end also would t.ak:e a long wq in our country. 

Finally, the qUalitative improvements of elementa.t'7 

education, \\hich_ was explained in terms of some of the indicators, 

are also not quite encouraging. In spite of the qualificatioDS 
' 

and salaries of teachers having been upgraded and the number of 

trained teachers have increased the quality of schooling at this 

level is poor. For wastage continues to be high and material 

facilities are inadequate in terms botlil. of quantity and quality. 

~is i!dicates the need to improve educational facilities, like 

school buildings, play grounds, equipment, teaching ~ds, and of 

course, relevant curricUla. 

The second chapter is concerned with the expenditure 

incurred on elementary education during the planning period. 
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While analysing the share of educational expenditure in GNP 

and public expenditure, it shows the position of elementary 

education in the total direct educational expenditure. The 

share of educational expenditure in GNP has been increasing 

over the period; but its share of the former in public budget 
• 

expenditure is subject to fluctuations. The share of elementary 

education in total direct educational expenditure also declined 

over the period observed. 

The rates of growth of unit-cost of elan entary education, 

in current and constant prices, are compared with those of 

enrolment and GNP. ThiS reveals the inconsistencies in rates 

of growth of unit-cost and GNP, and persistent increase in 

enrolment. This means that despite the phenomenonal increase 

·in enrolment, there is hardly any planned effort seen to 

improve the financial position of e1 ementary education. Not 

only this, the different components of unit-cost also reveal 

that, till now, the country could only succeed in providing 

teachers. The estimates of indirect cost per pupil also find 

elementary education in a tight corner. In addition to all 

these factors, high wastage of education adds fuel to the fire 

through higher unit-cost of producing a literate. 

The third chapter attempts to calculate the private costs 

of elementary education. This exercise is based on a field study 

conducted in a devel.opment block in Andhra Pradesh. So far, no 

systematic effort has been made at this l.evel to compute the 
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extent of private costs and this study identifies high magnituie 

of private costs at this level. The major share of these costs 
./ I 

is the earnings forgone of the school-going children. These 

costs are higher in respect of pupils whose parents are 

illiterate a:cd elementary school educated and also belong to 

occupations like cUl.tivation and agricultural labour. High 

private costs together with lower levels of prosperity make the 

parents call their children back fran school. Therefore, this 

study throws light on.the importance of reducing these costs 

. through appropriate measures. 

The fourth chapter integrates the public and privately 

borne costs of elementary educatiol1 which m&\V' be called the 

•social unit-cost' or 'tota~ unit-cost• of elementar,y education. 

It clearly shows the high percentage of private coats in genEral 

am fozgone earnings in particular. It also points out the 

social inefficiency and inequity prevailing in the educational 

system. It further emphasizes the need for 'differential treatment 

in education. 

The final chapter presents ana analyses the conclusions 

of the stucly. 



Qiapter One 

EXPANSION OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
IN TH# PLANNING iSERIOD · 

Introduction 

Underdeveloped countries of the world, having recognized its 

importame in the process of socio-economic developaent, have 

of late been trying to give free and compulsory schooling to 

all. children upto a prescribed ~e or class. As in 8D7 less 

developed OO'Untry, in India also universal elanEiltary education 

and general literacy are taken as tangible symbols of modernity, 

and educational development at this level is o :ften seen as 

being politic ally expedient. Whatever m EV be the motive, 

education at this level should remove the religious, sociological 

and psychological constraints, which are ccraing in the way of 

transformation of the traditional economies. 

In this chapter, a detailed analysis is attempted to 

assess the progre~s of elementary education in this country. 

For the sake of convenience, the quantitative and quaJ.itative 

aspects of .this level of edmation, over the period, are 

discussed separately. Though these two are not watertight 

compartments, some distinction has to be made between them. 

Whatever has been done so far in the name of achieving the 

- 17 -

\ 
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target of universal elanentary education can be, partly, 

described as quantitative expansion. This is so because the 

quantitative exJ;Qnsion of schools, equipment, upgrading of 

teacher• s qualifications, and increased percentage of trained 

teachers etc. , al.So come 1n qualitative improvements. 

In spit·e of the progress made duri:D8 the plannitg period, 

quite a lot still renatns to be done in the future, particularly 

with respect to quality. This is more important in respect of 

pupilS beloDging to weaker. sections and rural. areas. General. 

observation also shows that children who have not enrolled in 

schools so far, may not be able to do so unless education is 

made relevant to them. This is mainly because of the economic 

significance of the child which may arise due to poverty of the 

family. All these factors would argue a simultaneous emphasis 

on quantitative expansion and qualitative improvements at ihis 

level. 

1.2 ·Constitutional Directives on Compulsoty 
Element!£1 Education . 

Ever since India became independent, significant and systematic 

efforts have been made to prov.ide elementary education to all 

children, particularly after the commencement of the Constitution 

in 1950. Article 45 of the Oonstitutioa reads, "The State shall 

endeavour to proVide within a period of ten years from the 

commencement of this Constitution, tor free and compulsory 
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education for all children until they complete the age of 

fourteen years" • .Although the type of education and years of 

· schooling are not specified in the Constitution, it envisages 

regular schooling for a total period of 8 years commencing 

after the siXth year of the child. 

Unfortunateq, the constitutional provision of universal. 

elementar.y education was not exteDied to all children by the 

end of 1960. The panel on education set up by the Planning 

Commission in 1957 reviewed the progress made in the context; 

and in the ligbt of its recommendations, it was decided to 

divide the programme of elementary ed u::ation into two stages -

the first stage covers the age group of 6-11 years and the 

second stage covers 1he age group of 11-14 yea:rs. While SUBgesting 

the strategy to put the constitutional directive into effect, 

the Education Commission (1964-66) set the target of provid:ing 

"five years of good and effective education to an the children 

by 1975-76 and seven years of such education by 1985-86 ". 1 The 

programme of .ItiucationaJ. development in the Fifth Five Year 

1 • Report of the Education Commission ( 1964-66), Biucation and 
National Development, Ministry of Education and Social 
Welfare, GOvernment of India, New Delhi, p.268. 

TheRe ort of. the COmmittee of members of Farliament o 
.Fliuc ation 1 al.so stressed the need for giving highest 
priori y to elementary education and suggested the imple
mentation in t'UIO stages: "In the first stage, universal 
education should 'be prov tied for all children till they reach 
the age of eleven years; and in the second, this age limit 
should be raised to fourteen years." {p.6) 
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Plan ( 1974-79 )2 also emphasized the provision of universal 

education in the age-group of 6-11 years by 1975-76 am in the 

age-group of 11-14 years by 1980-81. Despite the progress 

attained at this level of education during the successive five 

year plans, much more is yet to be done, which, in fact, 

involves larger human efforts and still larger financial 

resources. 

1.3 Universalization of Baementa;y Baucation 
in Independent India 

TheoreticallY, universalization elementar.y education constitutes . 

three stages, which are, of course, not water-tight compartments. 

The first is the universal provision of schools when an attempt 

is made to provjde an elementary school within easy wal.king 

distance of the home of every child so that az1Y. parent who 

desires to send his child to school has access to the necessary 

facilities in the seeom stage, viZ., universal. enrolment, when 

an effort is made to enrol every child in school. In the third 

stage, i.e., universal retention, an attempt is made to 

eliminate or reduce wastage and to see that ever,y child enrolled 

in schools is retained there till he completes either the 

2. 
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elementary course or the compulsory age. 3 Thus efforts made 

to fulfil th.ese three components would tend to reach the goal 

of universal elementar,y education. 

For the sake of convenience, this first stage of 

education is classified into two phases, as was done in earlier 

committees and commissions - phase one will be primary 

education, i.e., till Class V, covering the age-group of 6-11 

years, and this could be treated as a minimum level for 

considering the child to be literate. Phase two will be middle 

school education i.e., till Class VIII, covering the age.:..group 

of 11.;..14 years. This is the loJ:lB-cherished goal of universal 

and compulsory elementar.y education which we wish to realize. 

1.3.1 Universal Provision of Schooling Facilities 

Fi mt stage of the universalization of elementary education 

is providing school facilities to all the children. It m~ not 

·be possible, for a less developed country like ours, to install 

one school in e~ch and every village. Sinee 80 per cent of the 

population live in zural areas, it would be reasonable to judge 

the extent of universal provision achieved basing on the 

coverage of villages and the population. Table 1.1 relates the 

3· Samant, B.B., •un1 versal Prov.Lsion of Schools', in The Indian 
Year Book of Eauc&tion, (1964), NCERT, (New Delhi, 1964), 
p.1 05. . 



hem of 
Information 

FlRST ALL-lNDIA 
EDUC.krfONAL 
&JRvt'Y - 1927 

Humber ot 
habitations 

Population 
covered 

Jum~r of 
habitations 

Population 
coTered 

;gable 1 • 1 

.Prim§TL Schooling facilities, with distan::e and p_opulation covere9. 

~~~~~--~~~H~a~bpi~t~a~ti_o~n~s~served with primary sections 
Within the Upto 0.5 o:-6' to i.o 1.1 to 1.5 1.<6 miles 
Habitation mile mile miles and above 

2,29,023 
(27 .26) 

),7},066 
()7.98) 

26.34,81,088 
(71.48) 

1 '75, 055 
(20.84) 

1,77,221. 
( 21 .1 0) 

),00,557 1,83,173 
()0.60) (18.65) 

5,88,80,288 ),42,10,690 
(14.85) (8.62) 

17,458 
(2.08) 

" 
6,52,57,397 

l23.J5) 

48.937 
(4 .. 98) 

85,14,026 
(2.15) 

lote PJ.sures in paranthe.ees are percentages to total. 

1,228 
(0.15) 

76.498 
( 7. 79) 

1 t 14 > 94 1 031 
(2.90) 

Not 
serve4 

'l:otal 

a,4o,o:u 
(100.00) 

4.72,49,254 27,95,50,946 
(16.90} (100.00) 

9,82,251 
( 1 00.,00) 

39 ,65 ,80,123 
(1 oo.oo) 

Sources : 1. Report of the All-India Education ~urv~y. ~iniatry ot Education, Govt. ot India, 1960. 
2. Second A~l-In:iia atueatlonal Sruver. NCERf, i967. 



number of habitations provided with primary sections and the 

population served with distance. According to the First All

India Eiucational Survey - conducted in 1957 - about 6.00 lakh 

habitations were served with primary sections.4 The population 

in these habitations was arouDd 23.23 crores. This survey 

reveals that 2.40 lakh habitations, with a population of 

4. 73 crores, were not at all served with primary sections. The 

total number of habitations served with primary eectiens within 

the distance of 1.5 miles was 5,98,757, i.e., 71.28 per cent 

of the habitations surveyed. Of this, 2.29 lakh habitatio:as, 

i.e., 27.26 per cent, are having the facility within them. 

This covers 59 •. ?5 per cent of the total population. And 41.94 

per cent of the habitations are served with primary sections 

within the easy walk of the child, i.e., 0.5 to 1.0 mile 

distance. 

The total number of habitations served with middle 

sections was 4.23 lakhs, which covers a population of 15.60 

crores. This Survey states that 4.17 lakh habitatio:as were not 

at all served with middle schools. Only 6.21 per cent of the 

habitations were having middle schools within them. This means 

4 • The -word 'primary sect ion' iiJ;)ustd here to mean all classes 
of primary level which are located in primary schools, 
middle schools, and even in High Schools. In the same manner 
the wold 'middle section• is also used to mean all classes ' 
located in middle schools and High schools. 
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22.74 per cent of the total population has got the privilege 

of middle schools within their habitations. The number of 

habitat ions having ~iddl.e school in the 'neighbourhood • -:

within the distance of 3 mil.es from the habitation - was 

3.97 lakhs, i.e., about 93.79 per cent of the habitations 

served with the facility. The population covered in the 

'neighbourhood' was 12.05 crores, i.e., 77.26 per cent. 

The Second AJ.J.-India :Fli ucational Survey, which was 

comucted in 1967, gives a broader pietur~ with larger coverage. 
' The total. number of habitations covered in the Survey was about 

9.83 lakhs, with a total population of 39.66 crores. More than 

92 per cent of the habitations (97.10 per cent population) were 

served with primary sections within 1.5 miles distance. Out of 

this 37.98 per cent habitations are haviiig the facility within 

them. This is 1 o. 72 per cent more than the first survey. The 

population covered with the facility, within the habitation, 
' 

in the second Survey is ~la> larger (71.48 per cent) than the 

first Survey (59.75 per cent). The percentage of habitations 

served with a school within the easy walk of the child was 

49.25 and the percentage of population in these habitations 

was 23.4 7. On the whole, there is a marked improvement in the 

attaimllent of universal provision at the primary level. 

According to the second Survey, the total number of 

habitations served with middle sections within the •neighbourho?d' 
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was about 6.44 lakhs i.e., 65.51 per cent. !he population 

in these habitationS was 22.53 crores, i.e., 56.80 per cent. 

7.07 per cent of the habitations (0.69 lakhs) with a 

population of 10.10 crores (25.45 per cent) were served with 

middle sections within them. There is a significant increase, 

both in the habitations and the papulation covered, as 

compared to the first Survey; within the range of 3-5 miles 

the percentage of habitations served with middle sections 

was 14.26, in which the percentage of population was 10.38. 

And 12.96 per cent of the habitations with 7.37 per cent 

population were having middle sections at a distance of more 

th8l'l 5 miles. The maximum distance a child. in the age-group 

of 11-14 years can walk, would be 3 miles. fherefore, every 

possible step should be taken towards this end, in order to 

reaoh the goal of universal provision at the elementary l.evel.. 

1.3.2 Universal Enro1ment in Elementary Education 

The second stage in universal elementary education is 

'universal enrol.ment•. 5 During the last three decades, the 

growth of enrolment in el.ementary education is quite impressive 

5. The provision of 'universal enrolment • is voluntary in 
nature. Given the schools in all areas, the fulfilment of 
universal enrolment would depend mostly upon the parental 
attitudes and also on their economic condition. Thus, 
special efforts need to be put in order to enrol each ehild 
in the right age. 
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( See Appendix I). fable 1 • 2 snows the expansion of enrolment 

in e~ementary education since 1950-51 • In the beginning of 

the First Five Year Plan (1950-51), the total enrolment in 

Classes I to V was 19.15 million, i.e., 42.60 per cent of the 

total population in the age-group of 6-11 years. By the end 

of Second Five Year Plan, this figure has increased to )4.99 

million by covering 62.40 per cent of the relevant popu~ation. 

In the year 1965-66, enrolment at primary level reached the 

level of 50.37 million, thus covering 78.70 per cent of the 

relevant age~group. In 1970-71, enrolment increased «'to 57.05 

million (78.60 per cent) and in 1977-78 it has further gone 

to 71.30 million (85 per cent). It is expected that the target 

level of 93.30 million v.ould be reached by the em of the 

Sixth Plan covering 110 per cent of the population in the 

age-group of 6-11 years. 

fhe expansion of middle school enrolment is not 

satisfactory, if not dismal.. In the First Five Year Plan, total 

enrolment was about 3.12 million, i.e., only 12.70 per cent of 

the population in the age-gro_up of 11-14 years. This increased 

to 6.20 million ·(22.50 per cent) duriJJg 1960-61, and 10.53 

million (30.90 per cent) in 1965-66. In the year 1970-71,· 

enrolment in middle schools has grown to 13.32 million (33.40 

per cent) and further increased to 18.70 million (40 per cent) 



'gable 1.2 

Enrolment and Bnr,fl_ment rat~a ,atAhe .~lementa!l level since 19?0-51 

Clue Clriases 1-V 
· · 11 zearsl 

Ttotal tear . !oys ~ GirlS,;-
. Total Tpt!J, 

1950-51 ·13·77 5.38 19- .. 15 2.59 0.51 ).12 59•80 24.60 42.60 20.70 12.70 
{100) (100}. (100) ( 100) (100 ( 100) 

1955-56 17 •53 . .. 7.64 25.17 ).42 0.87 4.29 70.}0 )2.40 52.90 25.50 6.90 16 .. 50 
(127). . ( 142) . (131 ) (132) ( 164) (1 )7) 

1960-61 23·59. 11•40 ~.99 5.07 1 .6:; 6.70 '82.60 41.4:0 62.40 33.20 11.)0 22.50 
(171) (211} (182) (195) (307) (214) 

1965-66 )2.18 18,18 50.37 . 7.68 2.85 10.51 96.)0 56.5~ 78.70 44.20 17.00 )0.90 
(233) ( 337} (263) (296) (537) 037 

1970-71 ?5-74 21.)1 57 .()5. 9·45 259} (396) . (297) (364 . 
3·89 1).)2 95.00 

(733) (426) 
60.50 78.60 46.)0 19.90 33..40 

197:;-74 39.51 24•00 63-51 10.28 4.51 14.79 Hl0.60 65.)0 a:;. so .of.7.JO 22.10 J5.10 
(286) ~446i (331) (396) (850~ (474) 

1975-76 40.65 s.o 65.66 10.99 s.o 16.02 100.40 61.10 8).80 48.60 23.90 )6.10 
(295) {-464) (}42) (424) (949) . (513) 

1977-78 43.)0 28.00 71.}0 12.70 6.00 18.70 101.00 . 68.00 ss.oo 5t.OU 27.00 40.00 
()14) (520) (372) (490) (1132) (599) 

!2!!. ; Figures 111 brackets are enrollnent in.Ucea. 
§s!Y[£8§ : 1 • Enrolment in 1950-51, 1960-61 and 1965-66 are taken fro. II, III and IV P'l.llft documents, 

Gov&rnment of lnd.ia, New Delhi. . 
2. Enrqlmnt in 1970-71, 191}-74 and 1915-76 are taken :tr<>11 'Enrolment T're~ in Statea 

1968--69 - 1978-79', IUnietry of &lucation, ~ovt. c;;t lnd.ia, New Del!l1. 
). 1977•78 enrolme11t figures al"e tak~ from, Draft Five tear Plan 1978--83. l'latuti:ng 

Cacamiaeion, Gov:t. of India. Jew Delhi. 
' ' 
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by the end of the Fifth P~an. This is likely to touch 28.70 

million (57 per cent) by the end of the Sirth PJ.an. 

1.3.2a Enro1meDt of Girls 

This being the growth of elementary education in the aggregate, 

the expanSion of boys* and girls' enrolment shows an unbridged 

gap. In both primary am middle levels the enrolment of boys 

is quite encouraging. In the year 1977-78, the percentage of 

boys enrolled in Classes I-V in the total population of the 

age-group was 1 01 and that of middle schools was 51 • This 

increased fran 59.80 per cent in primary schools, am 20.70 

per cent in middle schools in 1950-51. Instead, the percentages 

of girls enrol.led in primary and middle schools in the relevant 

age-groups were respectively 24.60 and 4.50 in 1950-51, am 
60.50 and 19.90 in 1970-71. B~ 1977-78, these percentages 

reached 68.00 in primary schools and 27 .oo in middle schools. 

Besides this tremendous expansion of elementar.y education 

during the past few decades, there is a lot to be done, 

particularly with respect to girls' enrolment. The high rates 

of indices of enrolment - five fOld increase of index numbers 

of gir~s' enrolment in primary schools and eleven fold increase 

· in ,JDidd~e school.s - are certainly encouraging. But still low 

percentage of enrolment in the relevant age-groups would also 

point out the complexity of the problem. 
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Another wq of showing the real progress of girls' 

enrolment is to compare the enrolment ratio of boys and girls 

with the popu~ation ratio of boys and girls in the relevant 

age-groups over the period (Table 1.3 ). In 1950-51, the 

number of girls to every 100 boys were about 95.13 whereas 

the enrolment of girls in Classes I-V, was onJ.y 39.07, tor 

every 100 boys enrolled. By 1960-61 the sex ratio increased 

to 96.16, while the enrolment ratio was improved to only 

48.33. These ratios respectively are 93.28 and 59.63 in 1970-71 · 

and 94.54 and 64 .6 7 in 1977-78. These enrolment ratios are 

far below in middle schools when compared with population 

ratios. Only 4 7.24 girls were enrolled for every 1 00 boys in 

1977-78, whereas the number of girlS in thiS age group, was 

93.17 for every 100 boys. 

1.).2b lilrolment of Scheduled caste and 
SchedU1ed Tribe pupils 

Another major problem of expansion of elementary education, 

besides enrolment of girls, is the enrolmEnt of the weakEn" 

sections of the society and most particularlY of Scheduled 

castes and Scheduled Tribes. Table 1.4 shows the progress of 

elementary education as far as these two communi ties are 

concerned. During 1968-69, the total number of pupils enrolled 

in primary schoolS in Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 

were about 518).70 thousand and 2076.16 thousand respectively. 



Table 1.3 

.Progress of ~irls' enrolment in Elementary Education 
since ·; 950-51 

S.No. Year/ 1950-51 1955-56 . 1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 1973-74 1975-76 1977-78 
Particulars 

Classes I-V 

1 • Girls enrolled 
(in millions) 5.38 7.64 11.40 18.18 21.31 24.00 25.01 28.00 

2. % of enrolment to the 
population of age-
group 6-11 24.60 J2.40 41-40 56.50 60.50 65.30 61 .1 0 68.00 

3. Number of girls for 
every 109 boys enrolled 39.07 43-58 48.33 56.50 59.63 60.74 61.53 64.67 

4. Number of girls for 
every 100 boys in the 
age-group 6-11 years 95-39 95.82 96.16 96.80 93.28 94.12 94.64 94.54 

Classes VI -VIII 

1 • Girls enrolled 
(in million) 00.53 0.87 1.63 2.85 3.89 4-51 5.03 6.00 

2. % of enrolment to the 
population of age-
group 11 -14 years 4-50 6.90 11.:;0 17 .oo 19.90 22.10 23.90 27.00. 

3· Number· of girls for 
every 100 boys enrolled 20.46 25.44 32.15 37.11 41.25 43.87 45.77 47.24 

~- Number of girls for 
every ·; 00 boys in ·the 
age-group of 11-14 
years 93.28 93.94 93.23 95-99 92.35 92.31 92.29 93.17 



Year/ 

Commu 

SCHEDULED 
C.AS'f.E 

1968-69 

1969-70 

1970-71 

1971-72 

1972-73 

1977-78 

SCHEDULED 
TitiEE 

1968-69 

1969-70 

1970-71 

i 972-73 

1977-78 

So urges 

'gabj.e 1.4 

Enro~ent of Scheduled Caste am Sehedyled 
Tribe §tud ents in El,ementar'l i:tlucation 
durlne; 120§8~2 arxi 1977-js 

Primary Sc.bo~ls 
1~-Vl 

:So s Girls . Total 

3614 .. 64 1569 .. 06 
( 1 o. 58) ( 7. 76) 

5183 .. 70 
{9.53) 

1238 .. 27 
( 13.77) 

518 .. 69 
(14.62) 

1756.96 
( 14.01) 

3640 .. 76' 1590.26 5231 .02 1266.46 542.14 1808.60 
( 1 0. 4 7 ) ( 7. 68 ) (9-43) (13.66) ( 14.64) '(13.94) 

3688.05 1616~20 5304.25 1293.17 555-78 1848.95 
(10.32) (7-59) (9.30) (13. 72) .. (14.29) {1).89) 

3798.85 1697.71 5496.56 1326.18 572.95 1899.13 
( 1 0.33) (7. 71 ) { 9 ·34). ( 13.76) (14.17) (13.88) 

4043-48 1806.54 
( 1 o. 42) ( 7. 66) 

5850.02 
(9.37) 

1404.69 
(14.11) 

630.51 
(14.65) 

2035.20 
(14.27) 

6233-40 3101.15 9334-55 1298.28 4(8-55 1746.83 
(14.24) (11.42) (13.16) (10.65) 7.43) ' (9.58) 

1485.23 590.93 2076.16 (91.29 185.67 676.96 
(4.35) (2 .92) (3.82) 5-47) (5.23) (5.40) 

1527.20 617.99 2145.19 507 .so 197.59 705-39 
(4.39) (2.98) (:~.87) ( 5 .48) (5.33) (5.43) 

1578.:H 643.34 2221.71 517.99 208.12 726.11 
( 4.42) (3 .. 02) ( 3.89) (5.50) ( 5 ·3'5) ( 5-45) 

1879.02 837-86 2716.88 517.59 244.55 822.14 
(4.84) (3.55) (4-35) (5.80) (5.68) (5.77) 

2646.07 1236~44 3882-51 423.84 150.05 573.89 
(6.04) (4.55) (5.47) ( 3.48) (2.49) (}.15) 

: (1) 1977-78 figures are provisional. 
( 2) Figures in paranthesis are percentage to the to tal 

general enrolment. 
(1) ~ogress of Education of Scheduled Caste and Scheduled 

Tribes (Various Issues), Ministry of Education and 
Social Welfare, Govt. of India, New Delhi. 

< 2 > ~~~i~rg n ~ugg~t~~awen~;~:t~g~t. 1 ~17r~!a~i~~ tR ~ic 1978 >. 
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In that year the percentages of enrolment to the total were 

9.53 for SchedUled Castes and 3.82 far Scheduled Tribes. 

After a decade, these enrolment f'isures rose to 9334.55 

thousand in case of Scheduled Castes, thus enrolling 13.16 

per cent of the total, and 3882.51 thousand in case of 

Scheduled Tribes, covering 5.47 per cent of the total enrolment. 

Though the respective enrolment and percentages of girls and 

boys have increased during the last few years, there is wide 

gap between them, as in the case of general expansion of 

elEmentary education (Table 1.2 ). 

Regarding the progress in. middle schoo~ education, the 

.interesting thing is tbat though the absolute numbers are 

smaller than those of primary schools, one will .observe 

comparativelY larger percentages of both Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes enrolment. The enrolment fiigures for 1977-78 

show a declining trend in middle school education. By and large, 

the progress of elementary education of Scheduled caste and 

Scheduled.:Tribe pupils is worth noticing. 

Iastly, one has to ·keep in mind that hundred percent 

enrolment achieved by now in Classes I-V does not mean that all 
~ 

ch~ldren in the age-group of 6-11 are enrolled. This includes 

the children below 6 yea'rs and above 11 years. The percentage 

of pupils outside the age-group of 6-11 years was 22.80 in 

1957-58, and remained almost constant at 22.24 in 1970-71. The 



percentage of boys outside this age group is little larger 

than that of girls. Taking 25 per cent as granted, the enrol

ment in Classes I-V will have to be around 125 per cent, so 

as to ensure that the total population in the age-group of 

6-11 years are attending schooJ.s.6 Not only this, pupi~s 
over and aoove 1 00 per cent would mostly belong to girls and 

weaker sections of the society, since enrolment of those 

people is too low. This emphasizes the need to put more effort 

and to increase resources to reach universal enrolment at this 

level. RegaN.ing middle school enrolment, the percentage of 

pupils outside the age-group 11-14 years was 43.30 in 1958-59, 

and 40.26 in 1970-71. At this level also, the percentage of 

boys outside thiS age group is larger than that of gi_rls. In 

acldition to the low level of performance made so far at this 

6. Naik ·estimated that around 30 per cent of the enrolment 
would belong to outside the age-group of 6-11 years and 
hence he proposed 130 per cent enrolment. See, Naik, J.P., 

leme Jtiucation in I ia: A Promise to Kee , Allied 
blishers, New Delhi, 975 • 

The percentage of pupils outside the age-group are 
as follows : 

! of ~u~ils Outside the ~e=&rou:e of 
Year 6-11 years 11-14 years - Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total 

1958-59 22.30 20.00 22.30 44.24 40.05 43.30 
1962-63 23.10 20.80 22.30 42.82 40.14 41.13 
1970-71 22.81 21.28 22.24 40.58 39.49 40.26 
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level., this high percentage of pupilS outside the relevant 

age group further reduces the chances of attaining universal 

enrolment in the near future. 

1. 3· 3 Universal. Retention in El.ementa.r.v Education 

The thi.t·d major component of universal elementary education 

is 'universal retention•. Neither 'universal provision' nor 

·~iversal enrolm~nt • 'would alone mean the achievement of 

universal and free el.ementar.y education in the countr,y. It 

iS th e3e two components along with universal retention that 

satisfy the real defini~ion of the universalization of 

e~ementary educ~tion. This universal retention again depends 

largely upon the attracting aDi holding power of the schools. 

This would require ·simultaneous implementation· of the · 

programmes of qualitative improvements ani quantitative 

expansion of education. Until and unless the child and/or his 

family, realizes the importame of and relevance of education, 

the family will not let the ch.ild to continue. This iS the 

situation in rural areas particul.ar)J. 

To fulfil the objective of universal retention we have 

to ensure that every child enrolled in Class I is progressing 

year by year and completing Class VIII successfully. This would 

require that the incidence of drop outs and repetitors be 
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minimized if not eliminated altogether. The difference between 

drop out and stagnation is - of course, bo.th signify wastage 

in education - that in the latter case the pupil attends the 

school and will finish the prescribed education in a relatively 

~ong period; while in the former the pupi~ drops out of the 

school. Table 1.5 shows the extent of wastage (drop out and 

stagnation) at the primary level. JJ>oking at the table, one 

would find the increasing trend of wastage in the total as well 

as in boys and girls. Till recently (1975-76) about 63 per cent 

of the pupils were droping out of the school system before 

they reach Class V. About 33.53 per cent of the pupils were 

discontinuing befqre reaching Class II. The incidence of 

wastage is higher in the ease of girls (around 66 per cent) 

than compared to boys (61 per cent). 

From the Table 1.5, we cannot single out the wastage 

due to repetition. Though this cannot be strictly called 

wastage, we can to some extent justify our stand by saying 

· that, since the pupi~ is taking longer time to finish the 

stipulated cqurse than what is required, this ea.n be 

considered as a part of wastage. Table 1.5a gives a comparative 

idea of the perce~ tage of repeaters in India along with 

Argentina. 



hble - , . a 
The wastage indices...., at .!Timar~ leve since 1260-61, 

Year !io,xs ~Itl§ 11ota! 
I II III IV v I II III IV ·v I II III IV v 

1960-61 100 100 100 

1961-62 100 61.61 100 56.47 100 60.65 

1962-63 100 59·35 51~93 100 54.62 46.90 100 57.63 50.17 

1963-64 100 61.42 49.57 45.11 100 51.25 44-09 39.00 100 59-69 47~58 42.97 

1964-65 100 62.)) 51.80 4;5.04 }9.49 100 59.72 47.10 }6.87 )2.57 100 61 .}6 50.06 40.81 }7.07 
• 

1965-66 100 60.):} 52.01 4}.96 }6.83 ' 100 56.91 48.17 )8.49 29 ·51 100 59.03 50.58 41.95 :,54.16 

1966-67 100 60.19 49.71 .4).91 37.40 100 57.37 .(5.45 J8.40 )0.)4 100 59.10 48.13 41.86 :54.81 

1967-66 100 59~91 49.88 42.16 37-42 100 57.56 46.16 )6.61 }0.98 100 59.01 46.05 40.05 35.02 

1968-69 100 59-91 46.91 41.87 35.70 100 58.01 45.54 36.31 28.95 100 59.18 47.61 J9.72 33·, 3 

1969-70 100 61 .30 49.74 41.51 35.83 100 59.29 46.1, ;6.64 26.73 100 60.52 4a.:n }9.64 3}.06 

1970-71 100 6}.04 50.92 42.14 35.52 100 60.75 47.24. )7.14 29.08 100 62.14 49.50 40.21 }3.05 
1971-72 100 6).34 52.}2 4}.07 )5.98 100 60.96 48.67 :se .1a 29.66 100 62.42 50.90 41 .18 33.54 

1972-73 100 67.18 5).29 44.94 )7.42 65.34 50.19 40.09 )1.27 66.47 52.09 43·05 35.0:3 

1973-74 lli.A. l!I.A. B.A. Jl.A • B.A. N.A • N.A. B.A. B.A. . 
1974-75 45.08 )8.99 40.63 3}.26 4).35 36.77 

1975-76 39.29 J).,82 37.16 



Country/Year 

INDIA 

1965 TOTAL 
GIRLS 

1970 TOTAL 
GIRLS 

ARGENTINA 

1965 TOTAL 
GIRLS 

1970 TCJrAL 
GIRLS 

Source 

Table - 1.5a 

I II III IV 

2-5 20 17 15 
26 20 17 16 

26 20 18 17 
26 20 19 18 

24 14 11 10 
22 12 10 8 

23 13 11 9 
22 12 10 7 

: 8tatiatifa1 Year Book (1977), 
UNESCO, Paris, 1978), 
Table 4.4. 

v 

14 
15 

16 
17 

6 

5 

6 
5 
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In India, the percerrtage:s of repeaters are higher in 

Class I am Class II, in both the years. In all the classes 

of this level, comparatively more girls repeat the course. 

Whereas in Argentina, the percentage of repeaters is less in 

any class than that in Illdia. But high percentage of repeaters 

are seen in Class I and the percentage of girls repeating the 

course is smaller than that of the aggregate. From this we can 

say that in India 16 to 26 per cent of the pupils are repeating 

the courses in all the classes. Even if we take these f1gures 

into consideration, it will be understood the extent of wastage 

of resources due to r_epetition. 

Even at the middle school level, the wastage of education 

is astounding. Before looking at the problem of wastage at the 

mictile school, one m uld do well to discuss the rate of 

transfer7 from ClassY to Class VI. The rate of transfer was 

83.87 during 1967-68, and further to 84.61 by 1972-73. This 

indicates that even now, about 15.50 per cent of 'the pupils 

drop out of the school before reaching Class VI. These rates of 

7. The rates of transfer fran Class V to Class VI are as 
follows • • 

Year- ~ Girls Total -
1961-62 86.45 75.78 83.43 
1964-65 a5;5a 79.99 86.04 
1967-68 87.70 75.74 8,3.87 
1970-71 87.55 74.27 8.3.09 
1972-7.3 88.89 76.,38 84.61 



THE RESOURCE COST OF E~lT ARY 
EDUCATION IN IlWIA 

Chapter Four 

In the second chapter, we have discussed various dimensions 

o:f the public unit-cost of elementary education. The third 

chapter deals with the magnitude of the private cost o:f 

elementary education with respect to different occupations, 

literaqy and income levels. In order to have a complete 
! 

understanding of 'total cost' or 'social cost' or 'resource 

cost' of elementary education, an exercise of adding these 

two types of costs is needed. lack of time series data 

pertaining to private costs during the period under review 

does not allow us to study the variations in the social cost. 

And the most serious limitation is that, while our field 

survey on private costs refers to the period 1978-79, data 

on public costs are available onlY upto 1975-76. Therefore, 

it would not be possible to add these two costs. Hence, it is 

assumed that public costs {per pupil) have remained more or 

less the same as in 1975-76. Accordingly Table 4.1 shows the 

social unit-cost o:f elementary education, together with its 

different components. 

As the tabJ.e shows, the total unit-cost of elementary 

education is about Rs.652.06 per annum. Direct public cost 

constitutes onJ.y 17.15 per cent· of the total cost. Out of· 
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this, as was seen earlier, the teacher-cost accounts for a 

maj::>r share. Hardly 2.13 per cent of the total cost acoounted 

for non-teacher - both direct and indirect - costs. 

Total private costs accounted for more than 80 per cent 

of total cost of elementary education. Also, nearly 60 per 

cent of the total costs figure as 'indirect private cost'. In 

order to avoid double counting, the amount spent on transfer 

payments, like scholarships and freeships, was deducted from 

total cost. Thus the net social cost of elementary education 

amounts to Rs.642 per annum. 

Table 4.1 

Resource Cost of Ela:nentary Education in India 

Serial Item :Per fupil :Percentage 
Number cost to 

(Rs.) Total 

1. Direct public cost 111.85 17.15 
a. Teacher cost 104.15 15.97 
b. Non-teacher cost 7.70 1.18 
2. Indirect public cost 6.21 0.95 
3. Direct private cost 145.00 22.24 
4. Indirect private cost 389.00 59.66 
5. Total cost 652.06 100.00 
6. (Less) Scholarships 

am Freeships 9.74 
7. Net Total Cost 642.32 
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On the basis of general observations and the field 

survey, it can be said that families with low levels of income 

find the costs 0f their children's education to be ·too heavy. 

Not only this; their illiteracy and ignorance may also make 

them think in terms of their immediate need:for children in 

their :families rather than the long run benefits of the ·. 

education of their children. On the other hand, families with 

hi€P income levels·, with their comparatively higher education, 

would certainly- opt for their children's education. Since 

they know that it would benefit them in future, they could 

even be ready to spend more on their children's edreation.· 

Therefore, what the economy or the society needs to do is 

that, while giving free elementary education, it must also 

see the ways and means of improving the socio-economic base 

of the masses. In other words, universal elementary education 

must be seen within the framewoik of socio-economic advance

ment. of tne community itself. Unless and until the weaker 

sections are uplifte~ socially and economically, they·may 

not, for that matter cannot, send their children to school or 

even if they do manage to ~ them somehow, they may not let 

the ·child continue in school. 

As was seen earlier, an average school is nothing more 

than a mere teacher. In spite:~f' the efforts put in by the 

Government, it could not even su meed in providing schools 
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with buildings, let alone equipment, teaching aids, playgrounis 

etc. The lower proportion of public costs of elementary educa

tion in the total cost indicates the necessity of improving 

the lot of educational facilities. Not only this; with low 

level .of public costs, it may not be possible to improve the 

attracting and holding power of the school, which is of great 

importance at this level of education. Therefore, our country 

has to step up the public expenditure on elementary education 

in general and non-teacher public expenditure in particular 

in order to give good education to an children. This would, 

in fact, be a condition precedent to the realization of 

universal elementary education. 

The analysis of costs and their influence on the socio

economic background of the familY - as was seen in the previous 

chapter - suggests that the burden of the total private cost 

of education in general and incomes forgone in particular, 

could be minimized once ~he economic status of the family is 

improved. The main reason is that poor families, with low 

educational levels, cannot afford to send their children to 

schools for,the simple reason the child is otherwise 

economically prOO.uctive. If the earnings of these families 

are made to improve one can expect that they may allow their· 

children to remain in schools. Apart from this, they may even 

be prepared to spend more on education with increases in their 
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transfer vary in the period observed, for both boys and 

girls in 1961-62; 87.70 and 75.74 in 1967-68; and in1972-73 

they are 88.89 and 76.38. About 12 per cent of the boys am 

24 per cent of the girls come out before they reach Class VI. 

This being the case with the rate of transfer from Class V to 

Class VI, wastage at the middle schools registers a still 

higher level (Table 1.5b). In the three years of middle school 

education, from Class VI to Class VIII, wastage was a little 

over 18 .per cent in 1-962-63. This was increasing sl.owly over 

the years. By 1972-73, it has reached 24 per cent. In this 

level ala>, the wastage is greater among girlS than amo_ng b9ys. 

Wastage of education, at this level, am:>ng boys was about 

17.28 per cent in 1962-63, 21 .25 per cent in 1967-68, and 

22.62 per cent in 1972-73. For girls these percentages were 

21.86, 26.36, and 26.16 during 1962-63, 1967-68, and 1972-73 

respectiveJ.y. 

Since our objective is to achieve universal and 

compulsory elEIDentary education till the age of 14 years, it 

is not appropriate to take the enrolmEilt ratios as a mark of 

attaining or approaching the end. The most suitable and 

decisive approach is 'efficiency indices' or the percentage 

of pupils reaching the final year of curricUla in relation to 

their age group population. This approach depends mainly upon 



Tabl.e 1.5b 

Wastage Indices at Middl.e School. Level. since 1960-61 

BOl!:S Girls Total 
Year VI VII VIII VI VII VIII VI VII VIII 

1960-61 100 100 100 
1961-62 100 89.67 100 88.53 100 89.38 
1962-63 100 88.76 82.80 100 88.96 78.14 100 88.81 81.62 
1963~4 ' 100 87.48 85.45 100 85.81 81.58 100 87.03 84.46 
1964-65 100 89.05 81.22 100 88.45 76.31 100 88.89 79.92 
1965-66 100 88.56 81 .01 100 85.67 76.90 100 87.76 79.91 
1966-67 100 86.52 78.93 100 86.38 73-42 100 86.48 77.38 
1967-68 100 88.10 78.75 100 85.57 73.64 100 87.38 77.32 
1968-69" 100 87.16 78.07 100 85.01 72.61 100 86.54 76.51 
1969-70 100 87.66 77.14 100 85.88 71.50 100 87.14 75.52 
1970-71 100 86.34 77.22 100 86.80 72.69 100 86o47 75.90 
1971-72 100 87.68 76.66 100 85.51 73-54 100 87.02 75.75 
1972-73 100 88.28 77.18 100 87.80 73.84 100 88.14 76.18 
1973-74 

. 
NA NA ..... NA NA NA. NA 

1974-75 76.63 72.01 75.20 
1975-76 

NA = Not Availab I.e. 
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two assumptions Which are, of course, valid to a larger 
~ 

extent in the Indian caltext. They are (a) Class I starts 

from the age of 6 plus, and (b) In' majorit'y of the cases, 

pupils reach Class V at the age of 11 years and Class VIII 

at 14 years. This approach would isolate the magnitude of 

the :problem so that we can formulate the policies to reach 

the objective. Elementary education turns out educated 

persons from pr :imary and middle levels, vhich mSN" be cfilled 

•primary cohort out-turn' and 'the elementary final cohort 

out-turn•, respectively. In an ideal situation of universal 

elanentary education - in the complet~ absence of drop-outs 

and stagnation - the primary cohort out-turn equates with the 

number of children at the age of 11 years, and the elementary 

final cohort out-turn equals the total number of children at 

the age of 14 years. This is the case of 1 00 per cent efficiency. 

Any effort toneS! this ideal.would be a welcome feature. 

The assessment of efficiency of elementary education8 

can be seen in tems of its- primary cohort out-turn and the 

co a. The fomu].a for the efficiency index = CP X 1 00 
where, 

CO = cohort outturn of curricUla 
CP = cohort population of the final year of 

the curricula. 

See, Khan, Q.U., "Efficiency indices of Elementary B:lucation 
in India", AICC Economic Review,. July 1, 1966, pp.7-11. 
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·elementar.y final cohort out-turn in relation to the cohort 

:~-- 1 population. The efficiency iildices are calculated separately 
A·~ - - ·-· -~ 

for boys and girls (Table 1 .6) at primary and elementary levels 

since 1950-51 • In the first year of the First Five Year Plan, 

thiS index at the primary level, was 22.91. .After five years 

it increased to 25.96; 35.31 in 1960-61; and finally the 

efficiency ind.ex reached 50.86 iD 1975~76. Though there is an 

increase of ~bout two times during the twenty five years 

observed, there is still a remarkable percentage of pupils who 

have not even received the ,Irivilege of primary education. If 

this rate of increase continues further, we may not be able to 

provide even primary education, let alone elementary education, 

to all the children towal'ds the end of the century. The gap 

between boys and girlS has been persistently increasing during 

the twenty five years observed. In 1950-51, the efficiency 

index for boys was 31.51 and for girls 10.55, and in 1960-61 

these indices were 49.42 and 20.48 respectively. This gap was 

reduced marginally in 1975-76 when these indices for boys and 

girls were 63.45 and 37.33 respectively. 

The efficiency indices at the middle level also were 

rather low. They have increased from 11 • 05 in 1950-51 , to 

18.80 in 1960-61 and finally to 31 .51 in _1975-76. Still nearly 

70 per cent of the pupils, in the age group, are not ab-~e to 



'table 1 .6 

Efticiengy indices in C~ass V and Class VIII since 1250-51 (guinguinnial zearal 

Bo,rs In Efficiency Girls in Efficiency Tot~ f!UJ2ila in Rrfi-
Year Class v Age 11 years Index Class V .Age 11 years Index Class V Age 11 years ciency 

ex 

1950-51 14,75,117 42,74,000 34.51 4,23,111 40,10,000 1 o.s5 18,98,2.2'8 82,84, 000 22.91 

1955-56 18,22,058 47,58,000 38.29 ·. 5,81 ,032 44,98,000 12.92 24,03,090 92,56,000 25.96 

1960-61 25,90,337 52,41,000 49.42 10,20,849 49,85,000 20.48 36,11 ,186 1 ,02 ,22,600 35·31 
1965-66 36,97,571 59,{!1 ,000 61 .82 16,83,795 57,75,000 29.16 53,81~366 1,17,56,000 45. '78 
1970-71 42,70,672 70,42,466 60.64 21 ,84.437 64,88,565 • 33.67 64,55,109 1,35,31,031 47.71 
1975-76 50,11,214 79,92,000 63.45 27,77,442 74,40,000 37·33 78,48,656 1,54,32,000 50.86 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------------------------------------------------Clase VIII Age 14 years Class VIII Age 14 years Class VIII Age 14 years 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-
1950-51 7.22,687 39,92,000 18.10 1 ,28, 793 37,16,000 3·47. 8, 51 ,480 77,06,000 11.05 

1955-56 .9,40,360 44,03,000 21 .)6 2.19,678 41 ,26, 000 5.32 11,60,038 85,29,000 13.60 
1960-61 .13.65 ,815 48,14,000 28.37 3,91,831 45.37,000 8.64 17,57,646 93,51. 000 18.80 
1965-66 21 .38,414 54.54,000 39.21 7,44,711 52,17,000 14.27 28,a3,125 1 , 06 • 71 • 000 27.02 
1970-71 27,01,459 62,28,246 43·37 10,42,492 57,75,422 18.05 37,43,951 1, 20,03,668 31 .19 
1975-76 31 ,16,205 73,28,000 42.52 1 '· 20,559 6'7,$3,000 19.56 ··44 ,36. 764 1 ,40,81,000 31 .51 
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utilize the facility of middle schools. The differences 

between boys and girls, at this level also, are ver,y high. 

While the efficiency index tor boys has inc:reased from 18.10 

in 1950-51, to 28.37 in 1960-61, and 42.52 in 1975-76, the 

corresponding indices for girls we.t·e 3.47, 8.64 and 19.56 

during 1950-51~ 1960-61, and 1975-76 respectively. 

1.4 Quality of Elementary ~ucation 
during the Planning Period 

Till recently, most of the countries, both developed and less 

developed, have been focusing on the quantitative aspect of 

educational development at different levels. They are now 

lo~ing more and more to the qualitative aspect of educational 

development. Though both these aspects are not substitutes to 

one another, because of various reasons and over-ambitious aims, 

these countries gave more emphasis to the former rather than 

the latter. Focusing on 'quality' Coombs defined education as 

"a living, moving thing, whose goodness resides not only in its 

excellence relative to certain •standards' but in its 

'relevance' and • fitness' to the changing needs of the particular 

students and the society it is intended to serve • .8 In brief, 

a concern with quality of ed w ation requires that at any level, 
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it should contribute its best to the socio-economic and 

cultural needs of the count:cy. 

The quality of education coUld be explained in terms of 

either the •output' or 'inputs' of education or both. These 

in turn leni the assistance of some of the indicators which 

are likely to represent them. For example, if we explain 

quality in terms of inputs, indicators like teacher qualifica

tions, and their emoluments, student-teacher ratio, the 

availability of space, equipment and instructional material, 

etc., are important. But it is not possible to measure all the 

indicators, since some of them cannot be quantifiable and still 

they do influence the quality - for example, home environment. 

Here we discuss the quall ty of elementary education in India 

taking some of the quantifiable izdicators into consideration. 

Indicators of Quality 

Same of 1he measurable variables or indicators that are 

expected to infiuence or reflect the quality of education are 

as follows 1 0: Wastage in education, the extent of teacher 

training, the qualification structure of the teaching staff, 

10. w. Arthur Lewis, "Economic Aspects of Quality in Education" 
in c.~. Beeby ( ed.), Quali t~ti ve A;rcjs of Pliucational 
Pl.annl.pg, UNESCO, IIEP (Parl.s, 19b\· , p.84. 
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tne socio-economic status of the teacher, the ratio of space, 

equipment and instructional material to the number of students, 

pupil-teacher ratio and so on. It is hard~ difficult to cite 

a good number of variables that can possiblY influence, 

directly or indirectly, the quality of education at any level. 

But, keeping the constraints in mind, it would be reasonable 

to concentrate on some of the important ones, which \\Ould at 

best reflect qualitative changes in elementary education in 

our country. 

A. Wastage in Element an Blue at ion 

In the previous section of this chapter, i.e., universal 

retention in elementary education, it was discussed about the 

wastage of this level. As explained earlier, the high rates of 

repeaters and of drop~uts at this level of education show that 

a substantial proportion of educations~ effort and national 

resources spent on children who do not even become functionally 

literate has been wasted. The latest data available for us 

indicate (Table 1.5, 1.5a and 1.5b) tbe increasing trend of 

wastage at the primar.y level as well as middle school level. 

In 1964-65, about 63 per cent of the pupils enrolled in Class I 

dropped out before coming to Class V; a slight improvement can 

be observed in the year 1975-76, where 63 per cent of· the 

pupils did not come upto Class V. Of course this is same as 
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that of 1964-65. Looking at the class-wise wastage of education, 

till now while coming from Class I to Class II, nearly 33· 50 

per cent pupilS were dropped. 

At the middle school level also, the wastage is remarkably 

high. Nearly 24 per cent of the pupils who enrolled in Class VI 

were failed to reach Class VIII. If not zero per cent wastage, 

our couzztry needs to divert a good share of its resources and 

human efforts to minimize these high rates of w.astage. Providing 

good education to a limited number woul.d ·alwqs be better, in 

an economy like ours, rather than insufficient education to all 

children which leads to high proportion of wastage. But from the 

point of view lJ~ egalitarian society, no nation can confine 

itself by giving education to a limited people. Thus, society 

aims at giving minimum education to all children irrespective 

of their socio-economic background 'lhich no developing economy 

can afford. The possible solution lies in between these two 

extremes. This would be a point where the extent of wastage is 

minimal. 

B. Tra.inim of Teabcers 

.Another indicator of 'quality' of education is the number of 

teachers trained at the school level. Table 1. 7 shows the 

increase in the total number of teahcers - trained and 
• 

untrained - at the primary and middle levels from 1951 -52 to 



Year 

1951-52 

1956-57 

1961-62 

1966-67 

1 971-72 

1976-77 

Table 1 .1 

The distribution of trained and untrained teachers in Erimar~ 
and middle schools and teacher-pupil ratio from 1951-52 to 
1976-77 

Teachers in primary TeaChers in middle schools Teacher-PUpil 
§Chool.s ~in thousands~ ~ i;n thousand§ 2 rS&tio _ 

Total Trained Untrained Total Trained Untrained Primary 

564.00 346.00 218.00 90.53 49.06 41.47 34 
{100.00) (61.35) (38.65) (1 oo.oo) ( 54.19) (45.81) 

710.00 442.00 268.00 166.56 100.08 66.48 34 
(1 oo.oo) (62.25) (37.75) (1 oo.oo) (60.08) ( 39.92) 

795.00 511.00 284.00 392.05 260.10 131.95 37 
(1 00.00) (64.27) (35.73) ( 1 oo.oo) (66 -34) (33. 66) 

978.52 707.69 270.83 555.57 430.58 124.99 39 
( 1 oo.oo) (72.32) (27.68) (1 oo.oo) (77.50) (22.50) 

1060.01 854.71 205.30 637.57 534.10 103.4 7 39 
(100.00) (80.63) (19.37) (1 00.00) (83.77) (16.23) 

1339.87 1145.59 194.28 715.66 616.19 99.47 39 
(1 00.00) (85.50). ( 14.50) ( 1 oo. 00) (86.1 0) (13.90) 

~ : Figures in paranthesis are percentages to total.. 

Sources : 1. Eiucat ion in India (various issues), Ministry of Education and 
Social Welfare, Government of India, New Delhi. 

2. Selected Baucational. Statistics, 1977-78, Ministry of Eiucation 
ani Social. Welfare, Government of India, New Delhi (1978). 

Middle 

25 

26 . 

32 

32 . 

31 

32 
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1976-77. While the total number of teachers in the primary 

schools nave increased by two-fold during the period, the number 

of trained teachers have increased by about three times. The 

number of untrained teachers had decreased from 218 thousand 

in 1951-52 to 194.28 thousand in 1976-77. Percentage-wise, the 

teachers trained for primary schools"have increased steadily 

during the period under consideration. The percentage of 

teachers trained in 1951-52 was 61.35; it rose to 72.32 in 

1966~7 and ultimately reached 85.50 by the end of 1976-77. 

Though the progress is v.orth noting, as many as 14.50 per cent 

of the teachers were not at a~~ trained at the er.d. of this 

period. 

At the midd~e level also, the total number of teachers 

have increased significant]¥. During the period under study, 

the total llWDber of trained teachers increased nearly 13 times, 

while the total number of teachers, trained am untrained, . . .. " 

went up by a little over 8 times. Unlike the primary school 

untrained teachers, the number of untrained teachers in the 

middle schools doubled .during the pe.riod. But percentage-wise, 

there is a sharp decline, during the . 25 years period, of 

untrained teachers at this level. This decreased from 45.81 

per cent in 1951 -52 to . 13.99 per. cent in 1976-77. The percentage 

of teachers trained for the middle schoolS has increased 

ste~ply during the same period. The increase was from 54.19 
.. :<( 
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per cent in 1951-52 to 86.10 per cent in1976-77, i.e., about 

1.27 per cent increase per annum against an increase of a 

little less than one per cent per annum in the primary schools. 

Another important feature is the nature of training 

that the teachers are reoeiv mg. The training of teachers, at 

any level, should keep in mind the changillg needs of the 

society in general and the pupils in particular. But Myrdal is 

of tbe view that "the classification of teachers as •trained', 

moreover, has to be viewed with the greatest suspicioni Most 

of them... are not well-trained in any sense of the word." 11 

As stated earlier, one cannot find improvements in quality of 

education, unless and until the training of teachers takes into 

account the goalS and objectives of education in the context 

of a changiDg society. 

0. C@al.ific ation Struc;ure of Teachers 

The next important ind :icator of quality of education is the 

qualification structure of teachers at respective levels of 

education. Upgrading of the teachers• qualification could be 

regarded as an indication of the improved quality of education. 
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fhis could reasonablY be expected to be the case since teachers 

with higher qualification and training would be able to teach 

better than those without these advantages. Table 1.8 shows the 

percentage distribution of teachers at the elementary level by 

different qualifications, during the. ten year period from 

1961-62. One significant result, as the Table shows, in the 

changing structure of teachers• qualifications, is that the 

percentage of non~atriculate teachers, which was remarkablY 

high in the earlier decades, declined sharply. At. the primary 
•""· level; the percentage of non~atriculate teache~a has fallen 

from 58.24 in 1961-62 to 42.45 in 1970-71; while at the middle 

school level, these figures are 42.00 and 14. 04, respectively. 

Graduate and post~raduate teaChers have increased from 

0.62 per cent in 1961-62 to 3.14 per cent in 1970-71 at the 

prim sry level; and 5.96 per cent in 1961-62 to 21 .82 per cent 

in 1970-71 at the middle school level. This improvement in the 

qualification level, would certainly have some impa::t on 

quality. At both levels of elementary education,· the percentage 

of teachers with matriculation or its equivalent qualifications 

is significantly larger. This could be a favourable situation 

since all of a sudden no country can afford a radical reform 

in the structure of teachers' qualifications. From this, we can 

expect continuous increase of graduate and post-graduate 

teachers, and relative decline of matriculate and non-matriculate 



Primarv 
Year Graduate~ 

and above 

1961-62 0.62 

1962-63 0.69 

1963-64 o. 71 
1964-65 1.38 
1965-66 1. 74 
1966-67 1.87 
1967-68 2.07 
1968-69 2 • .35 
1969-70 2e79 
1970-71 3.14 

Table 1.8 

l?ercent§ge distribution of ,Erimar;y:··and middle school 
qualifications during 1961 =62 and 1970-71 teachers' 

school ieaohe~§ wiih Mig~l~ sonoo~ teachers with 
Matri- Non-Matri- Total Graduate Matri- Non-Matri-
culation culation aui above culatio:ri culation 

41.14 58.24 1 oo.oo 5.96 52.04 42.00 

42.48 56.83 1 oo.oo 6.33 53.42 40.25 
43.56 55.73 1 oo.oo 6.86 54.24 38.90 
46.66 51.96 1 oo.oo 15;96 61.79 22.25 
47.66 50.60 1 oo.oo 16.49 63.62 19.89 
48.50 49.63 1 oo.oo 17.62 64.23 18.15 
50.40 47.53 1 oo.oo 18.13 64.03 17.84 
51.66 45.99 1 oo.oo 19.35 63.99 16.66 
53.03 . 44.18 1 oo. 00 20.47 64.29 15.24 
54.41 42.45 1 oo.oo 21 .82 64.14 14.04 

Source : Computed from the figures given in Education in India 
(various issues), Ministry of Education and Social 
Welfare, Government of India, New Delhi. 

Total 

100.00 
1 oo.oo 
1 oo. 00 
1 oo. 00 

1 oo.oo 
1 oo.oo 
1 oo.oo 
1 oo. 00 
1 oo.oo 
1 oo. 00 
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teachers. 

D. Status of Teachers 

The status of the teacher is also very important for the 

improved quality of education. A better status attracts more 

efficient people to join the profession of teaching~ Since the 

teacher is the single largest educational inPut, he should be 

able and willing to teach the pupils effectively. In the words 

of the Eiucation Commission (1964-66), ·"Nothing is more 

important than securing a sufficient supply of high quality 

,recruits to the teaching profession providing them with the 

best possible professional preparation and creating satisfactory 

condi tiona of w ~rk· in which they can be fully effecti ve.J 2 For 

this, the Commission felt that, "it is necessary to make an 

intensive and continuous effort to raise the economic, social 

and professional status of teachers in order to attract youngmen 

8Dd women of ability to the profession, and to retain them in 

it as dedicated, enthusiastic and contented workers.n13 As 

mentioned, the status of the teacher depends mainly upon the 

salary and partly upon the working condi tiona. Table 1.9 shows 

12. ReP<?rt of the ltiucati~n.CC?mmission (1964:-66), :&iucation Ojd 
NatJ.onal Development, Ml.n.J..Stry of »iucatJ.on, Government o 
India, New Delhi, p.46. 

13. Ibid., p.46. 



~able 1.9 

(in :rupees) 
Average Annual salary Cost of living Per capita. 
of the teachers (at Inde-x income (at Year 

-~:m:rent Er 1 ~§ ~ current 
Pri~ary Middle 196Q~1=1 go :: J2r1cea l 

1960-61 872.80 1058.00 100 . 305.70 
(100.00) (100.00) (100.00) 

1961 -62 913.30 1084.00 107 316.40 
(104.64) ( 102.46) (1 03.50) 

1962...63 .994.10 1122.00 111 327.60 
(113.90) ( 106.05) . (107.16) 

1963-64 1001.00 1 j 83.00 122 368.40 
(114.69) (111.82) (12~.51) 

1964-65 1 096e 70 1302 .oo 130 421.90 
(125.65) (123.06) (I 38.01 ) 

1965-66 1236.10 1424.51 142 425.50 (141.63) (134.64) { 139.19) 

1966-67 i 374.87 1553.16 157 
I 481 .. oo 

057 .;2) (146.80) ( 157 ·34) 
1967-{)8 1595.81 1807-47 161 556.60 (182.84) ( 17U.84) ( 182.07) 
1'968-69 1729.18 1994.13 165 557.10 (198.12) ( 188~48) (182 .24) 

. 1969-70 1880.44 2239.36 173 604.30' (215.45) (211.66) (197 .. 68) 
1970-71 2047.65 2446.59 178 637 ·30 (234 .61 ) (231 .25) (2U8.47) 
1971-72 2192 ·31 2586.99 189 660.70 (?51.18) (244.52) (216.13) 
1972-73 2352.11 2775;.17 212 700 .. 40 (269.49) (262o)2) ( 229.11 ) 
1973··•:;'.:( N. A. N • .A. 259 851.80 (-) ( -} (278.64) 
1974-75 2941.68 3538.37 279. 1022 ·40 (337 .04) (334 -44) (334.45) 

Note : Fiaures in brackets are index numbers. 
§.2l!rc~ For COlumns 4 and 5, Statistical. Abstract (various issues) 

Central Statistical Or!anisation, Department of Statistics. 
Ministry ot Planning, overnment ot Inaia, New De.lbi. 
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the increase in the average annual salaries of teachers at 

current prices. The table also provides us with evidence of 

the cost of living indices on the one bald ani per capita 

national income on the other, to compare with average annual 

salaries. This helps us to come to a conclusion on the economic 

status of the teaCher during the fifteen year period commencing 

from 196 0-61 • 

The index numbers of average annual emoluments of 

teachers - both primary and middle - and also those of national 

income per capita show more than three hundred per cent increase. 

The rates of increase of these two variables are, more or less, 

the same between 1966-67 and 1974-75. Prior to this period, the 

rate of expansion of teachers' salaries is less than that of 

per capita income. But the average salary of teachers was never 

less than the per capita income. Secondly, the teachers' 

average salaries are compared with the cost of living index 

during the same period. This is a.n appropriate comparison to 

make to be able to see changes, if aqy, in the economic position 

of teachers. Till 1966-67, the cost of living index is higher 

than the salary index of teachers. The rate of inm-ease of the 

cost of living index is also far higher than that of the saJ.ary 

index. In the latter years, the salary index of teachers out

weighed the oost of living index. On the whol.e, the economic 

status of teachers was improved in the latter half of the 60's. 
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However, this is not enough to make a firm generalization. What 

is needed iS an evidence of improvement in the status of the 

teacher, when compared to other sec:t;ors of the economy to which 

young and enthusiastic people are having access. 

In other words, the country has to keep the status of 

the teacher at ~east, at the same leve~, as the employees of 

other sectors. Gunnar Myrdal, in his monum~tal work The Asian 

Drama, stressed an urgent need,f<>;r improvement in teacher 
,, 

training am simultaneously, "for a rise in economic and 
/ 

social status of teachers in primary schoo~s, which would 

encourage talented young people to enter the profession and 

increase the possibility of the teachers• influencing the 

children ani the community." 14 

Information re~ating to the earnings of the working 

fo:roe according to level and type of education, training and 

experience and sectors of employment are not available for 

India. The over or under payment of wages to one group of 

workers in relation to w or~ers with similar quaJ.ifications and 

experience emp~oyed in other sectors cannot be judged. Still, 

Pandi t 15 attempted to analyse the average wages of teachers as 

14. A(yrdal, Gunnm-., Jsi 
of Nations, (Abri~d~g~ed~~~~-=~=T~~-=~~~~~~~ 

15. For detailed a.IJalysis see, Pa:ndi t, H.N., "Cost A.na:q-sis of 
l!nucation in India - Private and Socia.J. Participation", 
Indian Eaucationa1 Review, Vol.7, No.2 (July, 1972), p.126. 
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a group, as ccmJ>!lred with the wages of workers employed i.n other 

sectors of the economy. But this is in no way indicative of the 

relative position of elementary school teachers since Pandit 

has taken teachers at all levels into consideration. He has 

compared the salaries of teachers with sal~ies of those employed 

in other sectors - like agriculture, manifacturi.ng, trade, servi

ces and all sectors put together- during 1950-51 and 1965-66. 

He found that, during the period observed, the salaries of 

teachers were increasing in relation to salaries of those 

workers employed elsewhere. Besides this, teachers have gained 

overtime, both in tenns of monetary wages and wages at constant 

prices. 

E. Space, Eouiment and other Materia]. 

One of the most important indicators of quality education is 

the space, equipment and instructional material per pupil.. 

Unfortunately, there. is little information available relating 

to this. But a number of studies conducted revealed the poor 

quality of equipment and their ext:t·emely limited availability 

to school children. Fainting out the limited availability of 

equipment and other facilities, Myrdal came to this conclusion: 

"The impression from casual observation and from scattered 

information in off.icial reports and in the rather extensive 

literature, however, is that the avail.abillty of school buildings, 
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textbooks, writing paper, am all kinds of teaching aids is 

limited everywhere in .South Asia. n16 The First All-India 

Educational Survey (1957) revealed the fact that the average 

space per child in primary schools varied from 5.00 sq.feet 

to 13.60 sq.feet in the status; but in most of the states 

the average space per child was much below 9. 00 sq. :reet. 

The Survey reports that, the average number of pupilS per room 

was between 21 and 61, and that the average size of the room 
-

varied from 128 sq. feet to 454 sq. feet. Inter-state variations 

were therefore too 1 t:rge both in case of average number of 

pupils per room and the average area of the room. The situation 

can hardly be expected to have improved since then because of 

the massive expansion of enrolment in elementary schools. 

F. Teacher-Pupil Ratio 

From Table 1. 7, we find the Teacher-Pupil ratio during 1951-52 

and 1976-77. In the period observed, one would point out the 

continuous widening gap in the ratio. The average teacher

pupil ratio in 1951-52 was 1 :34 for primary schools and 1 :25 

for midile schools. This decreased steadily over the years, atd 
; 

by the end of 1976-77 these ratios for primary and middle 

16. Myrdal, Gunnar., The Challenge of World Poverty, p.186. 
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schools were 1:39 and 1:32 respectively (For an international 

comparison, see Appendix II). This iS the situation at the 

national leve~. Inter-state variations, for that matter, 

differences within the state, are very striking. There is 

unmimi ty of opinion that there cannot be a marked improvement 

in methods of teaching if the teacher is required· to teach ve7.7 

large classes. 

In this regard, the opinion of the Washington Conference 

is worth noting. It reads : "Contrary to vbat happens in 

industrial production, it is not to be expected that the same 

or better results can be obtained by an ever d llllinishing number 

of teachers per 100 stUdents. Rationalization can be introduced 

into education in many ways, but we cannot escape the fa:ct that 

the very essence of education resides in the close contact 

between teacher and student". 17 Hence in a countr.1 like India, 
I 

where teacher is 1he largest single input, the teacher in the 

elementary level, needs to pl~ a dominant role. Therefore, the 

teacher-pupil ratio must be kept at a desired level. 

In order to reduce the crowds in the elementary schools, 

the Education Commission (1964-66) has recommended the maximum 

17. Washington Conference II, Targets for Eiucation in Europe 
in 1970, OECD, p.63, quoted in, Seymour E. HarriS (ed.), 
Economic Aspects of Higher Ed. u;, ati on, OECD ( 1964, Paris), 
p.Ja. 
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llUQlber of pupils in each class, so that in any particular 

school - whether it is in urban area or in rural area - would 

not exceed the }lrescribed llmi t. These are 50 for primary 

schools and 45 for middle schools. This would, in f~ t., be a 

welcome recommendation to reduce the crowds in the classes. 

Besides this would introduce relative uniformity all over the 
\ 

country with ·respect to size of the class and also reduce the 

work load of teachers. 

G. Single Teacher Schools 

Single teacher schools at the primary level are by and large 

of poor quality,.. This is because the sane teacher has to teach 

tbree to four classes at a time. In the year 1950-51, the 

percentage of single-teacher schools to primary schools was 

about 32.80, while the percentage of enrolment they accounted 

for was about 14.1 0. After 1 0 years, these two percentages have 

increased to 44.00 and 21.10, respectively. By the end of 

1970-71, about 41.90 per cent of the total primar,y schools were 

single-teacher schools. One- cannot justify these single-t each Er 

schools, for they camot be run efficiently and effectively aJ.1 

the time. Just as big schools &·e not condttcive to quality 

education, the smaJ.ler ones - particularly those with single 

teachers - are also uneconomical and inefficient. They can 
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neither afford libraries, laboratories, better quality and . ·, 

quantity of equipment etc. 

H. Miscellaneous 

Apart from t.lle above mentioned indicatom, there are several 

other factors that cannot be expressed in quantity but can 

inf~uence the quality of education. They are, for exEIDple, 

the curricula or the content of education, mid-day meals to 

the children of primary schools, home environment and the like. 

In no underdeveloped country the content of education is being 

kept up-to-date, i.e., education that will be suited to the 

future requirements of the society. Almost all these countries 

hate imported the curriculum for their schools along with 

educational models from the western developed world, which 

cannot be adapted. to t.b.eir economic, so cia.l. and cultural environ

ment. The obsolescent am irrelevalt content of education leads 

to inappropriate education Which would hinder the country's 

economic and soci~ developmctaJ. process. 

SecondlY, mid -da;y mealS programme foro the children in 

the primary schoolS would alSo influence the quality of education 

indirectJ.y. It should emphasize nutrition or meeting the 

deficiency in food in the ease of childrea from weaker sections 

of the community, and partly attract and retain tlle child in 
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the school. But in Ind. ia, the programme is being implemented 

primarily to meet the ·latter objective rather than the former 

one. The programme is being imp~emented with food commodities 

provided by CARE which covers 76 lakh pupils; and 2.17 J.akh 

pupils are being covered by the state govermnent programmes. 

On tue Whole the programme has not become too extensive in its 

coverage and major portion of the resources required are met from 

external agencies. 

ThimlY, the home environment also exercises influence 

great, although we cannot q11antify it. Many studies conducted in 

tilis context found· positive corre~ation between the performance 

of the pupi~ and home environment. A child with highly educated 

parents and high social status certainly receives good education 

and performs better than one with illiterate parents. The 

importance of parents• edue Stion cmnot be exaggerated in this 

context. 

lDoking at the various iDiicators just discussed with 

respect to elementary education in India, one would certainly not -

hesitate to admit the poor quality of elementary education. The 

reasons for this low quality of education coUld b'e many, besides. 
I 

phenomenal expansion of elEmentary education and the extraordinary 

growth of population. The J.arge gap between supply of am demand 

for e~ementary education resUlted in overwhelming pressure on 

schools and thinner and thinner distribution of same resources 
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among more students. In a:ldi tion to ibis, high rates of drop

outs and stagnation have become the amse as well as the effect 

of low quality of elementary education. 

There is no established relationship between quantity 

and quality of education at any level -proving that quantitative 

expansion iS only at the cost of quality in that J.evel. In view 

of the scarce resources available to education in general, and 

eleinenta.lY education in particular, very few underdeveloped 

countries can afford to emphasize both of them at the same time. 

Since we have emphasized quantitative expansion of elementary 

education so far, at least by now, our country should divert 

its attention and resources to v.ards improving the quality which 

would further improve the 'attracting and holding power• of the 

school system. But this emphasis on quality would only be for a 

short period. Once elementary education was improved to the 

country's requirements, then t~e country can as well pursue the 

quantitative expansion along with quaJ.itative improvements. 

This mt:lans the country's planners and educatom should, "view 

an educational system in multi-dimensional terms, ES a dynamic, 

living organism with an inherent potential not only for growing 

but for .t·enewing and improv jng itself and for adapting its way 

to changing conditions".18 Hence, the quantitative expansion 

18. 
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and quallt a ti ve improvement should have to be viewed as an 

in tegra.l pro cess of growth and en ange. 

1.5 Magnitude of the ProblEm of Universal am 
Compulsory Eiementarr Education 

As in all underdeveloped countries, the proportion of children 

to the tot aJ. population in Ind. ia 
19 iS much larger than in 

advanced countries. The result is that we have to educate more 

children with limited resources while the advanced countries 

have more resources and fewer children to educate. This 

unbridged gap between "Ghe resources available and children to 

be educated diminishes as the birth rate falls and general 

economic condi tiona improve. But this process will take a 

fairly long time; and hence we shall pro oeed on the assumption 

that we will have to provide elementary education to a 

proportiona1!elY greater number of children with relatively 

inadequate financial resources. 

The question of achieving the goal of universal and 

compuJ.sory elementary education in the near future depends, 

main!y, upon four important considerations. First is the 

question of "overall priority". According to one school of 

t.tlought "the provision of universal and free elementary 

19 • According to the Census of 1971 , the percentage of children 
in the Ege-group 6-14 years, in the total. population was 
~about 20.85. 
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education to aJ.l children is essentially a programme of social. 

justice, of providing equality of educational opportunity, and 

of laying the basic foundations of democracy. 20 Therefore, 

this programme should be given first priority over any other 

programme in education. So, these thinkers feel that the goa~ 

shoUld be achieved as early as possible. On the other hand, 

there are those who believe that "other sectors of education, 

e.g., technicaL education, secondary education, higher education 

etc., need a higher priority and that the programme of expanding 

elementary education could be slowed down after an enrolment of 

about 70 to .75 per cent in the age-group 6,-11 is reachai. u21 

SecondlY, there is the controversy about 'quality versus 

quantity' • If the target of achieving the goal is nearer 

(ear~ier), thErl larger number of additional. children will have 

to be enrolled eve17 year and only reduced funds will be avail

able for qualitative improvement of e~ementary education. Hence, 

people who emphasize quali~ prefer the target date to be fixed 

in the long run. While people who emphasize quantity would tend 

to place it nearer. 

20., J.P. Naik, "A Perspective Plan for the Development of 
Elementary ltiucation in India", in The Indian Year Book of 
Biucation, 1964, NOERT {New Delhi, 1964), p.569. 

21. Ibid., p.569. 
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Third~y, 'financial considerations• play an important 

role in ·setting- the target for universal· elementary education. 

Development of e1ementar.y education is not likelY to get an 

allocation of resources which might make it possible to bring 

the target date very near. Besides, any overriding priority to 

elementary education is bound to put other levels of education 

in the shade. Hence, e~ementary education should be given due 

priority in the allocation of resources but keeping the overa1l 

socio-economic development of the society in view. 

FinaJ.l,y, social, cultural and other considerations are 

also involved in attaining the desired target. The difficUlties 

that are to be faced in the enrolment of girls and children of 

poorer and more backward sections of the society, and the 

expansion of elementary education in backward states can be · 

said to be more of s:>cial and cultural rather than of economic 

nature. Keeping all these considerations in mind, the educational 

planner and policy maker would have to carefuJJ.y decide the 

feasible target ·for the attainment of our goal. 

Having seen the pros and cons of Jceeping the target too 

far or too nearer, the magnitu:ie of the task that will have to 

be attempted can be seen in terms of the difference between the 

to-tal number of children in the age group and the total. 

enrolment. The following table shows the number of children 
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that will have to be enrolled. 

Table - 1.10 

The 
in 

Year 

1977-78 

1980-81 

1982-8) 

1985-86 

1987-88 

1990-91 

Note -

ucation 1 

~In lakhsl 
A&e~roul! b-11 ;tears Me-S££!UE 11-1! ;years 

Boys Girls !otal. Bo;ys Girls Total 

79.60 217.53 297.13 114.39 159.81 274.20 

98.90 235.03 333·93 128.40 175.-88 304.28 

104 ·79 240.17 344.96 134.94 181.21 316.15 

113.64 247.89 361.53 144· 79 189.23 334.02 

115.86 250.12 365.98 14 7.41 192.11 339.52 

119.19 253.50 372.69 151.38 196.45 347.83 

: These estimated figures are calculated on the 
basis of the data obtained from Census of India, 
1971, Series I, Paper 3 of 1977. Age Tables, 
Demographic Division,,~Office of the Registrar 
General of India, Ministry of Home Affairs, 
Government of India, New Delhi. 

The above table shows the estimated population in the 

Q8e-group 6~14 years, who will have to be educated in the 
,~!; 

respective years. This will also ten us about the efforts 

we have to put in order to reach the goal by the , end of 1967,-88 

as was expected by the draft Five Year Plan, 1978-83. To reach 
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this goal, however, we have to enrol at least 365.98 lakhs in 

the age-group 6-11 years, ani 339.52 lakhs in the age-group 

11-14 years. The most difficult tas.lt is the enrolment of girlS 

who comprises over 60 per cent of the total estimated 

population. 

1.6 Importance of Cost Studies 

The continued and planned efforts· to universalize elementary 

education are still not let:ding us &DyWhere near the objective. 

High percentage of drop-outs aDd stagnation are still 

formidabJ.e obstalces. We need to search for efficient wa;ss and 

means of achieving the goal. From an economist's point of view 

this has to be looked at in terms of the total number of pupils 

who have to be erJrOlled, resources aJ.J.ocated to this level, 

distribution of these resources among the components, the 

effective use of these resources, sufficiency of these resources 

etc. The share of elementary education in the total resources 

allocated to education, unit cost of elementary education, growth 

of expenditure over the period etc., are the more important 

factors to be discussed. Amongst all these factors, the unit

cost of education needs special attention in any cost study to 

go in detail. 

The unit, in which the aver~e cost of education is most 

clearly expressed is the student - student hour or student year. 
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Since it is not meaningful to measure the cost per student of 

an unknown composition of student population, the disaggregation 

I of the education system into sub-systems should be kept in mind.. 

In fact , this is a pre-requisite of a good cost analysis. 

Detailed classification of cost items - different components of 

educational expenditure - are very significant for a thorough 

analysis. Apart from cost per student at a particular level, 

there are some other methods followed by various researchers. 

They are as follows : cost of education per head of population, 

the share of educational expenditure in GNP, cost of education 

per person of school a&e, cost of education per teacher, cost of 

education per hour, cost of education per c~ass, cost of 

educ-ation per school etc. 

Amongst all these units cost per pupil is the most common 

and meaningful one. Apart from the aggregate of· unit-cost, one 

should see the different components. of it also to understand the 

qua~i~y of education at that particular level. The next chapter 

discusses the growth of expenditure on education during the 

planning period and compares it with the GNP and the budgeted . 
expenditure ~n th~ same period. This chapter analyses the share 

of elementary education in the total and the growth of its 

resources both at cUITent and constant prices. To show the reu 

growth in the unit-cost of education, it was compared with rate 
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of growth of enrolment and rate of growth of the economy in 

the planning period. Finally, this chapter also calculates 

the actual unit-cost of this level which leaves out wastage 

of elementary education. 



PQBLIC COST OF EljEMENl'ARY 
EDUCATION IN INDIA 

2.1 Introduction 

Chapter Two 

The latter part of 20th century has witnessed, all over the 

world, a growing concern with education in general and 

elementar,y education in particular. This realiZation of the 

socio-economic importance of educat~on could also be seen in 
-the perspective plans of those underdeveloped regions, which 

are striving to get maximum benefits through the development 

process. In addition to this, most of the underdeveloped 

countries are keenly aware of the vast socio-economic differences 

which separate.; their people from tnose in advamed countries. 

All these factors put together persuaded these countries to 

give due priority to the development of education in their 

socio-economic development planning. The importame assigned 

to education could also be more explicitly seen in the 

comparatively larger rates of growth of expenditure on education • 

.And these rates of growth of educational expenditure are being 

necessarily lower than those of national income. 

The first section of this chapter discusses the share of . 
education in GNP, and Jlllblic expenditure, am also makes a 
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comparison of the rates of growth of the economy and the 

growth rates of educational expemiture. Section II, deals with 

the question of unit-cost (direct) per pupil of elementary 

education. While comparing the increases or decreases in unit

cost with the rates of growth of the economy and those of 

enrolment, this section also canputes various components of 

unit-cost of elementary education, both at current and constant 

prices. Section III, attempts to compute actual unit-cost of 

elementary education - which would leave out the wastage in 

education. Section IV, tries to estimate the indirect unit-cost 

of elementary eduaation. The final section integrates the 

direct and indirect unit-costs of elementary education. Finally, 

this section also points out the inadequacies in the calculation 

of unit-cost at the elementary level and suggests fUrther 

course of action. 

I 

2.2 The Share of mucational ExPenditure 
in the GNP and Public Expenditure 

The growing importance of education in the allocation of 

resources could be seen in terms of its share in the GNP as 

well as in the annual budgets. This could also be visualized 

in the annual growth rates of the eci-ucational expenditure and 

those of the GNP. The growing rate of growth in educational. 
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expenditure in general and different levels of education in 

particular, makes the financing of education one of the most 

important, complex and intricate problema being faced by the 

policy makers. 

The annual total expe:al iture on education generally 

represents anywhere from 2 to 6 per cent of the GNP and from 

10 to 25 per cent of the public expenditure. The upper limits 

generall.J' pertain to developed regions., and lower limits to 

underdeveloped countries. In spite of their efforts, the latter 

are unable to increase the share of education due to lower 

growth rates of their economies, rapid population growth, and 

the continued demand for the limited resources from other 

sectors of their economies. 

Table 2.1 shows the sha;ce of educational expenditure in 

the GNP and in budget expenditure during the planning period 

in India. The percentage of educational expenditure in the 

GNP was barely 1.20 during 1950-51, when Imia switched on to 

planniz:g. This increased fa:i.rl.y rapidly and reached 2.46 per 

cent by the end of Second Five Year Plan and 2.85 per cent by 

the end of the. Third Plan. This further increased to 3. 06 per 

cent during 1970-71 and finally lamed up near 3.11 per cent 

by the end of 1975-76. The index of growth of this percentage 

being 100 during 1950-5f, reached 237.50 by the end. of Third 

Plan _and finaJ.J.y was 259 .17 in 1975-76. This gives a rate of 



Table 2.1 

Educational Expenditure in India1 1950=51 to 1975-76 

(Rupees in millions) 
S.No. Item 1950-51 1955-56 1960-61 1965-66 ~ 1970-71 1975-76 

1 • Total expenditure 
on education 1,143·80 1 '896.60 3,443.81 6,220.22 11 '182.83 20,447.05 

2. Index of growth 1 oo.oo 165.82 301 .09 543-82 977.69 1,787.64 

3· GNP (at current 
prices) 95,470.00 1,14,230.00 1 , 39 , 9 9 0. 00 2,18,660.00 3,65,820.00 6,56,920.00 

4· Index of growth 1 oo.oo 119.65 146.63 229.04 383.18 688.09 

5. Total Budget 
Expenditure 9,291.00 18;516.20 29,170.00 58,420.00 88,4 70.00 1,99,120.00 

6. Index of growth 1 oo.oo 199.29 313.96 6~8.78 952.21 2,143.15 

1·· Total Educational 
Expenditure as % 
of GNP 1.20 1.66 2.46 2.85 3.06 3.11 

8. Index of growth 1 oo.oo 138.33 205.00 237.50 255.00 259.17 

9. Total Educational 
Expenditure-as% 
of Budget Expeni iture 12.31 10.24 11 .81 . 10.65 12.64 10.27 

1 o. Index of growth 1 oo.oo 83.18 95.94 86.52 102.68 83.43 
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over 6 per cent per annum. 

The share of educational expenditure in the budget 
. . 

expenditure is characterized byl fluctuations. One would find 

ups ani downs in the percentage of educational expenditure in 

the Pllblic expenditure. This was 12.31 per cent in 1950-51, am 

declined to 1 0.24 in 1955-56. At the end of the Second Plan, 

educational expenditure accounted for 11.81 per cent of the 

budget expenditure. Again it declined to 10.65 per cent in 

1965-66; this percentage reached a maximum of 12.64 per cent 

in 1970-71 and came down to 10.27 per cent in 1975-76. The 

i:aiex number of this percentage declined significantly over the 

years - 95.94 in 1960-61 and 83•43 in 1975-76. This meant over 

16 per cent decline in the twenty-five year period. 

As is evident from the table, the index of growth of 

educational expenditure is far in excess of that of the GNP; 

but the former is less than the index of growth of budge~ 

expenditure. While the GNF increased over 5.88 times in 25 year 
-

period, educational expenditure has increased over 16~87 times 

in the same period.. The budget expezni ture increased by 20.43 

times between 1950-51 and 1975-76. Fran this it fo~lows that, 

even though, the share of educational expenditure in the GNP 

is ftllrly high, the share of the former in the budget expenditure 

is not upto the mark and in fact, it· was declined sharply over 

the period. 
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The experience of most of the developed countries of 

the 20th century shows that the r~te of growth of educational 

expenditure exceeds that of the economy. This has happened in 

India also.· While the average annual rate of growth of 

educational expenditure was about 10.68 per cent during the 

First Plan period, the average annual rate of growth of the 

GNP was only ).66 per cent during the s~e period (Table 2.2). 

During the Third Plan period, these percentages were 12.58 and 

9.46 respectively; az:d finally reached 13.94 per cent in 

1970-71 and 12.66 per cent in 1975-76. During the First Five 

Year Plan, the annual growth rate of educational expenditure 

was nearly three times that of _the GNP. This gap became almost 

negligible during the period 1970-71 and 1975-76. In the twenty-
. 

five year period, the average annual rate of growth of 

educational expenditure was about 12.02 per cent, while that of 

the GNP was only 8.19 per cent. 

To sum up, even though the growth rate of educational. 

expenditure has been greater than that of the GNP, the former 

did not increase sufficiently. In spite of greater importance 

given to education, it is .no_t getting due priority in the 

allocation of resources, which was seen in terms of its lower 

rates in the 1atter _years. 



Table 2.2 

Annual Growth rates Ex nditure 

Item 1950-51 1955-56 1960=61 1 965=66. 1970-71 1950-51 1955-56 1960""61 1965-66 1950-51 
to to to to to to to to to to 

1955-56 1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 1975-76 1960-61 1965-66 1970-71 1975-76 1975-76 

Average Annual 
Growth Rate of 
the Economy (GN~) 3.66 4.21 9.46 10.97 12.66 3.94 6.83 10.22 11 .81 8.19 

Average .Annual 
Growth Rate of 
Eiucational 
Expenditure 10.68 12.71 12.58 12.47 13.94 11.69 12.64 12.52 13.20 12.02 

Average Annual 
Growth Rate of 
Direct Expenditure 
. on Elementary 
Eiucation 9.35 11.00 12.90 13.50 14.76 10.18 11 .95 14.30 14.13 12.30 



2.3 The Share of Elementary Biucation in 
Total Direct Educational Expenditure1 
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In the beginning, elementary education commanded the largest 

share of educational. resources in most of the developed 

countries·. After reaching the universal elementary education 

in those countries they started reducing the percentage of 

the total education expenditure devoted to elementary 

education. 2 In our country also, the target of universal 

el.ementary education is on the board from the commencement of 

the Constitution. Table 2.3 shows the percentage share 

elementary education in the planning period. 

During 1950-51, about 48.52 per cent of the total direct 

expenditure on education was devoted to e1ene ntary education. 

There is a sharp decline in this percentage over the years and 

finally landed up near 42.14 per cent in 1970-71. A slight 

improvement is o-bserved in the year 1975-76 which was about 

1. This expenditure does not include the expenditure incurred 
on pupils who are enrolled in elementary sections located 
in High/Higher Secondar,y Schools. 

2. In Japan, the first level of education commanded over 84 
per cent of the educational expenditure during 1885, am 
it was continued to be over 60 per cent; and finally in 
1960 it was stabl.ised near 42 per cent. For details, see 
Education Commission ( 1964-66 ) , ·lti ucation and National 
Development Report, lfCERT (New D elni, 1971 ) , Tabl.e 1 9. 5 , 
p.864. 



Table 2.3 

Growth of Direct Expenditure on Elementary 
Jtiucation During 1950-51 and 1975-76 

(In current 

Year 

1 

1950-51 

1955-56 

1960-61 

1965-66 

1970-71 

1975-76 

Total· D<ireQt 
Eiucation 

2 

910.50 441.80 
(1 00.00) (100.00) 

1448.10 691 .40 
(159.05) (156 .so) 

2573.60 
(282 .66) 

1163.70 
(263.40) 

4937.90 2130.00 
(542.33) (482.12) 

9610.60 (050.00 
(1 055-53) 916.70) 

17925.20 7892.90 
{1968. 72) (1782 .01) 

12.!! : Figures in pa.ra.t.ttllesis are index 
numbers. 

48.52 

47.75 

45.22 

43.14 

42.14 

43.92 
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43.92 per cent. The table also shows the index of growth. of 

total direct educational expenditure as well as index of 

growth of direct expenditure on elementary education. It is SJ.so 

clear that the growth i:alex of educational expenditure iS far 
than 

exceeding/that of elementar,y education in any particular year. 

In the whole period, the direct expenditure on education rose 

by 18.7 times, while the direct expenditure on elementary 

education increased by only 16.8 times. This also explains the 

decreasing share of elementary education. 

This comparatively lower growth of expenditure incurred· 

on elementary education than compared to direct educational 

expenditure cOUld also be witnessed (Table 2.2) during 1950-51 

and 1960-61. But in the remaining period, the annual rate of 

growth of direct expenditure on elementary education surpasses 

that of education. In the twenty-five year period, the average 

annual rate of growth of expenditure on elementary education is 

over 12.30 per cent, while the annual growth of educational 

expenditure is about 12.02 per cent. Despite of its larger 

growth rates, the share of elementary education declined 
' 

significantly during the planning period. The allocation of 

lesser shares of total educational expenditure to elementary 

education is inconsistent with the priority given to this level 

in our plans an~ policies. 



2.4 Composition of Direct EXpenditure on 
Elementa.r;r lti u cation 
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In order to know a little more about the financing of e~ementary 

education, one shou:Ld go into the detailed distribution of 

direct expenditure among its components. The main components 

of direct expenditure at this leve~ are as follows : salaries· 

of teachers, salaries of other staff, equipment and other 

appliances (recurring), and other items not included in any of 

tbe three mentioned above. 

In 1950-51 , the salaries of teachers in e~ementary schools 

constituted 73 per cent of the direct expenditure incurred 

(Table 2.4). During the last two and a half decmes, this 

percentage has gradually increased. The .physical facilities 

provided in this lavel, low as they were in 1950-51 , obviously 

declined still ftu·ther owing to the pressure of expansion; and 

the average elementary school iS almost equivalent to the mere 

provision of a teacher at present. By now, the salaries of 

teachers constitute about 93 per cent of the direct expenditure, 

while equipment and other items together constitute ).95 per cent. 

The latter has declined from 6 .)9 per cent of the direct 

expenditure in 1964-65. If the anci~lary. services are to be 

developed, it is obvious that - nothwithstanding the increase in 

the salaries of teachers - the proportionate share of the non

teacher costs would have to increase further. 



Tabla 2.j, 

Distribution of Direct Ex:=nd iture~ Element~ Edu9atj..g,n 
b! Objects during 196"4=62 in4 )~]5- · . 1::: 

At current 
Year alariee o other Total 

staff 

1964-65 1640.43 49.80 36.98 78.35 1805.56 
{90.85) (2. 76) {2.05) (4.34) { 100.00) 

1965-66 1919.15 65.43 36.35 109.13 2130.06 
< 90.10) (3.07) ( 1. 71 ) (5.12) { 1 00.00) 

1966-67 2208.22 68.14 38.67 87.93 2402.96 
{ 91 .. 90) (2.84) (1..61 ) (3.65) (100,00) 

1967-68 2623-40 77.09 41.22 111 .89 2853.60 
(91~93} (2.70) {1.44) ( 3· 93) ( 1 oo.oo) 

1968-69 2927.2) 84~09 47.11 123·4) 3181.94 
{92.00 (2.64) (1.48 (3.88 {100.00) 

1969-70 3315.30 108.20 47.90 144 ·31 3615.71 
(91.69) (2.99) (1.:n> (3.99) (100.00) . 

1970-71 3730.41 125.51 56.64 142.68 4055.24 
( 91 • 99) ( 3.10) ( 1 • 40) ( 3· 52) ( 1 oo.oo) 

1971-72 4129.04 131.90 60.96 • 142.67 4464-57 
{92.49) (2 ·95) (1.37) (3.19) (100.00) 

1972.-73 4628.04 146.12 65.52 163.69 5003.37 
(92.50) (2.92) {1.31) ( 3.27) ( 1 oo.oo) 

1973-74 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
1974-75 6305.86 205.68 86.26 177.1) 6774 •94 

{93.08) ( 3.04) ( 1 • 27) (2.61 ( 1 00.00) 
1975·-76 7330.69 231.31 92.94 218.26 7873-22 

(93.11) . (2.94 (1.18) (2.77) (100.00) 

N~A. =Not Available. 

Note : Figures in brackets are percentages to total. 
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But the controversy is with regard to the ratio of 

teacher and non-teacher costs. If the country aims to improve 

the quality of education, there must be larger mares of non

teacher costs. Na.ik is of the view that "the ideal target to 

be reached in this respect would be a ratio of 50:50 between 

teacher and non-teacher costs. But as an alternative, two other 

ratios m&¥ also be considered; 60:40 and 70:30. It will obviously 

not be possible to allow the proportion of teacher-costs and 

non-teacher-costs to fall below 70:30 without adversely affecting 

the quality of elementary ed mation. "3 If the country is to 

reach this minimum prescribed ratio, the existing distribution 

needs to be radically altered so as to provide more physical 

facilities thereby improving quality at this level. 

To sum up this section, despite the increased share of 

educational ~xpenditure in the GNP, it is receiving less than 

what it actually deserves. Blementary education also, is not 

getting adequate attention in terms or resources despite the 

high plan priority assigned to it. Finally, the compos! tion of 

a.irect expenditure on e~ementary education needs to be 

drastically changed. 

3. Naik:, J.P., "A Perspective Plan for Deve~opment of EJ.ementary 
Eiucation in India", in The Ind.ian Year Book on ltiucation, 
1964, (Second Year Book):-NcERT, {New Delhi, 1964), p.594. 
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2.5 Methodo~ogy of Computing Unit-Cost 
at Constant Prices 

84 

This section dea.J.s with tlle question of unit-cost of elementary 

education and related problems. The unit here, being the pupil, 

we need to give a detailed classification of unit-cost of 
$ 

education in general and elementary education in particular. 

Broadly, the educational expenditure incurred by the government 

and its agencies, is div.ided into two categories - direct and 

indirect - in accordance with the classification adopted by 

tne Union Ministry of Bauaation. All items of expenditure 

classified as 'direct• are recurring in character. But all items 

of expenditure classified as • indirect' are both recurring and 

non-recurring. For the sake o:f convenience, only direct 

expenditure on elementar,y education is taken into consideration 

in this section. Expenditure on direction and inspection, 

buildings, hostels eta., which are considered to be 'indirect• 
' will be taken up in the latter section. 

Besides the problan of classification of educational 

expenditure, there is the problem of converting the data into 

real terms. LaCk of education-price index which would be more 

reliable for our purposes, has created much of the prob~em. 

In add~tion to this, there is hard.l.y any information relating 

"to the detailed composition o:f educational expemitul'e, available 
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to us. The mucation Commission ( 1964-66), bas already 

emphasized the need for such an exercise Which according to it 

Should be assigned to a well-established department of Beonomics 

of a· t!niversity,4 and this exercise may be !'Unded by the UGC. 

But so far no systematic effort iS made to compute such an 

'educational price index' or to express the educational 

expenditure in terms of constant or real prices. The need for 

and importance of such exercises also appeared in the works of 

many individual researchers. To cite, 

"Increases in expenditure ••• are in terms of 
current prices and, therefore, a part of the 
increase can be said to be fictitious or 
unreal in the sense that it only offsets the 
increase in costs. n5 

.And, 

"The increase in expenditure, though sizeable 
in absolute terms, is, however, somewhat 
illusory in that it does not taKe into account 
the fluctuations that have taken place in the 
real value of money on account of the 
inflationary pressures that the Indian monetarY 
system has been subjected to over the years. nb-

4. Report of the Etlucation Commission (1964-66), Education and 
National Development, Ministry o:r B:lucation ani Social 
Welfare, Published by NCERT {New Delhi, 1971), p.859. 

5. K.R. Shah, "Expenditure on Elementary Eiucation, 1950-51 to 
1960-61", in Economic and Political Week~y, Nov. 22, 1969,p.1809. 

6. J .L. Azad, ind Sudhir K. Jain, "Alternatives in Financing 
Eiucation in India", (Unpublished), ICSSR {New Delhi, 1979), 
p.4. 
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Hence, the educat ionaJ. expenditure is being treated as 

mentioned below which at best uses the ava~lable information: 

1. Direct educational expenditure is divided 

into salaries and other than salaries, and, 

further, salari ee into · teaching staff 

salaries and non-teaching staff salaries. 

2. Salaried expenditure is deflated with 

consumer price index with base 1960-61, and 
......... 

non-salary expenditure is deflated with 

whole-sale price index with same base ye~. 

This is certainly an improvem·ent ove~ th~ ~1ier studies. 

For example, K.R. Shah has computed the cons~ant salary index 

on the basiS of average salary per teacher in each year; and 

this was deflated with the salary expenditure. This, however, 

does not take into account either the general price level or 

the cost of living index of this profession. Apart from this, 

he included the 'non-teaching ~alarie~' in 'non-salaries• and 

treated with wholesale price index. In our exercise, it was 

separately sho~ and'deflated with consumer price index. However, 

tnis exercise was made p9ssible only for expenditure incurred 

after 1964-65, due to non-availability of data, by object, in 
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. . d 7 tne prev~ous per~o • 

Based_on the earlier m~thodology, Table 2.5 shows the 

growth of unit-cQst of el~ment~ edu9ation, both-at current 

and constant prices, ~uring 1964-6 5 and 1975-76 • During the 

12 year period, the unit-cost of education at current prices 

increased by about three times - from Rs.35.04 per year to 

Rs.111.85 per year. While the unit-cost of education, in 

1960-61 prices, rose by a little less than one and a half 
-\ 

times - from Rs.28.68 pe.r year to Rs.40.25 per year. This gap 

between the unit-cost at current prices and at constant prices, 

would obviously account for increase in price level during the 

period under consideration. The annual rate of growth of unit

cost also differs in current and constant prices. While 1966-67, 

1972-73 and 1974 -75 registered a decline in unit-cost at 

constant prices, there is momentous increase in annual rates of 

growth of unit-cost at current prices in these years. There is 

no stable rate of growth of unit-cost, both at current and 

constant prices, which indicates haphazardness in financin8 at 

this level. Not only this, the rate of growth of uni t-o ost at 

current prices ranges between 5.81 per cent in 1972-7:3 and 

1. See Appendix IV, which shows the direct expenditure on 
elementary education (both at current and constant prices) 
since 1950-51. But the classification is of teacher and 
non-teacher costs. Appeniix V gives the same information 
with a broad classification during 1964-65 and 1975-76. 



Table 2.5 

Rates of Growth of Enrolment, Unit-cost and the GN2 

Enrolment in Rate of Per-student cost Per.;. stu dent co at Rate of Growth 
Year Elementary growth· ~current Erices_2 ~1 ~60-61 ;Erices2 of GNP (at 

mucation Rs. Rate of Rs. Rate of current prices) 
{in lakhs) growth growth 

1 964-65 580.12 35.04 28.68 17 ·44 

1965-66 610.03 5.16 39.49 12.70 30.34 5.79 3.57 

1966-67 624.43 2.36 43.09 9.12 30.24 -0.33 15.48 

1967-68 642.90 2.96 49.65 15.22 31.53 4.09 17.28 

1968-69 669.06 4·07 54•.45 9.67 33.76 7.07 2.30 

1969-70 684.64 2.33 60.54 11 .18 36.60 8.41 10.66 

1970-71 703.60 2.77 66.16 9.28 37.94 3.66 9.13 

1971-72 725.03 3.05 70.62 6.74 39.13 3.14 7.01 

1972-73 766.58 5.73 74.72 5.81 38.72 -1.05 10.08 

1973-74 783.14 2.16 N.A. N.A. 24.60 

1974-75 802.22 2.44 97.44 30.52* 35.90 -7.28* 17.17 

1975-76 816.84 1.82 111.85 14.79 40.25 12.12 4.42 

*These rates are over the year 1972-73. 

N.A. = Not Available. 
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30.52 per cent in 1974-75. While this range at constant prices 

is - 7.28 per cent and 12.12 per cent in 1974-75 and 1975-76, 

respectively. Interestingly, the highest growth rate, in 

cu~-rent prices occurs in 1974-75, wbi.le the same year registers 

lowest growth rate at constant prices. 

2.6 A Comparison of Growth Rates in Unit
Cost wit8 Growth Rates of the Economy 
·and the Growth Rates of Enrolment in 
Elementary Education 

The rate of growth of enrolment in elementary education is also 

given in the above table. With the exception of few years, the 

rate of growth of enrolment at this level seems to be consistent. 

Comparing these ~ates with growth rates of unit-cost, one would 
.• 

find out vacillations in the unit-cost of elementary education. 

This could further be seen, while comparing the growth rates of 

unit-cost with those of the economy. The growth rates of the 

GNP as wen as the unit-cost of education are subjected to 

severe fluctuations. But the fact here is that, even if the rate 

of growth of the economy is lowered in any year, it would hardly 

be possible to reduce the size of educational expenditure (This 

can be observed from the table ala o). Hence, there should be 

less fluctuations in the rates of growth of unit-cost. This may 

lead to s93ing ihat, despite the priority given to this level of 
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education, there is hardly any planned improvement in 

financial resources to achieve the goal of universal. elementary 

education. 

2.7 The Composition of Unit-Cost 

While the earlier discussion is concentrated on the growth 

of direct expenditure per pupil, at current and constant 

prices, here an attempt is made to ana}J'se the composition of 

these direct expenditure per pupil. Table 2.6 explains the 

different components of direct unit-cost of elementary 

education. As mentioned, the non-availability of J.ntormation 

according to our needs made us to confine to the period 1964-65 

and 1975-76. Teacher cost constitutes the single largest item 

of unit-cost and its share is constantly inereas.ing during the 

period under review: It has increased, in current prices, from 

31.83 per year in 1964-65 to Rs.104.14 per year in 1975-76. 

But the increase in constant prices is from Ra.26.09 per year 

to Rs. 37.60 per year during the same period • The greater 

increase at current prices, obviousq is due to nearly' three

fold· increase in consumer price index. The teacher-cost has 

increased from 1 oo. 00 ·in 1964-65 to 327.18 in 1975-76, at 

current prices, and 144.12 at constant prices. The modest 

increase of the index at constant prices, to some extent, shows 

the real increase in this cost. 



• (in rupees) 
Unli-cost o? e~ementary education. by object '·-- iJni t-oost o! Ueuienhry ·-education by object·· 

Year . 'At current ~rices2 · · _ ..... tin 1;t.§0-61 ;erices.L __ 
Teacher Non-teacher Non-sa~ar;r To1ia.L Teac.l:l'er Non-teach~r · Non-tullat'Y TotaJ. 
sal.aey I!Ullary cost coat oo~t aa~ary sa~ary coot coat cost 
coat - cost 

1964-65 31.83 0 .. 97 2.24 35·04 26.09 0.79 1.ao 28.68 
( 1 oo.oo) (1 oo.oo) (100.00) (100.00) (100.00} (100.00) (100.00) (100.00) 

1965-66 35.58 1.21 2.70 39.49 27.42 0.9} 1.99 30:.}4 
(111.78) (1'24 .. 74) (120.54) (112.70) (105.10) (117.72) (110.56) {105.79) 

1966-67 }9.60 . 1.22 2.27 4,3.09 27.89 0.86 1.49 )0.24. 
( 124.41 ) (125.77) (101.}4) (122. 97) (106.90) (108 .• 86) ( 82. 76) (105.44) 

1967-68 45.65 ., ·34 2.66 49.65 29.08 o.as 1.,0 31.53 
(14J.42} (1)8.14) 018.75) (141.70} ( 111 .46) (10'7.59) (89 .89) (109.94) 

1968-69 50.09 1.« 2.92 54.45 31 .11 0.89 1.75 33-76 
(157·37) (148.45) (13U.J6) ( 155 ·39) (119.24) ( 112.65} (97 .22) (117.71) 

1969 ... 70 55.51 1 .81 3.22 60.54 33-65 1.10 1.85 )6.60 
(174.40) (186.60) (143.75) (172.77) (128.96) (139.24) c 102. 78) (127.62) 

1970-71 60.86 2.05 3-25 66.16 34-98 1 ~18 1 .78 37.94 
(191.20) (211-34) (145.09) (188.81) (1)4.07) (149.,37) (96-89) (132.29) 

1971-72 65.)1 2.09 ;.22 70.62 ;6.29 • 1 .16 1.68 39.13 
(205.18) (215.46) (143.75) (201.54) (139.10) (146.84) (93-33) ( 1 }6.44) 

1972-73 69.12 2.18 3-42 74-72 36.00 1.14 1.58 38.72 
(217 .15} (224 ·74) (152.68) . (213.24) (137.98) (144.)0) (87. 78) (1)5.01) 

1973-74 ll • .1. B. J.. lf.A. B. A. N • .L 11. A. ..... 1 •. 4.. 

197:t-75 9().69 2.96 ,.~ 97.44 33·59. 1.10 1 .21 35.90 
(284.92) (305.15} (1&9.20) (278.08) ( 128.75) ( 139.24) (67.22) {125 .17) 

1975-76 104.14 ;.29 4-42 11f .85 :S7.60 1 .1 9 1.46 40 .. 25 
(327.18} (3}9.18) (197.62) (319.21) (144.12) (150.63) {81.11) (140.;s4) 

. - - ----,--~ 

l!f .. .A. •• liot .l'VaJ.l.abl& • 

.~!at ; !'~a ill paranth.eeta era 1ncln ma•bar-.. 
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The share of non~teacher costs decreased during the 

period. -This is_so mainly due to the over-expansion of enrolment 

at this level 8lld also due to coinp~at ive Jy inelastic supply of 

resources to this level of education. Not only this, most of 

the states, due to their s.Low rates of growth, could not provide 

any facilities apart from teachers. It would not be an 

exaggeration to say that the present elemEtltary schools possess 

hardly aey -equipment and/or proper buildings. This can be seen 

in terms of declining share of non-teacher costs - particularly 

non-salary costs. Though it has increased in the current prices, 

the non-salary cost per pupil in constant prices declined sharply 
/ 

during the 12 year period - from Rs.1.80 per annum in 1964-65 

to Rs.1.46 in 1975-76. In terms of index numbers also, it has 

shown downward trend, i.e., from 1 00.00 in 1964-6 5 to 6 7. 22 in 

1974-75, and to 81 .11 in 1975-76. This trend of downward movement 
' in case of non-salary costs would obviously have their own 

repurcussions on the quality of education being imparted. This 

m~ particularly have negative impact, if the rates of growth 

of non-salary costs are not accompani~ by those of enrolment 

at this level, which mB¥ further reduce the per pupi1 share of 

these costs. Hence, any improvement in this situation clearly 

demands greater allocation of resources to these educational. 

facilities, with due share for salary costs. 
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To sum up tbis_section, I would like to point out the 

necessity of computing the real costs of education in order to 

locate the actual position of unit-cost. Mere calculation of 

unit-cost a.J.so does not serve our purpose. It is hafdl.y necessary 

to emphasize the need for_ the computation ·of the shares of 

different components of unit-cost. Finally, for the effie ient 

allocation of resources devoted to this leve~ o1' education, and 

al.so to improve the quality of the product, there must be 

increasing shares of non-teacher costs in general, and non-salary 

costs in particUlar. The implications of all this is that we 

have to allocate large resources to elementary education. 

III 

2.8 Methodology of Computing the 
Actual Unit-Cost 

In the previous sect.ion, 1be Unit -cost of elemen ~ education 

was calcUlated by taking the total enrolment at thi~ level. 

This did not take into consideration the dropouts and st88llation 

in different classes of elementary education. However, all the 

pupils enrolled in Class I do not reach Class V or beyond in 

any system of education. There will always exist some degree 

of wasta.ge. This section is devoted to stud~ the effect of 

wastage on the unit-cost of education, which can be computed in 

either of the following ways : 
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A. Singling out the wastage component - d:ropout 

and stagnation - in education and thus 

calculating the wastage of resources as a 

whole at that level. 

B. Computing the unit-cost of education, 

considering all pupils who have reached the 

final year of the cohort. 

As per the former method, tile percentage of wastage of 

resources could be expressed c learl.y since the_ extent of 

wastage in education is reduced from the total resources 

devoted to that particular level. But in the latter one, though 

wastage of resources does not become explicit, this can be seen 

in tezms of higher costs to praiuce a pupil. Per pupil wastage 

of resources can be obtained by subtracting the unit-cost 

computed from the above procedure (actual unit-cost) from the 

unit-cost calculated on the basis of total enrolment8 (observed 

unit-cost). This difference, necessarily negative, tells us the 

extent of wastage of resources per unit of education. In other 

words, it indicates the extent of resources devoted to each 

pupil who could not reach the final year of the prescribed course. 

a. 
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Any step to reduce this gap. between actual unit-cost and 

observed unit-cost would tend towards efficiency in the alloca-

tion of resources at this level. 

Before applying the above methodology9 to elementary 

education, we need to define wastage at this level. Earlier, 

it was argued that if pupils do not reach the final year of 

the cohort, it constitutes wastage. But here for our purposes, 

it is assumed that the amount spent on the pupils who dropout 

before reaching Class V is a wastage.1 0 After Class V even if 

he drops out or repeats the course, we do not consider it as 

a compop.ent of wastage. This is because generally Class V is 

considered to be a stage where the pupil becomes literate. If 

the pupil drops out after Class V, this may not be a complete 

wastage since the pupil can use his knowledge of education in· 

his latter life. Hence we will take all the pupils enrolled · 

beyond class V for the calculation of actual unit-cost. 

9. The second method is applied in our exercise and for the 
first exercise, see Q.u. Khan, "Efficiency Coefficients 
for School stage Eiucation", in H.N. Pa.ndit (ed.), 
Measurement of Cost, Productivity and Efficiency of 
Etlucation, NCE~ (New Delhi, 1969), p.t7)-196. 

10. Let us not bother about •repetition• since the child is 
not leaving the school; not only this, some pupils need 
comparativelY more intensive care in education (without 
which their performance will not be good) at this level 
than others, due to individual differences, home 
environment, and other factors. 
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Table 2.7 snows the 'actua:L' unit-cost of elementary 

education, at constant and current prices, along with the 

difference of 'actual' and 'observed' unit-cost during the 

period 1964-65 to 1975-76. It is evident from the above table 

that the country is spending more resources than what it has 

to spend on each pupil. There is an improvement, in the period 

observed - the unbridged gap between the actual unit-cost and 

the observed unit-cost, though increasing in.absolute terms, 

is being reduced relatively. This is made clear from lower 

growth rates of the difference unit-cost than compared to the 

actual unit-cost. This slow growth of the difference unit-cost 

at com tant prices can be said to have contributed to the 

improvements in the school system. To reduce the wastage of 

resources further, 1ttere is every need to expand the qualitative 

facilities which again resUlts in additional expenditure on 

elementary education. That is to say we need to spend additional 

resources on elementary education, particularlY with respect 

to non-salaries, to improve the situation further. Until and 

unless the economy spends the 'critic a1 minimum', we cannot 

expect a good return out of their expenditure. So these 

additional resources would certainly reduce the wastage and 

hence improve the 'holding and attracting' power of the school 

system. 



Table 2.7 

Actual Cost of Elanentar.v :E:lucation ;eer Pupil 
1964-65 to 1975-76 =~-

Year 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

1967-68 

1968-69 

1969-70 

1970-71 

1971-72 

1972-73 

1973-74 

1974-75 

1975-76 

~in ru;eees2 
Actual Unit-eo st- · Difference Unit-cost* 

At current At 1960-61 At current At 1960""61 
pricesu ;erices prices prices 

122.34 100.15 87.30 71.47 
(-) (-) (-) (-) 

133.86 102.66 94.33 72.32 
(9.41) (2.50) (8.09 (1.18) 

'! 

142.1) 99.74 99.05 69.50 
(6.18 ( -2.84) (4. 95) ( -3.89) 

'159.38 101.19 109.73 69.66 
(12.12) (1.45) (1 o. 78) ( o. 23) 

171 • 28 1 06.20 116.83 72.~ ( 7.46) (4.95) (6.47). (3.99 

188.04 113 .• 64 127.50 77.04 
(9.78) (7.00) (9.13) (6.35i 

205.11 117.63 138.95 79.69 
(9.07) ( 3· 51 ) (8.98) (3.43) 

219.84 121.81 149.22 82.68 
(7.18) (3.55) ( 7-39) (3.75) 

235.93 122.25 161.21 83.53 
(7. 31 ) ( 0.)6) (8.03) ( 1. 02) 

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
/ 

296.07 109.07. 198.63 73.17 
(25.49) ( -1 o. 78) (23.21) - '-12.4) 

329.78 118.66. 217.93 . 78.~1 (11.38) ( 8. 79) ( 9. 71 ) (7 .1 ) 

*This difference unit cost is obtained by 
substracting actual unit-cost from observed 
unit-cost. Hence it carries a negative sign. 

N.A. = Not Available. 

~ : Figures in brackets are annual growth rates. 
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we thus find the extent of wastage of resources in 

elementary education expressed in terms of higher unit-costs, 

during the period under review. If the 'observed' unit-cost / 

of elementary education is assumed to be an effective unit

cost, the amount spent over and above would be a wastage. 

Since very few pupils reach the final year of elementary 

education, the amount spent on all those dropouts and 

repetitors would come to be significantly larger. Due to higher 

rates of wastage of resources prevailing at this unit-cost, 

the above assumption becomes unrealistic. Any unit-cost - · 

whether it is actual or potential or observed -may be said 

to be effective only if the degree of wastage of education is 

minimal at that point. In other words, at the effective unit

cost, the wastage would be negligible, though not nil. 

Accordingly, the effective unit-cost may be far from our 

observed unit-cost and closer to the actual unit-cost. Not 

only this, the actual cost of education tends to be reduced 

at .lower levels of wastage. 

Thus looking at the foregoing discussion, it is obvious 

that the higher the unit-cost of education, the more efficient ( 

will be the allocation of resources. This may be due to the 

fa::t that higher unit-costs involve larger shares of non- · 

teacher costs and hence result in comparativelY better education. 

This would further increase the 'holding and attracting' power 

of the school system. As already argued there is every need at 
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thiS juncture to :improve the quality of education in order 

to get the children from poorer sections of the society, to 

the school. Therefore, the country should spend the critical 

minimum unit-cost which retains the pupils in school and thus 

complete the prescribed schooling. 

IV 

2.1 0 Ind. :irect Unit-Cost of Elementary 
Fducation 

In this section, an attempt is made to estimate and analyse 

the indirect cost of elementary education. Unfortunately, 

detailed infonQation relating to indirect expenditure 

incurred on elementary education, for that matter school 

education also, is not available because of its indivisible 

nature. Data relating to ind irect expenditure are available 

for the Whole educational system. But data relating to 

imirect expenditure on elEmentary education are available 

only for the period 1964-65 and 1970-71 • These expenditures 

do not include all the variables that are to be considered as 

indirect. While the classification of indirect expenditure 

consists : a) direction and inspection, b) school buildings, 

c) hostels, ·d) equipment and other appliances (non-recurring), 

e) scholarships, stipends and other financial concessions, 

and f) other items; the data available to us pertain to only 
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items b, c and e. Accordingly, Table 2.8 shows the increase 

o:( indirect expenditure at this level during 1964-65 and 

1970-71. 

Even though, elementary schools in India do not 

possess costly laboratories and other modern equipment which 

involve larger amounts of resou:roes, a considerable amount 

of the expenditure incurred on 'Direction and Inspect ion • 

could be ascribed to school education in genEral, and 

elementary ed wation in particular. This is so because in 

higher education, these items would constitute a small 

fraction. Keeping all these factors in view, the share of 

indirect expenditure that might have been incurred on 

elementary education is estimated. And this estimation is 

based on two assumptions mentioned below : 

A. The perc~ntage of indirect expenditure on 

elementary education - of course, on three 

broad categories like, buildings, hostels, 

and scholarships etc. - during 1964-65 and 

1970-71 is assumed to be more or less similar 

in tne remaining years for which the data 

are not avai.f.able. 

The percentage of above three categories 

of indirect expenditure on elementary 

education in the total indirect expenditure 



on education is 1 3.17 in 1965-66, 

14.89 in 1969-70, and about 15.15 in 

1970-71. 
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B. In the second step, the same percentage 

of ind:irect expenditure, is assumed to 

have incurred - which comprises all the 

six items ment~oned earlier - on 

elementar.y education in the total 

indirect expenditure. 

Thus, to avoid over-and under

estimation, the percentage of indirect 

expenditure, at this level, in the total 

is calculated at three levels for all 

our'purposes during the period- viz., 

13,14 ani 15 percent of the total 

indirect expenditure. 

Table 2.8 shows the total indirect expenditure on 

education as well as estimated indirect expenditure on 

elementary education and unit-cost (indirect) of education 

during 1964-65 and 1975-76. As was explained earlier, 

indirect expenditure was ca.J.cuJ.ated at thr.ee percentage 

levels. In spite of insufficiezU; infozmation, in this regard~ 

the middle rate of 14 per cent of the total mEzy be conaiderei 



Year 

1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 

1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 

Table 2.8 

Indirect Ex;eend iture and Per Pu;pil Indirect Cost of Elementary Education 

Total indirect Indirect expendi-
expenditure on ture on Elementary 
Education m.ucation* 

Rs.in lakhs Rs. in lakhs 

11270.60 1124.69 . 1465.18 1577.88 1690.59 2.84 3.06 
12823.23 1073.70 1667.02 . 1795.25 1923.49 3.09 3·33 
12937.32 1 053.81 1681.85 1811.23 1940.60 3.02 3.25 
14206.47 1145.64 1846.84 1988.91 2130.97 3.21 3.46 
13510.44 1181.87 1756.36 1891.46 2026.57 3.01 3-24 --
14966.98 1359.89 .. 1946.61 2095.38 2245.05 3.26 3.51 
15772.26 1422.15 2043.09 2201 .12 2358.34 3·33 3-59 
16894-.81 N.A. 2196.33 2365.27 2534.22 3.47 3·74 
18488.31 N • .A. 2403.48 2588.36 2773.25 3.59 3-87 

N. A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
23378.01 N.A. 3039.14 3272.92 3506.70 4.37 4. 71 
31218.51 N.A. 4058.41 4370.59 4682.78 5.77 6.21 

*Related to expenditure on buildings, hostels, scholarships, stipends, 
· financial conressions and freeships. 
**Related to expenditure on all items that are considered to indirect 

which might have incurred on elementary education. 

N.A. = Not Available. 

3.28 
3.57 
3.48 
3. 71 

3-47 
3.76 
3.85 
4.01 

4.14 
N.A. 

5.04 
6.65 
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to be more r~alistic and appropriate. (This is because 

indirect expenditure on elementary education for which the 

data are available, is accounted for 13 to 15 per cent of 

the total during 1964-65 and 1970-71 ). Taking this 

percentage for granted, the unit-cost (indirect) of education 

was around Rs.).06 in 1964-65. This increased to ·Rs.~3.59- in 

1970-71 and further reached Rs.6.21 in 1975-76. Even if we 

take the 15 per cent of the total indirect expenditure, per 

pupil cost was onlY Rs.6.65 in 1975-76. This does not even 

constitute 20 per cent of the unit-cost (direct) of 

elementa.ey education in the same yearo. By any optimistic 

estimate, the unit-cost (indirect) represents a very 

insignificant amount. If this amount is expressed in tenns 

of· constant prices, this m~ even be negligible. 

Apart from this insignificant. share of indirect cost 

per pupil, there are many more limitations on this also. For 

example, the expenditure incurred on buildings is 'capital' 

and hence it cannot be distributed solely on the pupils in 

that particUlar year only. This is also the case with the 

expenditure on non-recurring equipment and other appliances. 

Because of their durable nature, the life period of these 

assets must be taken into account. An appropriate way of 

measuring these items would be the inclusion of rate of 

interest or rent and the depreciation of the asset. Accordingly 
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the share of each pupil must be calculated. If our unit

cost (indirect) of elementary education is calculated on 
' these lines, it may be reduced significantly. 

This section, besides attempting to estimate the per 

pupil share, of indirect expenditure on elementary education, 

raises some of the hurdles that are coming in the way of 

computing unit-costs at this level. It alSo points out the 

insignificant and insufficient share of indirect expenditure 

at this level. There is every need to increase the percentage 

share of total indirect expenditure on elementary education, 

so that the total educational expenditure at this level 

could be placed comfortably in a better situation. 

v 

2.11 Public Cost of Elementary :&lucation 

This section gives an idea of the public cost of elementary 

education in India during the period under review. It also 

explains the inadequacies in the computation of social unit

cost of elementary education at this level. In the earlier 

sections, I have dealt with direct and indirect costs of 

eJ.anentary education which are mainly borned by the government 

and its allies. So far, these two types of public costs are 

discussed in separate sections and here efforts are made to 

analyse the total public cost of elementary education per 
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pupil. Table 2.9 shows the two elemEnts of public costs 

per pupil as well as the agg..t:·egate of these two costs. 

Table 2.9 

Per Pupil Public Cost of EJ.eme11tary Education 

(At current m:icesl ~In ru;Eeesl 
Year 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

1967-68 

1968-69 

1969-70 

1970-71. 

1971-72 

1972-73 

1973-74 

1974-75 

1975-76 

Per unit EUblic cost of elementar.v education 
Direct Indirect@ Total pUblic cost 

35.04 3.06 38.10 

39.49 3·33 42.82 

43.09 3.25 46-34 

49.65 3-46 53.11 

54-45 3.24 57.69 

60.54 3-51 64.05 

66.16 3-59 69.75 

70.62 3·74 74-36 

74.72 3.87 78.59 

N.A. N.A. N.A. 

97.44 4. 71 102.15 

111 .85 6.21 118.06 

Note : N.A. = Not Available. 

@CaJ.cula:ted on the basis of 14 per oent of 
the total indirect expenditure. 
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This Table snows the total public cost of elementary 

education per pupil in the 12 year period. As the Table 

explains hardly 8 per cent of the total public cost is 

accounted for by indirect cost per pupil in the year 1964-65. 

This percent88e w~ further reduced to 5.2 by the end of 

· 1975-76. The direct cost per pupil has increased steeply 

during the .period. It increased a little over three times 

whereas indirect cost per pupil doubled in the same period. 

If these unit-costs were further divided, one would certainly 

find out the single largest share to be teacher costs. This 

situation is being escalated ove~ the years. Insufficient 

resources tbat are being allocated to education in general, 

and elementary education in particular, are further reducing 

the chances of improving the share of non-teacher costs. 

As is being stressed every now and then, the country has to 

go away from this unwanted situation in order to make 

education more relevant and more effective. 

2.12 Sociil Unit-Cost of Elementary 
Eiueation 

This chapter has dealt with mainly the public cost of 

elementary education per pupil. But it is not sufficient in 

itself. Even though education at this level is subsidized 

and made free to all children, it does not mean that there 

are no private costs. As at any other level of education, 
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private costs have to be borne at the elementary level also. 

But the magnitude of these costs m~ be diff'erent with 

respect to the level and type of education. In this first 

level of education, there are some expenditurES- like books, 

stationery, special fee, transportation etc. - that are 

directly to be borne by the pupils and/or their families. 

Apart fran tnis, there is the opportunity cost of· the 1 

child • a time which is more important particularly in our 

country. In any poor country, therefore, parents cannot 

simply affold education for ~heir children. 

In the next chapter, private costs are shown at the 

elementary levEU. These costs were calculated on the basis 

of a field survey conducted in Andhra :Pradesh. In spite of 

the legal ban, children below 14 years, to work, high 

amplitude of forgone earnings due to schooling are evident 

in the country. A study of this kind is more relevant to 

our nation, for that matter to any underdeveloped country, 

since it aims at imparting elementary education to all 

children. Higher rates of wastage could also be explained 

in terms of these private costs and particularlY of earnings 

given up. In order to reach the long cherished goal of 

universal. and free elementary education, and also to keep all 

pupils enrolled in schools, an appropriate policy to reduce 

these costs would be more important. 
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Since a country like ours cannot provide absolutely 

free education to all, it should at least aim at reducing 

these costs borne by the weaker sections of society, from 

where the economic significance of the child operates. For 

making relevant decisions, it· is necessary to study these 

private costs in different socio-economic ani occupational 

levels. The following chapter, thus, deals with private 

cost of elementary education per pupil in different 

occupations and income groups. 



PRIVATE COST OF ELEMEN.r ARY. EIXJC AriON 
IN INDIA .- A FIELD STTIDY 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter Three 

As was seen in the previous cba pter, universal and compulsory 

elementary education does not mean zero costs as far as the 

parents of the school-going children are concerned. Besides 

public borne costs at this level of education, there are 

private costs that are incurred by the parents am/or the 

pupils. The main objective of this chapter is to estimate and 

analyse the costs of elementary education from the view point 

of the parents as well as of the pupils in the selected 

development Block of Andhra Pradesh. For this purpose private 

costa are classified as direct and indirect costs. Direct 

costs incJ.ude special fee, examination fee, textbooks, 

stationery, private tuition, clothing etc. Indirect costs, 

on the other hand would constitute the forgone earnings of 

the pupils while attending the school. 

The nature and the importance of the problem along with 
' 

the objectives and the saii!Pling methods adopted are discussed 

in Section I. Section II deals with different dimensions of 

direct and indirect private costs, at the aggregate and 

disaggregated levels, in relation to the annual income, 
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occupation a.nd educational levels of the parents. This section 

aJ.so presents the summary of results. An analysis of average 

opportunity cost and total cost by occupation and class is 

undertaken in the final section (Section III). 

I 

In addition to the large sums of expenditure incurred by 

governments at various levels there are many other costs to 

the parents if they serxl their children to school. The study 

emphasizes the need to study the private costs of elementary 

education which are in fact the most important factor that 

comes in the way of achieving the constitutional objective, 

particularly in rural areas where about 80 per cent of the 

population resides. Due to the nEgligence or innocence of 

the parents, most of the children do not even attend schools, 

and even if the,r attend, they are unable to complete the 

course. The reasons for this would obviously be many, besides 

the economic significance of the child both at home and in 

the farm. 

3.2 The Field Area 

Kapileswarapuram development Block, the area selected for the 

study, is situated by. the side of River Godavari in East 

Godavari District, Andbra Pradesh. This Block comprises. 
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68 villages spread over two tahsils. The population of this 

B~ock is about 2.19 lakhs (as on 30.9.1978), and area is 

137.79 sq. mi~es. 

There· are 169 primary schools, 19 upper primary schoolS, 

13 Higher Secondary schools and one Junior College in the 

Block. According to the information, supplied by the office of 

the Deputy Inspector of Primary Schools, out of 162 habitations, 

141 habitations with a population of 200 and above, are 

covered by a Primary School w1 thin a d .istance of 1 .5 km. 

There are 76 habitations whose population exceeds 1000 and 

which h SJTe an Upper Primary School within a distance of 

3.0 km. There were 20,451 pupils on rolls in Classes I to V 

during 1977-78, ani the enrolment of pupils in Class VI to 

Vlli during the same period was 6 ,865. Girls accounted for 

nearlY half of the total enrolment at both levels of elementary 

education. 

3.3 Sampling Method 

A sample of 200 pupils from Classes V to VIII were taken 

from the block using the stratified sampling method. 1 

Out of 68 villages in the Block, 14 were selected at 

1. Classes I to IV are not included in the sample since the 
costs of education in these classes are not significant. 
This was revealed in the pre-sample survey. 
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random. While selecting the villages, the geographical 

location of the vill~e in the Block was considered, so that 

different areas of the Block could be represented in the 

sample. In all the 14 villages selected, there are 6 himary 

Schools, 5 Upper Primary Schools, 6 Higher Secondary Schools 

and one Junior College. All the Primary and Upper Primary 

Schools (with the exception of one Pr:imary and one Upper 

Primary Schools which are under Zilla l?arishad) are run by the 

Samiti. Higher Secondary Schools are run by the Zilla Parishad 

and the Junior College is under the State Government. In the 

second step, we have selected about 8 per cent of the total 

schools randomly. 

For the selection of pupils in each of the classes, 

purposive sampling method was used to avoid over or under 

representation of different communities and occupations. 

Purposively, more pupils were selected from the families of 

agricultural labourers and cultivators, who dominated the 

population of the Block. In each class 8-1 0 per cent of the 

pupils were taken at random. Classwise distribution of the 

sample is given below : 

Class studied No. of pupils 

v 48 
VI 50 

VII 65 
VIII 37 
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II 

The importance of studying the magnitude of private costs 

of elementary education could be justified if a study of this 

sort correlates with other factors such as occupation and 

educational level of the parents6 and annual income of the 

family. Needless to s~, the costs of education of the 

children at any level, reflect their socio-economic base. 

Hence this section seeks to explain the distribution of various 

private costs of elementary eci'Uca tion in different so cio

economic strata and also to clarify the association between 

these costs and the socio-economic background of the pupils. 

3.4 Class of the Child - Literacy 
Level of the Parent 

Table 3.1 shows the distribution of the sample according to 

the class of the child and literacy level of the parent. 

Nearly 25 per cent of the sample - 4 7 out of 200 - children • a 

parents were illiterate. About 19 parents were graduates and 

above. Out of the remaining -134 parents, only 57 were educated 

upto secondary schools. Therefore, 62 per cent of the sample 

parents were either illiterates or elementary school educated. 

Coming to the class-wise distribution of pupils, m ejori ty of 

the parents of the pupils in Class V ( 34 out of 48) were 

either illiterate or studied only upto elementary level. The 



Table 3.1 

Literacy Level of the .Parent and the :&iucation of the 

Literacy level Eiucation of the child 
of parents Class Class Class Class 

v VI VII VIII 

No education 10 9 21 7 
(11.28) ( 11.75) (15.28) (8.70) 

Elementary education 24 19 23 11 
( 18.48) ( 19.25) (25 .03) (14.25) 

Secondary education 10 14 18 15 
(13 • .68) (14.25) (18.53) (10.55) 

College education 3 6 2 4 
(3.60) (3.75) (4 .88) (2.78) 

,Professional and 
Technical education 1 2 1 0 

( o. 96) (1.00) (1 .30) ( o. 74) 

Total 48 50 65 37 

~ .: Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of x2 = 14,207 
Table VaJ.ue = 26.217 

/ ... ~·,/ 

Child 

Total 

47 

77 

57 

15 

4 

200 
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same was the case with Class VII pupils where the total number 

of pupils were 65 and pupils belonging to illiterate and 

elementary school ed u::ated parents were 44. 

Since the observed value of chi-square (14,209) is less 

than the table value at one per cent confidence level, the 

hypothesis could not be rejected. Generally, parents with 

higher education would keep their children in schools when 

compared to parents with low levels of education. But this 

need not be the case with elementary education. The independent 

charact'er of the above two variables could be justified keeping 
. 

the efforts male by the governments, at respective levels, to 

universalize this stage of education so as to cover all 

sections of society. 

3.5 Class of the Child - Annual Income 
of the FamilY ~ 

Table 3.2 relates the class of the pupil with the annual 

income of the parent. Nearly 42. 5 per cent of the pupils 

belonged to the families whose annual incomes were below 
• 

Rs.1500/ -; and out of this more than half of the pupils came 

from families with annual income below Rs.1000/-. About 57.5 

per cent o~ the total sample i.e., 115 pupils, were from the 

income group of Rs.1501 and above. In addition to this, very 

significant number, nearly half, of pupils were in these two 

income groups. 



Table 3.2 

Income of the Family and Education of the Child 

Annual Income Education of the child 
(Rupees) Class Class Class Class Total 

v VI VII VIII 

0-500 1 1 1 0 3 
{0. 72) ( o. 75) J 0.98) ( o. 56) 

501-1000 14 10 12 7 43 
(10.32) ( 1 o. 75) (13.98) ( 7.96) 

1001-1500 14 5 16 4 39 
{9.36) (9.75) ( 12.68) (7 .22) 

1501-2000 4 6 8 4 22 
( 5.28) (5.50) (7.15) (4.07) 

2001 and above 15 28 28 22 93 
(22.32) (23.25) {30.23) (17.21) 

Total 48 50 65 37 200 

~ : Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of x2 = 14.751 
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The observed value of chi-square as compared to the 

tabular value at one per cent level indicated the independent 

nature of the relationship between income and class studied. 

At five per cent s:ignifica:race level also the observed v€llue 

was less than the table value. Hence the hypothesis is not 

rejected. This may be due partly to subsidised elementary 

education and partly because of parents' positive attitude 

towards the need for elementary education for their children. 

3.6 Opportunity Oost of Jtlucation -
Annual Income of the Fami~y 

Table 3.3 explains the reJ.ationship between -the opportunity . 
co at of the education of the child and the annual income of 

f 

the family. The opportunity cost of education is defined as 

the income forgone while the pupil is in school.· The 

distribution of pupils according to their families income is 
1 the same as in Table 3.2. The opportunity cost of education 

worked out to be zero for as much as 25 per cent of the sample 

population. It was noticed that the opportunity cost of 

education of the child was Rs.401 and above for 45.5 per cent 

of the parents; the remaining 29.5 per cent of the parents 

stated that they were losing Rs.1-Rs.400 per annum due to 

their children's education. Here the interesting case is that, 

though . the annual income of the parents is less than Rs. 500/-, 

the forgone earnings of their children exceeded Rs.600/-

per annum. This may be the situation of agricultural labourers 



Table 3.3 

~. 

Income of the Fami1Y and the Opportunity Cost of Education 

Annual Income Op£ortunitl cost o? eaucation ;eer cnila tR:s.l 
(Rs.) Nil 1-200 201-400 . 401-600 601 and above To·tal 

0-500 0 0 1 0 2 
(0.75) {0.29) { 0.60) {0.80) (10.57) 

501-1000 2 2 10 21 8 43 
( 1 o. 75) {4.09) (8.60) {11.43) (8.17) 

1001-:11500 7 2 11 11 8 39 
(9.75) ( 3. 71 ) (7.80) (1 0.34) ( 7.41 ) 

1501-2000 5 2 5 3 7 22 
(5.50) (2. 09) (4.40) ( 5. 83) (4.18) 

2001 and above 36 13 13 18 13 93 
(23.25) (8.84) (18.60) (24.65) (17.67) 

Total 50 19 40 53 38 200 

~ : Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of X2 = 42.158 

Table Value = 32.000 

• 
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who are old and hence cannot work fully, due to health reasons, 

in busy seasons. This may be the major cause for their lower 

income. Ther~:f'ore, there' is the possibility of forgoing more 

income :t.rom their children's education than what they could 

earn. Nearly half of the sample students' opportunity cost 

was more than Rs.400/- per annum while their families• annual 

incomes were below ~.1500/-. Max~um number of pupils' 

parents stated to have zero opportunity cost and they are all 

from the income group of Rs.2001 and above. The high economic 

value of the child operates from agriculture where any number 

of children coUld. easily be absorbed. This. is particularly true 

with lower income people, who have to depend either on their 

labour or on their small holdings. This is further clarified 

in the following table. . 

The null hypothesis which states that there is no 

association between the-level of income of the family and the 
. 

opportunity cost of educating the children is rejected in this 

case since the chi-square value is larger than the table value 

at one per cent confidence level. This indicates that the 

level of income and the opportunity cost of education might be 

inter-dependent. Since the child is an earning member in the 

rural areas and also the magnitude of his/her earmngs depends 

upon the income level of the parent, there was significant 

association between these two v~iables. 
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Table 3.4 relates the opportunity cost of ed ooation of tll:e 

child with occupation of the parent. About 55 per cent of the 

children were accounted by two occupations namely cultivators 

and agricultural iabourers and the remaining 45 per cent 

belonged to teachers and other employees. 18 of the 50 stlXl ents, 

the opportunity cost of whose education was nil, came from 

agriculture. From agricultural families alone, 65 out o£ 11 0 

pupils were stated to have the opportunity cost above. Rs.400/

per annum. In addition to this, 27 pupils were said to have 

:forgone earnings amounting to below Rs .400/- per· annum. In 

other occupations, 32 out of 50 pupils had no opportunity cost, 

while 26 9ut of 91 are said to -have the opportunity cost above 

Rs.400/- per annum. But in these two occupations, the number of 

children w.no S3 forgone earnings amount below Rs.400/-· per annum. 

was significantlY larger, i.e., 32 out of 59. Hence this table 

also supports our earlier com eption that pupils from lo V\er 
2 income groups and simultaneously belonging to agricultural 

2. Here after, it may be noted that families with annual. income 
below Rs.1500/- are to be considered as 'lower income group•, 
while the rest are 'high income group•. This classification 
is made taking the National income per capita of the 
country into account. 



Table 3.4 

Occupation of the Parent and Opportunity Cost of m ucation per :pupil 

Occupation of er child 
the parent Nil 600 

Agricultural 
·labourers 2 0 4 16 10 32 

(8.00) ( 3. 04) (6.40) (8.48) ( 6. 08) 

Cultivators 16 6 17 22 17 78 
(19.50) ( 7.41 ) (15.60) (20.67) ( 13.82) 

Teachers 10 5 2 3 2 22 
(5.50) (2.09) (4.40) ( 5.83) (4.18) 

Others 22 8 17 12 9 68 
( 17.08) ( 6-46) (13.60) (18. 02) (12.92) 

Total 50 19 40 53 38 200 

Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of x2 = 36.93 

Table Value = 26.217 
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labouring and cultivating families are fo zgoing more income 

as compared to other occupations. 

Here also 1be .~hypothesis is rejected because of the 
~-~ 

computed value of chi-square is larger than the table va.llle 

at one per cent significance level. This suggests that the 

two variables are associated. Obviously, the same 'economic 

significance• of the child to the p~en ts could be the 

reason. The opportunity cost of education per child would be 

more if he/ she belongs to an agricultural. family. In other · 

occupations, these costs would be marginal. 

3.8 Opportunity Cost of Education 
in Cultivation 

The importance of the child at the farm/home could be further 

elaborated by taking the income and the opportunity cost of 

education of the child in on.e occupation, say cultivation. 

Table 3.5 relates these two aspects. This table clearlY shows 

that zero opportunity cost of education accounted to the high 

income farming class. While more thal half of the cultivators 

whose income was below Rs.2000/- were forgoing above Rs.400/

per annum; 15 out of 23 students' earnings given up were 

below Rs.400/- per annum. On the whole, cultivators with an 

annual income belowRs.2000/- were forgoing more due to their 

chil4ren's education. 



Table 3.5 

of &iucation 

.Annual Income Opportunity cost of mucation per child (Rs.) 
( Rs.) Nil 1-400 401-600 600 Total 

0-1000 1 6 7 2 16 
(3.28) (4.72) ( 4. 51 ) (3.49) 

1001-1500 2 5 3 2 12 
( 2.46) ( 3 ·54) (3.38) (2 .62) 

1501-2000 1 4 1 6 12 
( 2.46) ( 3· 54) (3.38) (2.62) 

2001 and above 12 8 1 1 7 38 
(7.79) ( 11 • 21 ) ( 1 o. 72) ( 8.28) 

Total 16 23 22 17 78 

~ Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value o.t Chi -square = 1 5. 181 

Table Value = 21 .666 
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The ~ull hypothesis could not be rejected at one per 

cent or five per cent significance levels, since the table 

value exceeds the observed value of chi-square. But at 

10 per cent confidence level the hypothesis is rejected. 

3.9 .Annual Income - EKpendi.ture 
on Clothipg 

Table 3.6 explains tne relationship between the incane of 

the family and expenditure on clothing due to schooling. 

Here the expenditure on clothing was ta.ken to account for 

the difference between a child attending the school and the 

child going to the farm or working. at home. Exper:di ture of 

this sort was zero to as many as 22 students, majority of 

whose families lie in high income families constitute anployees 

and a fraction of cultivators. 31 out of 35 pupils coming from 

the income group Rs.1501 and above were spending more on 

clothing, i.e. , Rs. 1"51 and abo.ve . per annum; and 78 of 143 

pupils coming from the income group below Rs.1500/- were 

spending J.e ss on clothing, i.e., below Rs.150/- p.m. Therefore, 

higher income families have the tendency to spend more ranging 

from zero to very high values on clothing for their children's 

schooling. ThiS leads us to inf'er that higher income people 

with their comparatively higher education may feel in two 

W83"S : on the one hand they give more weight to children going 

to schools and hence high level of expenditure on clothing; on 



Table 3.6 

Income of the Famil.y and Expenditure on Clothing of Child 

Annual Income EiEenditure on clotnin~ (due to ~Fioolilli?:;l t Rs. 2 Total. (Rs.) Nil 1-75 76-150 1511'-225 226 
·-·." 

0-500 0 1 2 0 0 3 
( o. 33) ( o. 35) ( 1 .so) (0.45) (0.08) 

501-1000 1 2 39 1 0 43 
( 4·73). (4.95) (25.80) (6.45) ( 1. 08) 

1001-1500 2 1 21 3 0 39 
(4.29) (4' .49) (23.40) (5.85) ( o. 98) 

1501-2000 2 4 1 1 5 0 22 
( 2.42) (2.53) (13.20) (3.30) (0.55) 

2001 and above 17 9 41 21 5 93 
(10.23) (10.70) (55.80) (13.95) (2 .33) 

Total 22 23 120 30 5 200 . j 

~ : Figures in Brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of chi-square = 42.77 
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the other hand they treat t~eir children equally whether the 

child goes to school or not and hence zero level of expenditure 

on clothing. To the parents from lower levels of income, there 

mey hardly be any expenditure on clothing if the child goes to 

the farm. Hence parents in this group have to spend on their 

children' a clothing also, if they decide to send them to the 

school. 

The null hypothesis is rejected since the ·chi-square 

value exceeds the table value even at one per cent significance 

level, thus indicating the inter-dependent character of the 

variables studied. Generally high income people spend more on 

clothing for their children. This is evident from the table 

also. The expenditure on clothing to a poor family may be a 

burden even if it is less as compared to a rich family. Thus, 

substantial portion of the income of a poor family would have 

to be spent on clothing. if they want children to be in schools. 

3.10 Private Tuition -Annual Income 

Table 3.7 explains how the expenditure on private tuition 

varies with the levels of income. Nearly 63 per cent of the 

pupils did not incur this expenditure. Out of this again, more 

than ha.J.f of the pupils came from high income families. In 

spite of this, families with annual income. above Rs.1501/

spent the largest anount on tuition. F.rom these two income 



Table 3. 7 

. 
Income of the Fami~y and Expenditure .QJl lTivate Tuition 

Annual Income EXpenaifYre on Private =fiuition. ~Rs. 2 
(Rs.) Nil 1-50 51-1 00 100 Total 

0-500 3 0 0 0 3 
(1.88) ( 0.26) (0.63) ( o. 24) 

501-1000 32 2 9 0 43 
(26.88) <:~.66) (9. 03) (3.44) 

1001-1500 25 6 7 1 39 
(24.38) ( 3· 32) ( 8.19) (3.12) 

1501 ~2000 13 3 4 2 22 
(13.75) ( 1'.87) (4.62) ( 1 • 76) 

2001 and above 52 6 22 13 93 
( 58.13) (7. 91 ) ( 19.53) ( 7.44) 

Total 125 17 42 16 200 

~ : Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of Chi-square = 17.1601 
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groups alone, about 41 out of 58,pupils spent.more than Rs.51/

per annum. On the other hand, only 17 pupils in the income 

group below Rs.1500/- spent more than Rs. 51 I- per annum on 

tuition. The reason for this could be partly the level of 

income and partly other factors like class studied, importance 

of child's education to parents, educated members of the 

family etc. There could hardly be any relation to explain 

between income of the family and the expenditure on tuition. 

The hypothesis cannot be rej a::ted since the value of 

Chi-square is smaller than the table value at one per cent 

significance level. This suggests that the level of expenditure 

on private tuition need not influence or be influenced by the 

level of income of the family. Expenditure on private tuition 

might depend upon other factors explained earlier. 

3.11 Total Cost of Education -
Annual Income 

Table 3.8 illustrates the relationship between the income of 

the family and the total cost of education per child.As the 

table shows, the number of pupils, whose total cost exceeds 

Rs.401 1- per annum is remarkably lE:rge. From the sample of 

200 pupils, nearly 65 per cent of the pupils incurred this 

much of total cost per annum. Very few families, irrespective 

of their family's income level, were there whose total cost 

was below Rs.400/- per annum. Interest1ngly, there were some 



TabJ.e?.a .. 

Income of the Family and Total Cost per Student 

Annual Income : Total cost Eer child ~ R.s!l Total (Rs.) 1-200 2Ql.-400 401-600 601-800 801 

0-500 0 1 . 0 1 1 3 
( 0.42) (0.63) ( o. 74) ( 0.63) ( 0.59) 

501-1 000 1 4 16 15 7 43 
( 6. 02) ( 9. 03) (9.54) ( 9.03) (8.39) 

1001-1500 5 5 13 10 6 39 
(5 .. 46) ( 8.19) ( 9. 56) ( 8.1 9) (7.61) 

1501-2000 2 5 3 4 8 22 
(3.08) (4.62) ( 5-39) (4.62) (4.29) 

2 001 · ·and above 20 27 17 . 12 J7 93 
( 1 3. 02) (19.53) (22.79) ( 19.53) (18.14) 

Total 28 42 49 42 39 200 

~ : Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of Chi-square = 36.49 
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pupils whose total expenditure on elementary education 

exceeded Rs.601/- per annum but the annual income of their 

fanilies lay below Rs.500/-. This was largely due ,to children's 

comparatively greater economic significa.n<li3 at home or in the 

fann. This would further b.e cl.arified later when we would 

consider total. cost of education in relation to occupation and 

educational level of the parents. 

This hypothesis is rejected since the established 

dependency is proved between the annual income of the family 

and the total cost of the child's education. The total cost of 

the child • s education depends mainly upon the income level. of 

the family. Sometimes, this total cost of education m~ exceed 

the annual income of the family. This may be largely because 

of high opportunity cost of the children education to the 

families of low income groups. This was seen in Table 3.3 also. 

3.12 Total Cost of laucation - Educationa~ 
Level of :Parents 

Table 3.9 shows how the total cost of education varies in 

relation to the educational level of the parent. The total cost 

of the child was relatively high to the parents whose literacy 

level was either elementary or nil. Obv:,iously, parents with 

low level of education would have to spend more on their 

children's education- major part of which was the opportunity 



Table 3.9 

Ed uca·tio naJ. level of the Parents and Total Cost per Child 

:&iucational level ~otai cost-J2er cnild ~R8.l 
Total of the parents 1-200 201-400 401-600 601-800 801 

No Eiucation 1 2 11 18 15 47 
(6.58) (9.87) (11.28) (9.87) (9.40) 

Elementary 13 15 21 15 13 77 
(10.78) (16.17) (18.48) (16.17) (15.40} 

Secondary 9 20 12 6 10 57 
(7.98) ( 11.97) (13.68) (11.97) ( 11 .40) 

College 5 3 3 2 2 15 
(2.10) ( 3.15) (3.60) (3.15) (3.00) 

Professional. & 
Technical 0 2 1 1 0 4 

( o. 56) ( 0.84) { o. 96) ( o. 84) (0.80) 

Total 28 42 48 42 40 200 

~ : Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of Chi-square = 39.129 
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cost of education per child (Table 3.3 and 3.4 ). Parents with 

secondary school education were also incurring more on their 

children's education. About 48 out of 57 parents incurred 

total expenditure which exceeded Rs.200/- per annum. Barents 

with college and professional and technical education also 

spent large amounts on their children • s education. But this 

was comparatively low when we compare the number of children 

in these occupations with the total number who incurred such 

a large amount - 9 out of 130 pupils. 

The hypothesis could be rejected since the Chi-square 

value is greater than the table value at one per cent 

confidence level.. This explains that the educational level. o:f 

the parent and total. cost per child are dependent on each 

other. The educational level of the parent influences total 

cost of the child' a education in two ways. One is that parents 

with higher educational standards feel that they should give 

good ed ueation to their children also. The other is that 

parents with low level of education, and obviously with low 

level of income, also feel the necessity of giving minimum 

education to their children because of vhich they may be ready 

to forgo their child~en's earnings. In the former situation, 

parents m~ be ready to give good education, even at high 

costs, since they have already achieved high educational and 

economic levels. On the other hand, parents in the second 
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category, despite their lower levels of education and economic 

prosperity, may be prepared to give education to their children, 

but at lower costs. This may drive ua to the point that with 

higher levels of educational and economic aivancement parents 

in general tend to.vards imparting higher and better education 
I 

to their children. 

3.13 Tota1 Cost of Education -
Occupation of Parents 

Table 3.10 explains how the total cost of education is being 

influenced by the parental occupation. One important 'point to 

be noted here is that, while the total number of parents with 

no education and elementary education is about 124 (Table 3.9), 

cultivators and agricultural labourers added to only 11 0; the 

remaining 14 parents who were either illiterates or elementary 

school educated, but were employed in some place or other were 

classified in. the "others" categor.y. Since they were eJllPloyed, 

though less educated, they were earning more than the parents 

who were dependent on agriculture. Hence the total cost of the 

child's education would also be high to this category. As 

explained in the earlier paragraphs, the total cost of education 

per child is significantly high to the illiterate and 

elementary educated parents and also to those whose occupations 

are cultivation and agricultural labour. 

The hypothesis is rejected since the value of chi-square 



Table 3.10 

Occupation of the Parent and Total Cost per Pupil 

occupation of Total the paz:ent 1-200 801 

.Agricultural 
labourers 2 1 8 14 7 32 

(4.48) ( 6. 72) ( 7.68) (6.72) (6.40) 

Cultivators 11 13 19 16 19 78 
(10.92) (16.38) ( 18.72) (16 .38) (15.60) 

Teachers 5 9 2 2 4 22 
(3.08) (4 .62) (5.28) (4 .62) (4.40) 

Others 10 19 19 10 10 68 
(9.52) (14.28) ( 16.32) (14.28) (13.60) 

Total 28 42 48 42 40 200 

~ :. Figures in brackets are expected values. 

Observed Value of Chi-square = 28.8236 
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established the dependent relationship between the occupation 

of the parent and the total cost , .per child. This could also 

be justified since those in the first two occupations -

cultivation and agricul1ural labour - have the highest economic 

necessity of the Child. As iS evident from our national scene 

of agriculture, the parents generally expect some sort of work 

from their children which may be necessary to improve their 

life standards. And it is also evident from the earlier tables 

that, the major share of these costs is the child's earnings 

given up due to schooling. 

SummarY 

The tests of association carried out proved the independent 

character of literacy level of the parent and the education of 

the child. The same independent relation is proved in case of 

the income of the family and the eiucational level of the 

child. This may ~e due to the government's continuous efforts 

to lessen the burden on the parents, and also because of the 

parents• interest in getting their children to school. The 

depenient character between the income of the family and the 

forgone earnings of the child is explained in tezms of the 

economic significance of the child in the farm/home. Table 3.4 

explains the presence of the high opportunity cost of education 

in the occupations that are dependent ~n agricUlture. Relatively 

greater importance of· the child in cultivation means that 
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cultivators with low income are forgoing more due to their 

children's schooling. While there is dependent relation between 

the annual income of the parent ani expenditure on clothing, we 

found the independent relation between income and expenditure 

on private tuition. Inter-dependency between total cost of 

elementary education and the annual in.come of the parent was 

also proved. It was also established that parents with low 

levels of literacy ani also depending upon agriculture have 

to incur greater expenses on their children• s education. 

From the above analysis, it is evident that the 

opportunity cost am the total cost of education per child 

are markedly high in case of the weaker sections of society. 

Though the component of other costs like text-books, fee, 

clothing, etc., is assumed to be more or less the same to 

all pupils in the same class, the difference is substantial 

am significant with respect to opportunity cost of education. 

Parents with low income, even though they realize the 

importance of eduoo.tion, cannot afford such a large amount -

both direct and indirect - of money every year. It is therefore 

necessary for the government to increase its participation 

and expenditure particularly with respect to the weaker 

sections. It goes unsaid that the realization of the objective 

of universal education muld depend to a greater· extent on 

the participation by the government. 
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III 

3.14 Average Cost of Eaucation 

Having seen the relationShip between the different types of 

educational expenditur~ incurred by the pupil/family on the 

one hand, and income, occupation and literacy level of the 

parents on the other, an effort vould now. be made to analyse 

the average opportunity cost and total cost of education at 

the elementary level. In the earlier section, it was argued 

that the opportunity cost of the child's education is related 

to the occupation of the parents. Here, it is further emphasized 

that in occupations in which 1he child • s role is more important 

the average opportunity cost of education is far higher. With 

respect to the average total cost of education alSo, parents 

in all occupations in general and agriculture dependent 

occupations in particular, are incurring more. 

Table 3.11 shows the average opportunity cost of 

education in different occupations as well as in the aggregate. 

Vvbile the average opportunity cost of education per pupil in 

all occupations was about Rs.388 per amum, parents in the 

occupation of agricultural labour, were forgoing the largest 

amount per year, i.e., Rs.518.75. This was followed by 

cultivators who were forgoing Rs-430.77 per annum per pupil 

due to their schooling. It is the teachers who sacrifice less 



Table 3.11 

Average Opportunity Cost of Education per Child by Occupation of the .Parent 

Opportunity "CO'st .Agricultural Cul ti vat or s Teachers Others . Total 
of education labourers 

Rs.) 
. ~ 

0-200 2 22 15 30 69 

200-400 .4 15 2 13 34 

400-600 15 17 2 13 47 

600-800 11 16 3 10 40 

800-1000 0 8 0 2 10 

Total 32 78 22 68 200 

--------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------

Average opportunity· 
cost (Rs.) 518.75 430.77 236.36 326.47 388.00 
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than any other group. 

Average total cost of education per pupil in different 

occupations was given in Table 3.12. The average total cost 

of elementary education was about P~-535/- per annum. Here 

also, it was the agricultural labourers who were s.:pending the 

largest amount on their children's education. The average 

total cost of education per pupi~ in this occupation was in 

excess of the aggregate total cost by Rs.115/-. Students from 

the background of 'cultivation' occupation, occupied the 

second rank in spending for their education. As is evident, 

pupils coming from the occupations dependent on agriculture, 

spent more than the aggregate cost of education. A major part 

of this •total cost', of course, is due to forgone earnings. 

Pupils from the occupations of •teachers' and •others• spent 

much less than the average total cost of education. Average 

total cost of education per pupil was Rs.427.27 per annum in 

teaching profession, whereas this amount was Rs.482.35 per 

annum far pupils in •others' category. On an average, the 

total cost of elementary education, from the point of view of 

the child/family is far larger than the common man• s capacity. 

The high magnitude of private cost of elementary 

education was further evidenced in Table 3.13 which showed 

the average cost of education in each class. Strikingly, the 



Table 3.12 

Average Total Cost of Education per Pupil by Occupation of the Parent 

'Agricultural Total~ Total cost of Cultivators Teachers Others 
Education ( Rs.) l~y;r.ers 

0-200 2 11 5< 10 28 

200-400 1 13 10 18 42 

400-600 7 19 .1 20 47 

600-800 15 16 2 10 43 

800-1000 7 13 2 8 30 

1000 and above 0 6 2 2 10 

Total 32 78 22 68 200 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Average total cost (Rs.) 650.00 427.27 . 482.35 535.00 



Total cost of-
education (Rs.~ 

0-200 

200-400 

400-600 

600-800 

800-1000 

1000 and above 

Total 

Average Total cost of 
education ( Rs.) 

Average Total Cost of l!liucation per :Pupil in :Each Class 

Class Class Class Class Total 
v VI VII VIII 

7 11 5 5 28 

12 10 11 9 42 

17 13 1 1 6 47 

8 13 15 7 43 

2 3 16 9 30 

2 0 7 1 10 

48 50 65 37 200 

466.67 448.00 548.64 535.00 
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cost of education for pupils in Class VII was higher than 

that of pupils in Class VIII. This may be mainly due to three 

factors. They are : ( 1 ) Subdivision of the school education. 

In this particular state, Class I to VII are usually located 

in Upper-Primary schools, and Class VI to X are in Higher 

Secondary schools. Majority of pupils study in upper prim.ary 

schools which may be nearer to them, pupilS from relative Jy 

higher income groups may continue in high schools, the result 

·of which may be lower opportunity cost of education@ and hence 

the lower cost of education. (2) The repetition of the pupils 

in Class VII. In Andhra Pradesh, pupils are promoted to the 

next class if they attend school for 85 per cent of the 

schooling days. In Class VII and Class X, there are common 

examination and pUblic examination, respectively. Hence, the 

total cost of education in these classes could be. slightly 

more than what it is for the next class. { 3 ) The expenditure 

on Private tuition VIO uld be greater in Class VII since these 

pupils have to pass common examination. Because of these three 

factors mainly, the total cost of education in Class VII was 

greater than that of Class VIII. Thus, taking all these things 

@ .As we have seen the opportunity cost of education of the 
children coming from high income families is smaller than 
that of pupils coming from lower income families. Again 
these opportunity coat would tend to decline after some 
stage of education. This could be mainly because that 
education would not help to increasethe marginal efficiency 
of the work being done. 
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into account, the total cost of ed.ucation per child is said 

to be sjgnif :icantly larger both in the aggregate and in 

different classes. 

To haTe an overall picture of unit-cost of elementary 

education per pupil from the view point of the pupil a:nd/or 

family, and also to estimate the actual unit-cost/net unit

oost of education per child, let us see the Table given 

below : 

Table 3.14 

Actual Net 

S.No. Item Per pupil cost 

1. Forgone Earnings 389.00 

2. Total Cost of l!liucation 534.00 

3· Scholarships & Fellowships@ 9-74 

4· Net Total Cost of Education 524.26 

(Row 2 minus Row 3) 

@ Only 33 pupils are getting scholarship while 
26 pupils are baring the facility of freeship. · 
The average scholarship per pupil is Rs.8.28 
per annum while the average freeship is 
Rs.1.46 per annum. 

The above table shows the hitherto unexplained component 

of educational f.inance, i.e., scholarships and freeships. 
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Since these two are awarded by the government, this should 

be deducted from the total cost of education to avoid double 

counting of the item. Thus the net total cost of education 

per pupil would come to Rs.524.26 per annum. 

In general, as is being stressed by many people in and 

outside education, the family/child borne costs are greater. 

This is true in majority of the cases and continues to be 

so till the importance of education, in the eyes of the parent, 
) 

supersedes the importance of child's presence in the farm/ 

home.3 In the presence of relatively high present costs of 

educating the child, the parents should be made to realize the 

importance and long term benefits of education. This would 

further emphasize the need for adult education in the regions 

where the rate~ of illiteracy are higher. 

But no underdeveloped country can afford to wait for 

such a long period. It has to mace some effort, as a short 

term measure, to reduce the burden of the high costs involved 

in educating the child. Share of government resources per 

pupil spent during 1975-76, was about Rs.95.50 per annum on 

Primary school-going children and Rs.144.20 per annum on 

Middle-school-going children. The amount of money being spent 

3. This involves qualitative improvement and quantitative 
expansion of educational facilities discussed in 
Chapter I. 
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by gove~_ment was far less than the costs borne by the parents • 

.And tnis is also meagre when compared with unit -cost of 

higher education. On an average, the government is spending 

Rs. 572.50 per annum on a graduate, while the amount is 

Rs. 1842.70 per annum for engineering and technology student. 

Taking all these things into account, the government, in 

different levels, along with people, should formulate the 

plans and policies regarding this level of education. In 

other words, the continuous stress on univ·ersalizir..g elemen,;ary 

education in this country should be properly placed both in 

planning and in resources spent on it. Briefly, the overall 

educational policy should be changed fran the end which 

produces maximum number of unemployed youth, to an end which 

produces effective and maximum number of literates. 
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incomes. An important factor that should be kept in mind is 

that, relative incomes fozgone by pupils may get reduced at 

this level with the financial improvements of these families. 

The financ jng of education in general and elementary 

education in particular must be concerned with 'social 

efficiency and equity'. This requires rethinking on the 

already allocated resources to educational system and among 

its sub-systems. In a country like Irxlia, where illiterate 

masses outweigh educated persons, we need to emphasize mass 
.. 

education even if the number of years of schooling is very 

small. Giving higher education to a few privileged sections 

is certainly against the princ.iple of social efficiency and 

equity. As for the argument presented earlier, only the 'needy' 

families must be given subsidized education - whether it is 

higher or elementary education - while those who can afford 

to bear full cost of it must be made to do so • .Professor 

Schultz (1972) while discussing the equit,y and efficiency 

aspects of higher education in the U.S.A. feels that "an 

inordinate part of the subsidies to higher education is used 
/ 

to provide higher educational services below cost to the growing 

proportion of students who come from families Who have the 

income and wealth to pay the full cost". He suggests that 

subsidized higher education must be given to only needy 

students. In the same manner, in our country also - particularly 

in viewof the scarce resources ... higher education specifica.J.J.y 
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and elementary education generally, may be imparted at the 

actual costs iD high incane families. 

Thus looking at various aspects of private as well as 

public costs of elementary education, we need to emphasize 

increased Governmental participation. It is needless to plead 

further for the transfer or reduction of at least some of the 

private costs. To reduce the burden on poor families, the 

country has to take the responsibility of some of these costs 

and further subsidize education at this level to the needy. 

In this connection, differential treatment in education is 

inevitable since the economy like ours, cannot afford to give 

subsidized education to all. 

The differentiel. tz:eatment may be between the ~11-off 

and poor sections of the society or between pupils of 
' 

elementary education and higher education, or both. This· 

approach would be more acceptable on grounds of - ., • Allocative 

effie iency and 2. Social effie :iency and equity • .AJ.J.o cati ve 

efficiency, could be said to have been attained, if it is not 

possible to reallocate resources and make some people better 

off, While making no one else worse off. In our case, allocative 

efficiency could be achieved by reallocating resources among 

different types of education and/or among pupils with different 

socio-economic backgrounds, so that the maximum number of 

pupils would get benefit ted. 
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Subsidized education to aJ.l would certainly benefit the 

well-off sections of the society which may further increase 

the gap between the rich and poor, and such a financing of 

education leads to social inef:t'ic iency and inequity. 

Therefore, to reduce the disparities in income and also to 

establish an egalitarian society, our country must emphasize 

differential treatment in education. To put it precisely, 

the educational policy needs to be formulated in such a way 

that it taxes the rich by way of full cost of education, and 

increases the real incomes of the poor by way of subsidized 

education. 
. 

The foregoing analysis clearly poin~a out the need to 

increaae_governmental participation at this level of education. 

It also shows the inegalitarian attitude of education in 

general and elementar.y education in particular, which stresses 

the importance of differential treatment in. education. 



Summary am Conclusions 

There is a near unanimity of opinion among the Social 

Scientists regarding the positive role of education in the 

development process of any economy, though they may differ 

on the nature of this relationship. The world-wide literacy 
. . . 

programmes, especially in the third world countries, in the 

recent past, are a reflec.tion of 'this realization. The demam 

for uni versai elementary education is somet.imes a first step 

and compulsory education to a specific age-group is a 

legislative means to achieve this objective. 

The cry for universal elementar,y education is atleast 

a century old in India. This demand, with varying degrees of 

pressure, was taken up by the leaders of our national 

movement. After independence~ it became the responsibility 

of the national government to take us to this goal. Has India 

achieved this goal? As our present study reveals, but for 

the legislative measures and constitutional provisions, our 

road to success in this time was always obstructed because 

of various factors. In the analysis of this problem we 

confined ourself to one of these factors, namely cost or 

financing (both from government and individual's) of elementary 

education. However, the attempt in this chapter is restricted 

to summarize the main theme of the study, derive conclusions, 

and finally make some recommendations which have some policy 
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implications to improv·e. the situation. 

Summary 

Ever since India initiated planning to transform itself 

into a modern and egalitarian society, it has been taking 

every possible step towards universalizing elementary 

education. Though the country has achieved substantial 

progress to implem~nt the constitutional directive involved, 

there is a lot to be done particularly with respect to 

qualitative improvements. Not.wi thstaniing the fact that 

there is no established relationship between quantitative 

, expansion and qualitative improvement, our country could 

pursue the former because of paucity of funds to this level 

of education. There is a marked improvement i~ the enrolment 

of boys at both levels of elementary education, but the rates 

of retention or efficiency indices for boys are not indicative 

of our success. More so, in the case of girls and weaker 

sections of our society. Considerable qualitative improvement 

has taken place because of a perceptible upgrading of the 

socio-economic and educational. status of teachers. But 

persistent increase in wastage and high density of class rooms 

which are again ill-equipped happenai to arrest this improve

ment. In order to have a proper understanding of the problems 

involved and to realize the goal as early as possible, we 

, should study the cost aspect of elementary education. 
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During the planning period, there has been a steady 

growth of Educational expend~ ture both absolutely ard in 

relation to the GNP. The percentage of educational expendi

ture in the GNP has increased from 1 .20 during 1950-51 to 

3.11 by the em of 1975-76. Though the share of educational 

expenditure in the GNP has increased steadily over the 

period, one would observe wide fluctuations in the share 

of the former in the budget expemiture. In spite of 

continuous growth of budget expenditure over the period 

observed, the share of educational expenditure has declined 

significantly. It was declined from 12.31 per cent in 1950-51 

to 10.27 per cent in 1975-76. 

The share of elementary education in the total direct 

educational expenditure show a declining trend in the period 

studied. It hm declined from 48.52 per cent in 1950-51 to 

43.92 per cent in 1975-76. But in absolute terms both of them 

are increasing~ The rate of increase in direct expenditure on 

elemen iary education 'is ·lover than that of the total direct 

educational expenditure. This being the case, the rates of 

growth of unit-oost of elementary education, at current and 

constant prices, were subjected to wide fluctuations. During 

1964-65 and 1975-76, the unit-cost of education at current 

prices increased by about three times - from Rs.35.04 to 

Rs.111.85. While the unit-cost of education, in 1960-61 prices, 

rose by a little less than one and a half times - from 
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Rs.28.68 to Rs.40.25. 

A large share of, the unit-cost is accounted for teacher 

component, while the share of non-teacher component has 

declined sharply during this period., Due to high percentage 

of drop-outs a~ repeaters, our school system is producing 

literates at a higher cost. That means the effective cost of 

education is far higher because of high incidence of wastage. 

A persistent increase in the gap between 'actual.' and 

tobserved' unit-cost certainly accounts for the high wastage 

of resources. Unit-cost (indirect) of .elementary education 

was also too low and it occupies a very insignificant share 

· in the total. public cost. 

Even though the government is aspiring to provide 

compulsory and universal _elementary education to all children, 

it does not mean that the .pupilS arii/or their families are 

not spending at al.l on their education. This was revealed in 

our survey which, was conducted in one of the development 

Blocks of Andhra Pradesh. In spite of the legaJ. ban on the 

employment of children below 14 years, forgone earnings of 

the school-going children are found to be significantly 

larger. This may be due to poverty of the masses. These 

earnings are higher among the agriculturEti labourers and 

cultivators. High opportunity cost o:f education is. also 

associated with the parental educational. lev-el and the 
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economic status of the fami.ly. That means parents with 

low educational and economic status are forgoing more due 

to their children's education. Besides this, expenditure on 

textbooks, stationery, fees etc., is also quite high. Class

wise analysis of private cost is also striking, in the sense 

that in some classes, like Class VII, this cost is higher 

than the sue ceeding class •. 

The total cost of elementary education in India is 

ver.y high and the share of private costs in the total is 

also significant. It also points out the inegalitarian 

attitude of the educational system in the country. It 

emphasizes the need for diversification in the total cost 

of elementary education and also the importance of reducing 

the private costs through appropriate measures. 

Conclusions 

The unbridged and ever increasing gap between the fast~r 

rate of growth in the demand for educational facilities and 

the relativelY monotonous growth rate in the supply of these 

facilities, at this level of education, paves the VJf?J3 for 

an increased enrolment with the same resources. In this 

process the quantitative aspect of education is emphasized 

at the expense of quality. This results in a decline in the 

per head facilities enjoyedby the pupils at this level 
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which partly explains the. poor quality of 01,1r elementa:ry 
,. 

education. However, the argument here is not to re_duce the 

enrolment to improve quality. ·on the contrary the immEdiate 

necessity of our economy is to increase the resources allo

cated to the same, so that the quantitative expansion will 

not affect the quality of education substantially. To make 

it more clear an analysis of educational expenditure is in 

order at this stage. 
( 

A first glimpse at the pattern of allocation of 

resources clearly brings out the inadequacy of resources 

diverted to education in general and the insufficient 

funding to elementary education in particular. In comparison 

to the developed countries and many of the underdeveloped 

countri~, our position in this respect is far from satisfactory. 

The insufficient resources act as a constraint on the 

educational system in different ways : (a) it affects the 

quality; (b) it fails to attract students; and (c) it fails 

to retain the already enrolled students. 

The wastage due to dropou·ts ani re:peaters is considerably 
' high, which pushes up the effective cost of elementary 

education. The lion share of the educational cost at this 

stage is in the form of salaries to teachers. This proportion 

has gone up in the recent period which obviously explains 

the declining trend in the non-teacher expenditure. This 
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changed trend again affects the retention, quality and the 

actual cost of elementar,y education •. If this trend continues 

further, the descrepailcy between the 1 actual. unit-cost 1 and 

the 'observed uni t-Cost 1 will increase continuously. To put 

it in other w~, the difference between these two costs can 

be taken as a surrogate to explain the pattern of expenditure 

at this level. 

Private cost of education constitutes direct cost and 

indirect cost or opportunity cost. In our study we analysed 

these two components separately to get the total private 

cost of elementary education. From our analysis it is 

evident that there exists a positive association between 

total private oost and parental occupation, educational 

level and family income. However, the analysis of the direct 

private costs tells a different story altogether. It is 

found that expenditure on textbooks, stationery, fees etc., 

remains more or ·less the same to all pupils in the same 

staniard. In other words, these costs are independent of 

the three variables mentioned above. But when we analysed 

expenditure on clothing due to education, it is found -that 

it varies direct]¥ with the income of the family. i 1he 

inference that can be derived here is that the total direct 

·cost (inclusive of clothing expenditure) ha:~ an association 

with our earlier findings that the individual components may 

be indepenient of the income level. 
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The oth e.r component, i.e., the opportunity cost of · 

elementary education in the form.of forgone earnings, 

constitutes major share of the total private cost. The 

results of our study show that opportunity cost depends 

upon the family income, educational level and occupation 

· of the parent. There exists an immerse relationship between

forgone earnipgs and the three variables umer study. In 

other words, higher the socio-economic status of the parent, 

lower will be the opportunity cost of the pupil and thereby 

lo v.er to tal cost. The coro·11ary of which is apparently clear 

in the case of pupils whose parents are engaged in the 

agricultural activities. This may be due to the nature of 

farm work where children are quite useful and economically 

very active. This finding has, thus, far reaching implications. 

It reveals the fact that poorer the family, higher will be 

the real cost of OO.ucation and vice versa. This is to pe 

kept in mind to ado·pt a suitable policy for the realization 

of the constitutional' provision. 

The share of private cost in the total cost is as high 

as 80 per cent. Therefore a higher incidence of private costs 

increases the actual total cost. When this is taken together 

with our earlier results, it amounts to the fact that the 

burden of ed tr: ation is higher among the poorer sections of 

our society. This calls for a necessity of a differential 
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treatment at this level to achieve equality of educational 

opportunities. This may also improve the real economic 

position of the poor while taxing the rich. 

Limitations of the Stu~ 

This study does not take into consideration the inter-state, 

for that matter intra-state, variations in the progress of 

universalization of elementary education as well as the unit

cost of it. It just touches the related problems at the 

national level, leaving the rest for an indepth study at a 

later stage. Separate studies relating to variations in 

enrolment and retention as well as the unit-cost of elementary 

education in various states are of crucial importance. 

Secondly, the non-availabil.i ty of data accoroing to our 

needs and modern classification makes things difficult. Data 

are not available by item of expenditure which m~ be useful 

for the construction of educational price index •. The most 

important limitation is that data relating to indirect 

expenditure are not available by level ar.d type of education. 

The third limitation is with respect to the field study. 

Since it was conducted in a Development Block which is 

·agriculturally predominant, more or less the same situation 

is_ assumed to be prevalent in the whole of ·the country. 

This was done due to constraints of time alld money. A study '!"' 
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at the national or state level - to identify private costs 

could be conducted as a further extended scale, keeping the 

above mentioned shortcomings in mind. 

In spite of these llmi ta.tion.s and constraints, our 

study throws some light on an area which is of the greatest 

importance and also on an area that had not attracted much 

attention. It paves the way for enlarged and exterrled studies 

in future at this level of education. Inter-state and inter

regional variations in the progress of education as well as 

in costs are the need of the day. 

Policy Implications 

1. Cri tica~ Minimum Effort in :&iucation 

Educational resources in underdeveloped countriea are so 

inadequate thgt it is not possible to utilize "them effie iently. 

It is seldom possible to maintain ihe desired standards 

unless and until a 'critical minimum' of resources are spent. 

More so in case of elementary education in which there is an 

u :xgen t need for increasing the 'attracting and holdin~ power' 

of the school system. In other words, a minimum level of 

resources are needed at least to bring wastage down to 

tolerable level. 



2. Changes in the Composition of the 
Total Cost of Elementary Education 
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Examining the trems in various components of puhlic cost 

of elementary education and also the m£:1gnitude of the private 

cost at this level, one would certainly feel the need to 

change the composition of the total cost. As our study reveals, 

this mey take place at two levels : ( 1) Reduction of the 

private oost of education; and (2) an increased share of 

public cost that needs to be devoted to non-teacher costs. 

Mass poverty would not allow,children to continue in 

school unless costs incurred by them are reduced significantly. 

This red mtion of private costs may be effected by increasing 

the public cost. Though stepping up of public cost of 

education adds a burden to the state Exchequer, it is a must 
\ 

to realize our long cherished goal. Further subsidized 

elementary education may be given to the needy by increasing 

tree supply of textbooks, stationery, uniforms, scholarships, 

freeships etc. Apart :from this, there is a component of 

private cost - forgone earnings - that can be reduced with 

sui table changes in the vacation periods. 

Until now our country has been spending more on the 

teacher-component of education ani thus the share of otmr 

c anponents is getting reduced year by year. At least by now 

we must put a planned effort to increase the share of non-
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teacher costs at this level. A:ny increase in the share of 

non-teaeher·costs involves additional expenditure on 

buildings , equipment , teaching ai.d s , play grounds etc. This 

is much more important to improve the school system which 

at present is not good enough to attract and retain pupils. 

3. Changes in Vacation l?e.riod 

Vacations in our country do not coincide with the agricultural 

busy season. This is more important if one keeps in mind the 

child's economic role. Therefore, 'changes in the vacation 

period, particularly in rural areas, should be made keeping 

the agricultural seasons in view. This. may result in : _ 

(a) reducing the dropout rate which is a general phenomena 

in rural areas, and (b) redu~ing the net opportunity .cost of 

education. 

The former may be possible if the vacation coincides 

with agricultural busy season which helps pupils to work in 

the farm and/or at home in those da;ys. Since the child is 

economically active in the busy period which is of crucial 

importance to the family, these pupils might be allowed to 

continue in schools. Also, since these pupils would work in 

holidays, which would now coincide with agricultural seasons, 

their net fo .rgone earnings may be reduced; correspondingly, 

the private cost of education would also fall. To put it 

simply, a significant part of private costs may be reduced 
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if the child -is allowed to work during holidays which should, 

of c-oo.rse, coincide with agricultural seasons. 

4. Differential Treatment in Education 

Since a les:s developed country like ours cannot afford to . 

give subsidized education to all irrespective of their socio

economic backgrourd, it has to resort to differential treatment 

in education. This may be petween pupils of elementary 

education and those of higher education or between-the r.lch 

and the poor of the same level of education or both. In order 

to realize allocative efficiency and social effie ieney and 

eguit~, the economy has to give subsidized education to the 

needy while the rest may be obliged to bear the full-cost of 

education. This would affect our society in ~vo ways : (a) ~he 

disparity in income and wealth between rich and poor would be 

somewhat curtailed; and (b) the over:-inflated social deman:l 

for higher education would be reduced. 

5. Rechamelling of Resources 

Since resources allocated to education are limited, we have 

to utilize them efficiently so as to gain maximum benefits. 

A significant part of our resources devoted to higher 

education is producing only unemployed and frustrated youth 

who are in turn creating social tensions. Moreover, higher 

education is aimed at only the limited privileged sections 

while illiterate masses are ignored. Since budgetary allocations 
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to education cannot be increased continuously, the larger 

interests of elementacy education could only ,_be met through 

cuts in higher education. It only means reducing the 

subsidies at tnis level and/or increasing the private cost 

that the rich must bear. The resources thus_ saved in higher 

education, must be rechannelled to elementary education. 

This is more essential and desirable. In other words,. society 

should not show undue concern for higher education without 

raising the general literacy level of the masses. 

An integrated approach to planning, focused on 

resource-based arrl need -based plans, would phase out the 

gradual cha~es ani development at this level of education. 

Having seen the haphazard development over the last three 

decades, one would find this approach necessary to ·bridge 

the gap between demand and supply of educational facilities. 

So far, as we have seen, there has been hardly any planned 

improvement in the share of resources allocated to el~mwtary 

education. In the allocation of resources, increases· in the 

relevant age-group in future should also be taken into 

consideration. Until and unless we know the precise number 

of children to be enrolled in the coming years, it could not 

be possible to maintain the standards. In other words, for a 

proper allocation of resources, there must be a need based 

plan which incorporates the future requirements of schools, 
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given tl:;le inflow of pupils. In this way, our integrated 

approach tries to bring out a sort of compromise between 

resource-b seed and need-based plans. 
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APPENDIX - I 

Enrolment and rate of growth of elementary education in India during the planning period 

hnrolment In classes !-1 Enrolment In classes Rate of Increas~ In Rate of increase 
~in lakhs l VI-VIII ~in lakhe~ classes 1-V in classes VI-VIII 

Boys Girls l'otal Boys Girls :rotel Boys Girls .rotal Boys Girls fatal 

1950-51 137.70 53-85 191 -55 ::25.86 5-34 31 .20 

1951 -52 141.82 56 .28' 19q .1 0 27.99 5.89 33.88 2.99 4.51 3.42 8.24 10.30 8.59 
'1952:-53 144.97 58.51 203.48 29.29 6.39 35.67 2.22 3.96 2. 72- 4-64 8.49 5.28 

1953-54 153-56 6).16 216.72 31.03 7.26 38.29" 5·93 . 7.95 6.51 5-94 1J.62 < 7-35 
1954-55 163.49 68.75 232.24 32.61 7-fn 40-48 6.47 8.85 7.16 s·.o9 8.40 5.72 
195,5-56 175.28 76-39 251.67 34-26 8.67 42.93 7.21 11.11 8.'37 5.06 10.17 6.05 
1956-57 184.51 82.62 267.13 3§.44 9.92 46.36 5-27 8.16 6.14 6-36 14.42 7.99 
1957-58 194.04 87.66 281 .70 

~ 

38-35 10.93 49.26 5.17 6.10 5·45 5.24 10.18 6.30 
1958-59 210.15 97.42 307.57 42.00 12.41 54.41 8.30 11 -13 9.18 9.52 13-54 10-41 
1959~0 222.96 . 105.24 323.19 46.21 14.31 60.52 6.10 8.03 ' 6.70 10.02 15.31 11.23 
1%0-61 234.68 113.47 }(8.15 51.48 16.70 68.18 5.26 7.82 6.08 11.40 16.70 12.66 
1961-62 259.84 131 .18 391 .02 56.08 18.62 74-70 10.72 15.61 12.31 8-94 11.50 9.56 
1%2-63 276.37 142.35 418.72 61.09 21.12 82.21 6 ·36 8.52 7.08 8.93 , 3-43 10.05 
1963-64 291 .21 154.29 445.50 .66.85 23.57 90.42 5-37 8.39 6.40 9-43 11 .60 9.99 
1964-65 3H)~52 171 .66 482.18 71.79 26.15 97.94 6.63 11.26. 8.2) 7.30 10.95 8-32 
1965-66 321.78 182.93 504.71 76.86 28.46 105.32 3·63 6.57 4.67 7.06 3.83 7-54 
1966-67 320.56 184.74 505.30 85.03 34.10 119.13 -G.38 0.99 0.12 10.63 19.82 13.11 
1967-68 329.16 191 .84 521.00 86-44 35.46 121.90 

. 
2.68 3·84 ).U ,.66 :,.99 2.33 

' 1968-69 341-57 202.12 543.69 89.89 35-48 125-37 3·77 5. 36 4~35 3·99 o.os 2.84 
1%9-70 347.69 207.16 554.85 92.75' 37.04 129.79 1.79 2.49 2.Q5 3e18 4-41 3·53 
1970-71 357-39 213.06 570.45 94.26 1JS.t0 133.15 2.79 2.85 2.81 1.63 s.oo ?-59 
1971-72 367.85 220.34 588.19 96.41 4(>.43 136.84 2.93 3-41 3-11 2.29. 3.93 2.77 
1972-73 388.22 235-79 624.01 I 99 o54 43-03 142-57 5-54' 7.01 6.09 3·25 6.44 4.19 
1973.;.74 395.17 240.00 635-17 102.81 45.16 147.97 1.79 1.79 1 .79 3-28 4·96 3-79 
1974-75 402.67 245.89 648.56 105.82 47-84 153.66 1.90 2.45 2.11 2.93 5.93 3-85 
1975-76 406.49 250.11 656.60 109.90 50.34 160.24 0.95 1. 72 1.24 ).85 5.22 4-85 
1'976-7i" 417 ·35 257.95 675.30 115.79 54.29 170.08 2.67 3.11 2.85 5-36 7.84 6.14 
1917-78** 437.82 271.66 709.48 121.92 60.)7 182.29 4.90 5-32 5.06 5.29 11 .21 7 ·18 l 

* Provisional 
** L.i.ke~-

------ --
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
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Al?J?ENDIX - II (a) 

Teacher-J?upil.ratio in the first level of 
education - An international comparison 

Group of countries/ 1960 1965 1970 1975 
·. countrl 

World total 30 30 29 28 

Developed 26 24 23 21 

Developing 36 38 36 34 

Asian countries* 36 38 36 35 

U.S.A. 28 24 20 

U.K. 25 25 22** 

France 25 23 18 

G.D.R. 21 20 25 

Japan 28 26 N.A.. 

India 41 39 38 

Note : *excluding China and Democratic 
People's Republic of Korea. 

**relates to 1974. 

N.A. = ~lot Available. 

1976 

20 

n.A. 
18 

24 

25 

38 

SoUrce : Statistical Year Book (1977), UNESCO, 
(Paris, 1978). 



Country/ 
Year 

U.S. A. 

1965 

1970 

1975 

1976 

Indi~ 

1965 

1970 

1975 

1976 

,!!>.PEIIDIX - II ( b l 

~ercentage distribution of enrolment by grade 

I II III IV v VI VII VIII 

14 13 13 13 12 12 12 11 

13 12 13 13 12 12 13 12 

15 14 14 14 15 16 6 6 

16 14 14 14 15 15 6 6 

31.40 17.88 14.16 11.08 8.56 6.78 5.56 4.58 

29.13 17.53 13.94 11 • 31 9.13 7.40 6.28 5.28 

27.39 18.24 14.43 11.42 9.37 7.70 6.20 5.25 

26.92 17.85 14.54 11.43 9.50 7.67 6.59 5.50 

Source : 1. Statistical Year Book (1977), UNESCO (Paris, 1978) 

2. Percentages for India are calculated on the basis of the 
data given in 'Education.in India', Annual Statistical 
Reports, published by Ministry of Education, Government 
of India. 



ANNEXURE ... III . 
. ~ 

' Rate of growGh of G.N .?. , total educational expenditure and direct expenditure on elementary 
education in India 

G.~.P. Hate of l'otal educat- Rate of l'otal educat- Rate of 
Year (:as. in growth ional expendi- growth ional expendi- growth 

millions) ture (:as • in ture on elemen-
millions} · tary education 

(Rs. in millions) 

1950-51 95470 1143.80 
___ . 

441.80 

1951 -52 97570 2.20 1245.70 -8. ~1 . 491-.20 11 .18 

1952-?3 100860 3·37 1376.40 10.50 538.40 9.61 

1953-54 107120 6.21 1477-40 7 ·34 567.90 5.48 
1954-5·5. 110250 ? .92 1650.10 11 •. 69 62).50 9.59 
1955-56 114230 3.61 1 e96:.6o ~ 14.94 691 ·40 10.89 

1956-57 120500 5-49 2063.00 8.77 756.30 9.)9 
1957-58 118830 -1.39 2406.-50 16 .. 65 . 874.80 15 .6_7 
1958-59 128470 8.11 2661.50 10~60 954.00 s.os~ 

1959-60 131000 1. 97 3004.00 12.87 1048.70. 9.93 
1 960-61 139990 6.86 3443.80 . 14.64 1163.70 10.97 
1961 -62 147990 5·71 3963.60 15.09 1315.10 13.01 
1962-63 157270 .6.27 4417.50 1.1 .45 .1484 .oo 12.84 
1963-64 179780 14;t}1 4841.10 9.59 1603-40 8.05 
1964-65 211130 17-44 5345.1 0 10-41 1805.50 12.61 
1965-66 218660 3.57 6220.20 16.37 2130.00 17.97 
.1966-67 252500 15.48 6978.80 12·20 .2410.40 13.16 
1967--68 2%120. 17.28 8113.10 16.25- 2853.60 18.38 
1968-69 302930 2.30 8983.60 10.73 3181.90 11.50 
1969-70 . 335210 10.66 1010).80 . 12.47 3618.40 13.72 
1 ?70-71 365820 9.13 11182 .eo 10.68 4055.00 10.76 
1971-72 391470. 7.01 12374.80 10.66 4464.60 10.10 
1972-73 430930 10.08 13737.80 11 .01 5003.-40 12.06 
1973-74 536956 24.60 ... 
1974-75 629130 17.17 18072.90 31 -56 6775.00 .35.41 
1975-76 656920. 4-42 ?1~47 .10 16.46 7872.90 16.21 



APPEnDIX - IV 

Direct expenditure on elementary education (teacher cost end non-teacher cost} during 1950-51 and 1975-76 

Direct expeild iture on ·ele
mentary education (Rs. in 
lakl:s at current nric ea ) 
.L'eacher !~on~teacher l'otal 
salaries coats 

Direct experid~ture on ele
mentary edc:cation (.iis •. in 
lakhs at 1:960=§1· or ices) 

teacher Non-teacher lotal 
salaries coats 

Unit (per pupil) coat 
(at current pr~ cee) 

l'eacher 
coat 

Rs. % cf 
l'otal 

Non-teacher 
cost 
P.s. ;:! of 

1950-51 3237.00 1201.00 
1951-52 4131.00 781.00 

1952-53 4483.00 901 .oo 
1 953-54 4658.00 1 021 • 00 

1954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958'==59 

5145.00 1090.00 
5704.00 1210.00 

6134.00- 1429.00 
7393.00 1355.00 
8549.00 991 .oo 

1959-60 9159.00 
1960-61 '1 012).00 
1961-62 11404.00 

r 962-63 . 10021 .oo 
1963-64 14152.00 

1964-65 16404-33 
I 965-66 1 9191 ·4 9 
I 966-67 22082.23 

I 967-68 25234.02 
1968-69 29272.38 

1969-70 33152.97 

1328.00 

1514.00 
1747.00 
1819.00 
1882 .oo 
16 51 • 21 

tt·~·09 
1947.49 
2301.95 
2546.91 

3030.92 

1970-71 37304.00 3246.31 

1971-72 41290.)3 3355-33 
1972-73 46280.41 3753.17 

l'otal 

4418.00 3996.30 1341.90 5338.20 15.89 12.92 .5.90 27.08 
4912.00 4917.86 676.54 5794.40 19.46 89.10 3.68 15.90 

5384.00 5401.21 1124-84 6526~05 20.53 83.25 4.13 16.75 
5679.00 5280.00 1260.49 6540.49 20.04 92.03 4.39 17.97 
6235-00 6431.25 1520~22 7951.47 20.75 82.50 4.40 ·17.50 
6914.00 7407.79 1632 •. 93 9040.72 21-34 . 92.49 4.53 17.51 
7563.00 71)2.56 1695.14 8827.70 21.66 81.09 5·05 18.91 

874a.oo 8214.44 1561.06 9775.50 24.71 e4.51 4·54 15.49 
9540.00 8998.95 1096.24 10095.19 26.27 ~9.60 ,~~95 1?·40 

10467 .OG 9251.52 1415.78 10667.30 26 .31 67. 32' 3.82 12.68 
11637.00 10123.00 1514.00 11637.00 27.17 87.00 4.06 1).00 ., 
13151.00 11071.84 1736.58 12808.42 27.41 86.71 4.20 1).29 
14840.00 12169.16 1729~09 13898.25 29.18 f?7.73 4.08. 12.27 

16034.00 12749.55 1675.87 14425.42 29.75 88.25' 3.96 11.75 

18055.54 13446.17 1325.21 14771•38 31.63 90.86 3.20 9.14 
21300 •. 58 14-762-~-6$ .1551,.94 163~~-~~ 35.58 90.t0 ~-91 · .. ·9.90 
24029.72 15550.87 '1279.56 16830-43 39.60 91.90 3·49 8.10 
28535.97 16709.57 1378.41 18087.98 45.65 91.93 4.01 8.07 
31819.29 18181.60 1528.76 19710.36 50.09 91.99 4·36 8.01 

36183.89 20092.71 1738.91 21831.62 55.51 91.62 5.08 8.3S 

40550.)1 21439.08· 1782 .• 71 23221.79.60.86 91.99 5-30 8.01 
44645-66 22939;07 1754.88 24693.95 65.31 . 92.48 5.31 7.52 

50033.58 24104.38 1735.97 25840.35 69.12 92•49 5.61 7-51 

.L'otal 
cost 

P.s. 

Unit cost (;Jer pupil) 
(at 1960-61 prices) 

~eacber 
cost 

Rz. )1 or 
:.'otal 

1\on-tcach,er 
cost 
Rs. ~ of 

lotal 

21.79 19.62 74.86 6.59 25.14 
2}.14 23.16 84.87. 4·13 15.13 

24.66 24.74 82.77 5.15 11·23 
24 ·43 22.72 80. 74· 5.42 19.26 
25.15 25.94 S0.89 6.1} 19.11 
25.87 27.71 81.93 6.11 18.07 

26.71 25.19 80.79 s.99 19.21 
29.}1 27.52 84.03 5-23 15.97 
29.::52 27.65 89.14 3·37 10.86 
30.13 26.58 83.98 4o07 12.86 

31~23 ~7.17 87.00 4.06 1).00 

31.61 26.61 86.45 4~17 ·13-55 

33-26 27.27 87.57 3.67 12.43 
33.7·1 26.81 88.39 }.52 11.61 
35.03 26.09 91.03 2.57 ·8.97 
,~.49 27.42 90.50 2.88 9.50 
43.09 27.89 92.41 2.29 7-59 

49.66 29.08 92-38 2.40 7.62 
54.45 31.11 92.23 2.62 7-77 

60.59 33·65 92.0l- 2.91 7.96 
66.16 34-98 92.32 2.91 7.68 
70.62 36.29 92.98 2.78 7.12 

74.73 36.00 93.29 2.59 6.71 
1973-74 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N •. L 

6.04 

6.33 
1974-75 63058.-56 
1975-76 73306.87 

4690.75 

5421.33 

67749 .• 31 23355~02 1498.64 24853.66 90.69 9}.07 6.75 

78728.20 26464.57 1790.40 28254.97 104.14 93.tZ 7.70 

6 • 93 97. 44 33 • 59 93. 96 . 2. 16 

6.88 111 ·84 37.60 93-67 2.54 

~otal 
cost 

Rs. 

26.21 
27.29 

29.89 
28.14 
32.07 
:n.s2 
31.18 

32.75 
31 .02 
}1.65 

31.23 
30.78 

31.14 
3o.:n 
26.66 
JO.JO 
30.18 

31.48 

33.73 
36.56 
)7.89 
J9.07 

32.53 
N.A. 

35-75 
4'>.14 



·APPENDIX - V . 

Direct expenditure on elementary educat.ion. at current a.D.d constant prices (by object) 

Direct expenditure on elementary J)irect expenditure on elementary education education 
Year · ~At current erices ~ 'At constant Erices 2 

reaching staff Other staff Non-salaries .rotal reaching staff Other staff Non-salaries l'otal 
salaries salaries salaries salaries 

1 2 3 4 5 8 

1964-65 16404·33 497.98 115.3.23 18055.54 . 13446 .17 408.1 s . 925.55 14779.90 
(go. ss) (2 .76) (6. 39) (100.00)' 0 

: ( 9<>-. 98 ) (2. 76) (6 .26) (100.00) 

1965-66 1 9191 ·49 c654.26 1454-82 ° 21300.58 14762.68 503.28 1070.51 16336-47 
( 90.1 0) ().07) (6 .83) (1 oo.oo) (90.37) ·. (3.06) (6 .52) (1 00.00) 

1966-67 22082.23 0 681 .42 1266.07 24029.72 15550.87 479.87 831.85 16862.59 
( 91 • 90) (2 .84)' {5. 26) . { 1 do_. 00 ) oo 0 (92 .22} {2.85) (4. 93) (100.00) 

1967-68 26234-02 770.89 1531~06 28535.97 16709 ·57 . 491 .01 916 .eo 18117.38 
0 

( 9.1 • 93) (2.70) (5 ·37) (tOO.OO) 0 (92.23) (2. 71 ) (5 .06) (100 .oo) 

1968-69 29272-38 840.86· 1706.06 31819.2~ - 1 81 81 • 6 0 _· 522.28 .1024.05 19727.93 
( 92 .oo) (2.64) (5 -36 )• (100.00) (92 .16) (2 .65) (5 .19) (100.00) 

1969-70 33152.97 1081 .92 1922 .oo 36156.89 20092.71 655.71 1102.70 21851 .12 
{ 91 .6 9) (2.99) (5. 32) (100.00). (91 .95) (3.00) (5 .05) (100 .oo) 

1970-71 37304.00 1255.10 1993.22 40550~31 - 214)9.98 721:32 -1094.57 ° 23254.97 
( 91 .99) (3.09) {4.92) (1 oo.oo} (92 .1·9) . (3.1-0) {4.71) (100.00) 

1971 -72 41230.33 1319.03 2036.29 44645.66 229)9.01 732.79 1065.00 24736.86 
(92.49) (2 .95) {4.56) (1 oo.oo) ' (92 -73) (2 .96) (4. 31) (100. 00} 

1972-73 46280.41 1461.14 2292.02 50033-58 . 24104.38 761 .01 1060.14 25925.53 
(92 .so} (2. 92) (4.58) (1 00:.00) (92.98) (2. 94) (4 .08) (100 .oo) 

1973-74 N.A. f·A· f-A· f:.t· f·A• 0 f.:t· · r:t· Nl~, (-) -) ~) -) 
1974-7'5 63058.56 2056.75 2634-00 67749.31 23355.02 761 .76 841.53 24958.31 

{9}.07) ().04) (3.89) (1 oo.oo) (93.58) (). 05) (3.37) {100:.00) 

1975-76. 73306.87 2313.30 3112.03 78728.20 26464.57 835.15 1027.75 28327.45 
( 93.11 ) (2. 94) ( J. 95) (1 oo.oo) {9).42) (2.94 (3 .64) (100.00) 

Bote Figures in perantheei.S are percentages to the total .. 
. , \ 
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